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Introduction
The Association IPS Finland and its news agency were founded in 1985 to bring the per
spective of people from developing countries into the Finnish media. ”A voice to the
voiceless” was the basic idea behind the international Inter Press Service, and it has also
inspired activities here in Finland. We wanted to spread information about the conditions
and ideas of the underprivileged in developing countries as widely as possible. That is
why our main target from the beginning was the mainstream media.
IPS offers complementary and alternative stories to and alongside the traditional news
flow. The favourites of the domestic press have included stories that open up world polit
ics from new perspectives. Alongside these, we have portrayed the everyday life in devel
oping countries from the perspective of ordinary people, often linked to global
phenomena. Storytelling was an integral part of IPS's production long before it became
fashionable in the Finnish mainstream media.
IPS engages in journalism that aspires to improve the world. Even the founders of the
international IPS in the 1960s were convinced that there can be no development without
information and communication. And they wanted their work to serve development.
What I personally learned during my three decades with IPS is that the basic issues of hu
man life are similar everywhere: everyone wants peace, economic security, health, love,
and a better future for their children. I wanted to spread this message, believing it would
increase tolerance among people.
IPS Finland has measured the impact of its message mainly in terms of publication fig
ures. We have not been able to study the impact of our stories on the worldview and
thinking of individual readers. However, it has felt meaningful, because in surveys carried
out by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs from time to time, citizens always want more in
formation about developing countries and development cooperation.
In these booming times of false news and trolling, it would seem even more important
to have professionally produced and reliable information from all corners of the globe. I
interviewed Roberto Savio, the founder of IPS in October 2019. He said that the internet
is a great thing and increases horizontal communication. However, professionalism in
communication is declining, with negative consequences.
The idea of compiling the history of IPS Finland was first conceived in 2008. Teemu
Matinpuro from Finnish Peace Committee offered to publish it in their Pystykorva book
series for the 25th anniversary of our association in 2010. I planned to take a few months
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of leave and apply for a grant for that period. I received a small grant from the Committee
for Public Information (TJNK), but more money was needed. I didn’t, however, apply be
cause in the spring of 2009 the recession started to destabilise IPS Finland. I decided to
try to make history instead of writing it and keep the shop afloat. I thus returned TJNK’s
money and continued working.
In the spring 2013, we decided to try to compile a history for the 30th anniversary in
2015. Longtime member of the Association's Board, freelance journalist Jorma T. Mattila
was ready to apply for a grant of Kone Foundation in his own name and carry out the pro
ject. At the end of the year, it turned out that this venture would also remain a dream: no
support from Kone was forthcoming, as there had been 70 per cent more applicants than
in the previous year.
The third attempt was successful. As I started planning my retirement in spring 2019, it
occurred to me that compiling a history could serve as a soft landing from working life to
retirement. I received a small grant from the Foundation to Promote Journalistic Culture
(Jokes) for project expenses. It mainly covered the rent of the IPS office room and the in
ternet access from September 2019 until the end of January 2020. The IPS editorial office
had moved with my successor Matti Ripatti to his office, but the archive in the office was
very much needed for the history. In January 2017, when we moved to smaller premises
and 17 boxes of newspaper clippings and 18 folders were moved to the People's Archive,
there were still about 150 folders left in the office.
I wanted more voices than my own to be heard in this history. Everyone I asked to con
tribute readily agreed. As well as the authors, many thanks go to Kari Kortelainen, who
was responsible for checking the language, layout, and visual design of our booklet. Any
mistakes in the history section are my own responsibility.
Helsinki
January 20th 2020
Milla Sundström
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Saving Memories
Kari Kortelainen
This relatively modest book has been more than a decade in the making, as can be seen
from the introduction written by Milla above. I have served as the chairman of IPS Fin
land Association for most of that time and seen the changing environment at first hand.
The media sector has changed substantially since the time when our operations started.
In the mid1980s idealistic journalists and others interested in developing country is
sues – I was one of them – set up a news agency in response to a clearly visible demand.
Political decisionmakers were in favour of raising awareness of developing countries and
gave us the financial support we needed. Publishing newspapers and magazines was still a
very lucrative business at the time and IPS stories about everyday life in the Third World
got ample space in the papers.
But the last decade was a cycle of misery and shrinkage for us. Customers declined, as
did public support. However, the Board of the Association decided to keep going as long
as there were enough clients, stories, and money. Now it seems that they will last for a
surprisingly long time.
In our view, the creation of this history book is justified, even if it does not include a
date for the end of the activity. Although IPS Finland has been a oneemployee office for
most of its existence, it has been a major player in the Finnish media scene. Its story is
therefore worth recording.
If no one is interested in this story, only the hours and small expenses used to make this
history will be lost. That is a pretty small price to pay. If, on the other hand, the story of
IPS Finland is forgotten undocumented and someone – say, a media historian – later
misses it, the loss is greater.
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1. Journalism as a Tool
for Making a Better World
Milla Sundström
Inter Press Service was born at an optimistic time, when the economy was growing, and
the evil genie of uncontrollable finance had not yet been released from the bottle. ”We
young people knew that we had a future.” So says Roberto Savio (b. 1934), founder and
longtime Director General of IPS, in his book The Journalists Who Turned the World
Upside Down, published in 2012.
IPS was founded in Rome in 1964 to promote peace and development through commu
nication. It was a democratic cooperative of Italian and Latin American journalists. In
stead of economic gain, the goal was to balance communication between the global South
and North. The decisive factor was not the quantity of information, but its quality. IPS
wanted to ”give a voice to the voiceless.”
Savio refers to an early study by the University of Tampere, which found that the four
major Western news agencies – Reuters, AP, UPI, and AFP – produced 91.3 percent of in
ternational news coverage. This was seen as blatant remnant of imperialism at a time
when colonialism was rapidly crumbling. At the same time, however, the Cold War was
dividing the world, and neither camp was interested in strengthening communication to
benefit the poor in developing countries.
Savio’s partner in founding IPS was Pablo Piacentini, an Argentinian who studied in
Rome. He assembled a network of Latin American students who had come to Europe and
were willing to write articles that shed light on the conditions in their home countries,
even for free. This laid the foundations for a Third World news agency initially linking
Europe and Latin America.
According to Savio, such a start was logical, as a story written by a Latin American colleague
could be published in Europe because it was considered exotic. Stories by African, Asian, and
Arab journalists, on the other hand, were rejected as unprofessional propaganda.
The cooperative was not an alien model in the media – Le Monde, for example, had
one – but IPS was the first international cooperative of its kind for journalists. The
”voice for the voiceless” idea meant that IPS correspondents had to be, as a rule, resid
ents of their host countries. In exceptional cases, a citizen of a neighbouring country
could be accepted.
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According to the IPS rules, twothirds of the members had to be from the South, and
each had one vote. Any profits of the cooperative would not be distributed to the mem
bers but would be invested in the development of the activities.
”My aim was to create a professional news agency that would give a voice to democratic
processes in Third World countries. That meant any system that would encourage greater
public participation in different national contexts and beyond the framework of tradition
al British democracy,” Savio explains.
As second objective, he lists giving a voice to the forces of change that could bring about
greater social justice and national modernisation. It covered, among others, Cuba, which
had not yet firmly sided with the Socialist Bloc. All this deprived IPS of the support of
Christian Democrats in Italy and other countries. The predecessor of IPS, the Roman
Press Service, founded by Savio in 1962, had relied heavily on it.
Savio reveals in the book that the early days of IPS were partly financed by a loan se
cured by his parents’ home. The parents had offered to help Savio buy a home after his
marriage. Instead, the young couple rented and used the money for IPS.

News from Timbuktu
The G77, a group of developing countries set up in 1964 at the UN, seemed a natural
partner for IPS, but the news agency’s status as a nongovernmental organisation raised
suspicions. Savio, however, refused to make IPS part of the system by tying it to a state
news agency.
The news industry at the time reacted very negatively to the emergence of IPS. Savio
quotes Victor Saint Pol, head of the AFP's foreign desk: ”What is true in Paris is also true
in Timbuktu. Therefore, a French journalist can write from Timbuktu without any prob
lem: actually, he will write better than an African journalist.”
As early as the end of 1965, IPS had established a network of offices in Latin America,
the United States, Canada, Western and Eastern Europe, and some Asian and African
countries. The economic base of the news agency was strengthened by developing cooper
ation in telecommunications with the help of the teleprint technology of the time.
According to Savio, international news agencies had three possible survival models: 1) a
sufficiently large domestic market, such as AP in the United States, 2) state support, such
as AFP in France and EFE in Spain, and 3) other business, such as Reuters’ stock market
bulletins and IPS’ telecommunications services.
Due to its ownership structure, IPS was an oddity among news agencies, which raised
suspicions. The CIA, the KGB and the Vatican were speculated as the backers of the oper
ation.
In content production, IPS focused on processes rather than events. It provided stories
with background information and featured nontraditional actors. IPS did not try to com
pete in hard news.
In developing countries, national news agencies were on a state leash. IPS partnered
with them to provide a counterweight to the world's four major news agencies. It was the
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first in the world to establish a service in Swahili. It also trained local journalists on a new
way of working and thinking in seminars and workshops. National news agencies took
the IPS material for distribution. However, it lost contracts when those in power became
angry at what the local IPS correspondent was writing.

A New World Order
The debate on the need to change the world order intensified in the 1970s. In 1974, the
UN adopted a declaration on the New International Economic Order (NIEO), which,
among other things, gave developing countries a say in transnational corporations oper
ating in their territories. Many industrialised countries, including the United States, sup
ported the declaration.
At the same time, a resolution was adopted on the New International Information Or
der (NIIO) to improve the position of developing countries in communication. Although
IPS had long campaigned for this, it had no official role to play, as the UN was a govern
menttogovernment body. Civil society was still an unknown concept.
In 1976, UNESCO set up a commission chaired by Sean MacBride to prepare NIIO. At
the same time, the NonAligned Movement (NAM) set up a news pool under the aegis of
the Yugoslav news agency Tanjug, and IPS acted as a technical carrier for the material. As
this was an exchange of information between national news agencies, the quality of the
content posed problems. When translating this news, IPS journalists also tried to im
prove it, what caused complaints.
The MacBride Commission was a battleground between the Western and developing
world views. According to the West, information is free, and imbalances can only be cor
rected by the market, not by governments. Developing countries saw information as a
tool of cultural colonialism and control by the Western world, whereas it should be an in
strument of national identity.
IPS considered the imbalance of information mostly a qualitative problem while the
Third World countries argued that the flow of news from the South had to increase.
Western countries, on the other hand, saw their own values as the only true ones, which
IPS did not agree with. The socialist countries saw NIIO as an excellent tool for con
trolling Western news coverage, and according to Savio, developing countries were for
them a mere theatre of ideological struggle.
The differences of opinion led to a stalemate. When the MacBride report was intro
duced in 1980, the Western view was that UNESCO wanted to control media. However,
the report was adopted unanimously, and the US even proposed an action plan to fund
media development in the Third World.

30 years backwards
The rise of Ronald Reagan as President of the United States in 1979 and the election of
his kindred spirit Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom marked a
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turning point in world development, Savio estimates. ”We had gone back to the situation
prevailing before the Suez crisis (1956) and put the clock back 30 years.” It was reflected,
among other things, in intensifying attacks on the UN and the liberalisation of the eco
nomy from all regulation. The collapse of socialism that began in the late 1980s com
pleted the triumph of economic globalisation.
For IPS, the 1980s were a tough time. According to Savio, it could no longer rely on any
government support. Western media organisations attacked UNESCO in the name of
press freedom, and IPS came straight into the line of fire while acting as a distributor for
NAM news pool.
In the summer of 1981, the AP distributed worldwide a report published in the Wash
ington Star accusing IPS of radicalism and actions against press freedom. According to
Savio, the prejudices of traditional news agencies towards IPS were reinforced not only
by its strange ownership structure, but also by its extensive involvement in developing
telecommunications technology in Third World countries, which took place through pur
posebuilt organisations.
In addition, IPS encouraged its offices in North America and European countries to be
come independent, which also shifted their operations to a cooperative or association
basis. The IPS offices also translated IPS news into their own language when the big news
agencies sold their material to national news agencies for translation. According to the
Washington Star story carried by AP, IPS was a political organisation committed to a
struggle against the West. IPS immediately began to lose customers all over the world.
The political nature of the defamation campaign was confirmed when a US State De
partment official who opposed Reagan leaked to the IPS Washington correspondent a
secret memo, which had been sent to all US embassies. They were instructed to do their
best to close the IPS offices because it was an enemy of the United States.
”I was shocked. Had not the United States been claiming that governments should nev
er intervene in the field of information,” Savio commented.
In the spring of 1982, he was able to discuss the matter with the US State Department,
where it was agreed that IPS would be subject to an impartial investigation. The report,
prepared by C. Anthony Giffard, a professor at the University of Washington, was eventu
ally very sympathetic to IPS, and the whole case was buried.

Winds of freedom
NIIO was buried as well. The US and Britain were leaving UNESCO, and Third World
governments were refusing to discuss anything as controversial as information. ”IPS
found itself alone in its effort to promote a different kind of news service,” Savio says.
Savio reads it as an irony of history that IPS ended up partnering with AP in the late
1980s to use its telecommunications links.
In early 1990s the attention of the world was focused on the collapse of socialism. For a
moment, it seemed that the winds of freedom were also blowing in communication
throughout the world. IPS was also involved in EU projects to train journalists from East
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ern Central European countries to new kind of thinking. However, the issue of Third World
threatened to be forgotten in this rejoicing, and Savio tried to campaign for a new kind of
percentage movement: one per cent of development aid for better communication.
For a long time IPS enjoyed support from likeminded European states, including
among others Belgium, Finland, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, Spain, and
Sweden. In the 21st century, IPS also established relations with emerging developing
countries such as Brazil, South Africa, and India. In the 2010s, however, states withdrew
from supporting IPS – perhaps thinking that the internet is giving voice to people in de
veloping countries as well.
At the meetings of IPS supporters and management held in Helsinki in October 2011,
director general Mario Lubetkin reported on the situation:
”It is not the crisis of IPS that is going on, but a transformation of the economy and media in
general and the ICT sector. The global news agenda is shifting in favour of IPS, with emerging
issues such as food security, climate change and energy, migration, emerging economies, and
the global South.
IPS has been forced to cut costs, resulting in the following reduction in production from Oct
2010 to Sep 2011:
Produced original stories in English 291 per month (346 in the previous period), 192 in
Spanish (234) and 61 in French (47).
IPS articles now appear in 21 languages (25), with reductions in Asia, but the intention is to
launch the service in Chinese.
During the year, 491 people wrote to IPS (previous year: 453) and stories were dated to 445
locations (506) in 132 countries (136).
832 printable high-resolution photographs were offered during the year and 2,314 images
were posted online.
The website had 45 million visits per month and 1,5 million unique visitors. ”

”Conference trips”
At that time, IPS had other states in addition to Finland as supporters, and the future
seemed hopeful. South Africa joined the Support Group, and the 2012 meeting was to be
held there. I received a grant for travel expenses from Jokes, but the meeting was finally
cancelled. Because there was a lot of other content in my itinerary that improved the pro
fessional skills of a journalist who specialised in Third World coverage, I was able to keep
the scholarship and embark on a highly interesting trip.
In 2013 the Support Group meeting was scheduled to Buenos Aires, Argentina but also
it was cancelled in the last minute. I paid for my own trip, for which I had originally
booked a vacation as well, as a group of friends joined me. An interesting trip too, and a
useful one professionally.
The IPS meeting finally took place the autumn 2014 at the UN in New York, but the
situation was different in many ways from 2011. After Lubetkin’s resignation and a series
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of confusing phases, Ramesh Jaura of IPS Germany was elected the director general and
had to struggle with debts and a dwindling support base.
It was, however, clear in the meeting that in UN circles, IPS was still a respected com
municator. Walter Lichem, Chairman of the Board of IPS, asked Finland, one of the news
agency's last supporters, to look for other likeminded countries to join it. Minister Coun
sellor Lasse Keisalo from Finland's UN Mission promised to pass on the message, but ob
viously to no avail.
Funding for the steadily declining IPS news agency has remained purely projectbased
in recent years, with a strong impact on content production. It is not controversial com
pared to IPS mission because IPS is looking for likeminded contributors. The problem
lies mainly in the fact that the funding is precisely targeted at issues such as climate
change in the Caribbean, renewable energy in Latin America or agriculture in Africa. In
such cases, the subject in question – important and topical as it is – can become too dom
inant in an otherwise limited production.
Everscarcer resources also undermine IPS's ability to train journalists in developing
countries, which has been one of its greatest merits alongside its story coverage. ”Com
petitors” have also benefited from this training, as many IPS breeders have ended up
working with them.

From Gutenberg to Zuckerberg
I met Roberto Savio in Rome in October 2019, and we went back to the 1970s in the days of
NIIO. Savio reminded that the aim was not just to equalise the quantitative flows of in
formation between the global North and South, but above all to produce different content.
Although the world seemed receptive to these ideas for a while, their implementation
crashed into the dividing lines of the Cold War and received a death blow in early 1980s
with the rise to power of Reagan and Thatcher. According to Savio, it marked a radical
change in the value base. The same idea of individual interest replacing community in
terest characterises the US value system in the current Donald Trump era.
Savio praises the internet as a brilliant idea which strengthened horizontal communica
tion compared to the previous vertical one. However, the transition from ”Gutenberg era
to Zuckerberg era” is not without its problems. It is now essential to know where to look
for the right information when information is flooding in at every turn.
”Communication is fragmented, and there's a lot of stupid stuff in the mix when in
formation is out of anyone's control.”
Savio says that the citizen has first become a consumer and now a digital object.
”Groups that fortify into their own bubbles talk to each other only with insults. The
opaque speed of information flow has destroyed reflection and analysis. They are re
placed by manipulation and fake news. The result is a society of zombies.”
It falls far short of the goals of both the new information and economic order. Although
some 3.8 billion people – almost half of the world’s population – use the internet, more
than 2 billion lack proper toilets and sanitation, Savio points out.
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He believes that journalism is in crisis. On the one hand, the internet has reduced the
importance of traditional media, but on the other hand, the world is becoming more
complex and there is less journalism explaining it. The position and working conditions
of journalists have deteriorated, as anyone can start acting as a journalist or a photo
grapher.
”Professionalism is declining in communication, with negative consequences for people,
societies and the world as a whole,” Savio concludes.
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2. The history of IPS Finland
2.1. Activism as the starting engine
In early 1980s, activities to help developing countries were blooming in Finland. The Per
centage Movement called for development aid to be raised to the 0.7 percent of GNI as the
UN required. A network of FairTrade shops had spread all over the country. The Service
Centre for Development Cooperation (KEPA, later Fingo) was set up in spring of 1985 to
act as an umbrella organisation for the sector.
The international news flow also needed to be corrected, according to the enlightened
students and journalists. In Finland, as in most countries of the world, it was dominated
by four major Western agencies: Reuters, AFP, AP and UPI. ”Which, unfortunately, often
concentrate on covering crises or events in the Third World that are of importance to the
superpowers”, sated the 1985 annual report of Association IPS Finland.
In autumn 1984 a support group was formed under the auspices of The Student Union
of the University of Helsinki (HYY) to increase the Finns’ awareness of developing coun
tries and to promote the arrival of news agency Inter Press Service in Finland (the
founders recall on pages 69–73). It was known already that there was headquartered in
Rome an international news agency IPS that focused mainly on Third World countries
and events in them. For several years it had been trying to establish contacts with Fin
land. These had remained sporadic, and relations had been conducted mainly through the
IPS Stockholm office.
Unlike other major news agencies, IPS was a cooperative owned and run by its journal
ists. IPS already had a global news network and majority of its 70 bureaus were in the
Third World. In the industrialised countries, IPS sought to reinforce information about de
veloping countries, and on the other hand, to provide developing countries with informa
tion of their interest about events in industrialised countries. IPS was characterised as an
international nongovernmental organisation (INGO) in the field of communication.

Newspapers wanted articles in Finnish
IPS Sweden already provided material to some media houses in Finland. In the spring of
1982, the biggest daily, Helsingin Sanomat acquired an IPS news printer for a three
month trial period. In 1983 and 1984 national news agency STT used to buy an average of
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one article per week from IPS. The most important user was, however, the national
broadcasting company, Yle that became a subscriber of IPS Sweden in 1982.
In the spring of 1984 students of mass communication at Tampere University surveyed
the interest of Finnish newspapers in IPS service. The articles were found interesting, but
the papers wanted them in Finnish.
The project become a reality when the student union HYY came along. Sergio Jellinek
from the IPS office in Stockholm visited Finland in December 1984 and agreed that the
operation can start in Ylioppilaslehti (Student Paper) at the HYY premises. Jellinek ad
vised the Finns to apply for support from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
The then editorinchief of Ylioppilaslehti, Kimmo Pietinen, agreed with Jellinek, that
the paper would subscribe to IPS services from 15 January 1985. Initially, the material
was delivered by mail, but in July an IPS news printer was installed in the newsroom. It
was also to serve the needs of the news agency to be set up.
The informal group of 25 people that was formed in the autumn of 1984 continued to
meet and in January began translating the stories that arrived to Ylioppilaslehti. They
were replicated and sent free of charge to about a hundred newspapers and magazines.
The Director General of IPS international, Roberto Savio visited Finland in February
1985. The day was filled with visits: to the Union of Journalists, HYY and the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs, where he was received by Under Secretary of State Martti Ahtisaari. Be
sides Savio gave in the Helsinki University a public lecture with opportunity to ask ques
tions.
Suomen Inter Press Service ry (Association IPS Finland) was founded on 21 March and
registered on 3 December 1985. It decided to promote its objectives in communication by
setting up a Third World News Agency in Finland.

From voluntary to paid work
The launch of the IPS project in Finland was mainly based on the voluntary work of young
journalists and students who believed in it. During the first spring and summer, the volun
tary group translated and edited ten story packages containing a total of 58 articles.
Already in March, the Association hired its first employee, Martti Paananen, who
worked as the secretary of the Association for two months. He also took care of the tran
scription, replication and mailing of the voluntary group’s stories.
The student union HYY took financial responsibility during the startup phase, pro
vided premises, furniture, and machinery. It also applied for a grant to IPS Finland from
the Ministry. HYY covered the initial costs of around 6 400 euros in current money.
When it was confirmed that the Ministry would provide IPS Finland with 25 000 euros
from NGO development project budget, the Association hired in the beginning of June
Marketta Ollikainen as a halfday journalistsecretary. In October, the post became full
time, and Antti Autio was hired as journalistcorrespondent.
Salaries were in line with the industry's collective agreement, and the IPS office in
Stockholm funded the international news line from Stockholm to Helsinki.
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In the summer of 1985, IPS sold its first stories to Helsingin Sanomat, Sanomalehtimies
and Uusi Nainen. In September, a weekly feature service was launched, initially with four
subscribers. The operation started in the premises of Ylioppilaslehti. At the beginning of
October, IPS got its own room on the fifth floor of Uusi Ylioppilastalo (New Student
House), and the news printer moved also there.
By the end of 1985 the feature service was subscribed by Demokraattinen lehdistö
palvelu, Eteenpäin, EteläSuomen Sanomat, Helsingin Sanomat, Hämeen Sanomat,
Kainuun Sanomat, Kauppalehti, Keskisuomalainen, Kouvolan Sanomat, Maaseudun
Tulevaisuus, Suomenmaa and Suomen Sosialidemokraatti. The contracts were still exper
imental and valid for a few months. Helsingin Sanomat gave up the service after a month
and switched to buying exclusive articles.
Initially the weekly package was mailed to subscribers on Wednesdays, then Tuesdays
and finally Mondays. Until early December 1985, a summary of the contents of the fea
ture package was sent also to nonclient papers and they were offered the possibility to
buy single articles.
The length of the stories was 1–5 typed sheets. The package generally contained one
long, two medium and one short story. The same formula was still in place in autumn
2019. In the first year, sales of the articles earned 20 200 euros in current money.

Diverse picture of the Third World
The annual report of 1985 describes the content of the news service:
”The range of topics covered in the stories was designed to give as diverse a picture of developing countries as possible. Some of the stories focused on crisis areas in developing countries, such as South Africa, hunger and refugee problems in Africa, and problems in Central and
South America. In addition, the aim was to cover countries and population groups that are less
well known in Finland. The stories covered children, the position of women, minority groups
and environmental problems in Third World countries. The selection of topics also aimed at a
certain degree of regional representativeness, i.e., a balance between African, Asian and Latin
American countries and their people.”
In the spring a contract was made with Sanomalehtien ilmoitustoimisto, Sita, that they
would monitor the publication of IPS stories, but their sample did not appear to be com
prehensive. They only caught about half of the pickups, the IPS journalists estimated.
According to Sita, from the free packages were published 55 stories in 16 papers during
the spring and summer 1985.
In the autumn of 1985, the journalists made a total of 41 sales visits that reached all the
main newspapers. The response was positive, and many papers promised to consider a
subscription. The IPS stories were considered good and necessary, although some re
gional papers felt that they lacked the editorial capacity to use the material.
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In addition to the weekly service IPS was compiling a special package for the student
papers and offered exclusive stories to various publications.
Third World awareness was also promoted in other ways: activists and staff of the Asso
ciation were busy presenting IPS in various communities and public events and writing
articles for the press. At the end of the year, the Association had 31 members.
The 1985 Annual Report sums up:
”The past year has been a historic one for the Association IPS Finland. In the beginning of the year
there was just an idea of founding a Third World News Agency in Finland and during the year it
evolved to a well-functioning unit that was already fully operational by the end of the year.”

2.2. Journalists, errand boys and others
The Association IPS Finland has from the very beginning relied on voluntary activity and
work. It never grew to be a mass organisation nor was it intended to be. A small group of
reliable members has had the guts to believe in the importance of a Third World News
Agency in Finland and continued to participate in the activities year after year. It was ob
viously a wise decision by the founders not to hunt for busy ”celebrities” of the field to be
members of the Board of Directors but people who were prepared to give their time and
expertise to IPS. The Board has served as an important support group for the editorial
staff which has most of the time been one sole person.
The technical part, ICT, has since 1986 been the responsibility of Risto Autio who has
served as a board member but also received a small compensation for the ICT support, he
offered. Without his expertise and input, our path would have been much rockier (Risto’s
memories on page 83).
Already in the summer of 1986, IPS Finland hired its first summer reporter whose task
was to write stories from Finland to the international IPS network. He was Linus Atarah,
originally from Ghana, who was studying mass communication in Tampere University on
a scholarship of the National Union of University Students in Finland (SYL) which also
paid half of the salary of Linus. (His memories on page 76)
In autumn 1987, Antti Autio left for civilian service and journalist Soma Rytkönen was
chosen as his replacement. In early 1988, Soma and Marketta were complaining that the
office was too cramped for two people and a noisy teleprinter. A temporary wall was
erected, but in May Marketta announced her resignation because of excessive workload.
She left at the end of June and the Board decided not to hire anybody immediately and to
cover Soma’s vacation with voluntary work.
The Association’s first errand boy was however hired to take care of replicating and
mailing the weekly package. He was history student Mikko Myllykoski who worked 3–4
hours every Monday with an hourly wage of 9.34 euros in today’s money (Mikko recalls
on page 74).
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It is surprising to notice that the wage of the errand boy or girl did not actually rise at
all over the years. When Soma Rytkönen finished in that job in spring 2019, the hourly
wage was 9.44 euros.

Oneperson operation
Finances forced the Association to shift permanently to a oneperson operation. Antti
resigned while his civilian service ended and Soma who had replaced him was also
leaving. Thus, the Association announced a vacancy for a journalist in the summer and
I was chosen. I had gained experience at the foreign desk in Aamulehti as a substitute
and in a permanent vacancy of EteläSuomen Sanomat in 19831988. In the spring of
1988, I wanted to move to Helsinki and got a job as picture news editor at Lehtikuva. It
did not feel like my job, however, and when IPS opened the vacancy I applied for it.
This time I was selected, unlike in 1985, when IPS Finland first time announced the
vacancy for a journalist.
What probably worked on my favour was my involvement in the Third World Shop of
Lahti and editing of the movement’s magazine. I was trained to the IPS work by Soma in
late August and returned to Lehtikuva on their request for the time of the Seoul
Olympics. In October I started to work on my own in IPS.
My tenure at IPS lasted almost 31 years, as I retired on 1 July 2019. After that freelancer
Matti Ripatti took care of the news agency.
Although the journalist remained the same from decade to decade, the holiday substi
tutes and errand persons kept changing. Training a new substitute was always a big job,
because he or she had to be able to run the office alone for several weeks. I used to be in
communicado during the vacations. In the early 1990s the substitute was a freelancer
who had worked only for the radio. Besides everything else she had to learn the use of
computer from scratch. She, like all others, managed stunningly well the work that be
sides normal journalistic skills and knowledge on Third World matters required lots of
courage and independent problemsolving.
Several persons took care of renewing the annual contracts with the clients and carried
out marketing projects. A fairly comprehensive list of the staff in different years is on
page 108. All the chairpersons and board members are listed on page 105.
The email list of IPS Association has included about 70 names during the recent years
but less than 20 paid the membership fee. The general meetings have been organised
twice a year. The meetings have been accompanied by members’ nights where actual
themes have been discussed after a presentation by a member or other expert.

Coverage for the network
In the spring of 1985, a member of the initial support group, Timo Voipio, went with Pasi
Toivonen to tour Africa to familiarise with the development cooperation projects of Finnish
NGOs and to organise direct import trade. Timo wrote three stories for IPS Finland which
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delivered them to the press. Stringer agreements were also made with Markku Malkamäki
who went to Latin America and Ari Rouvinen who was bound to Africa.
Pretty soon, the use of ”own” correspondents of IPS Finland gave way to Finnish jour
nalists writing for the international IPS newswire, mainly from Finland but occasionally
from abroad, too. In the autumn of 1989, I went with the Association of Finnish Foreign
Affairs Journalists to tour Latvia and Lithuania and on my return wrote a series of articles
on the Baltic countries for the IPS wire. That same year we filed more than 40 stories.
In the summer of 1990, the target of filing a story per week was exceeded thanks to the
summer job of Linus Atarah. IPS Finland even covered the superpower summit which
was organised in Helsinki between George H. W. Bush of the US and Mikhail Gorbachev
of the Soviet Union on 9 September and we were praised by the editorinchief of IPS.
In early 1993, IPS Europe hired a Scandinavian correspondent based in Copenhagen.
He had an assistant in Finland and our help was not needed. I wrote however articles
about Lithuania and Kaliningrad where I went in May with the Association of Finnish
Foreign Affairs Journalists. The correspondent in Copenhagen quit already in the sum
mer and we started the coverage again.
In the autumn of 1998, I went to Tanzania at the expense of the Ministry for Foreign Af
fairs to cover Mtwara and Finnish development cooperation projects there. The stories
were published on IPS wire and a threestory package was also compiled in Finnish. The
stories got 17 pickups in Finland.

Impossible equation
IPS Finland had difficulties in financing the production of the stories for the IPS wire, and
the situation was discussed with the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. The then Director of
Communication, Yrjö Länsipuro, agreed to pay Linus for the stories in the summer of
1999. But the situation got complicated as he had to check every article before deciding
the payment. Länsipuro admitted that he could not pay if Finland’s line was criticised,
and on the other hand, he was not eager to reward positive comments. The equation was
impossible both to independent news production and the Ministry.
I was invited to join a factfinding mission that the Ministry organised to Bosnia for a
small group of journalists in May 2000. I wrote two stories for the Finnish weekly ser
vice and translated them for the wire. The tour was guided by the then Chief of Infor
mation on Development Cooperation, Matti Remes, who also offered photos to go with
my stories.
In the autumn of 2002, the Ministry took a group of Finnish journalists, me included, to
The Hague to follow the Support Group meeting and seminar organised by IPS interna
tional. We also visited the brand new International Criminal Court (ICC).
In the spring of 2006, I filed a story on the closure of a paper mill of UPM Company in
Voikkaa. It is part of my hometown Kuusankoski what helped me to find a dismissed ac
quaintance to be interviewed. The article attracted some attention in Uruguay where UPM
had at the same time invested huge amount in a new factory. The national radio of Uruguay
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asked me for an interview, but I didn’t dare to agree because of my limited knowledge of the
matter and Spanish.
Correspondence from Finland dwindled in the 2010s, with the last stories so far be
ing filed in the spring and summer of 2016. We could no longer afford to pay to the
stringers and the motherIPS did not cry for stories as they had no resources to edit
them. According to our archives, the last article dated here was a column on the green
house gas emissions of livestock written by Risto Isomäki (he recalls on page 81, list of
stringers on page 104).

2.3. Clients, products, and content
IPS Finland got a direct telex connection to the international IPS network in February
1986, but the Finnish weekly service continued to be copied and mailed to the clients for
years to come. IPS international produced also bulletins in a number of specialist areas –
trade unionism, churches, science and technology, development – and we were pondering
their marketing as such or translated. Over the years, IPS Finland tested various special
services in Finnish, like environmental or health stories or entertainment and culture
news. They were occasionally subscribed to by the regular clients of the feature service or
some special magazines.
From the very beginning, the Finnish feature service consisted of 3–4 stories per week.
The hard core of the clientele was formed by the traditional regional newspapers of which
practically all were subscribers at some point. The core group also included some party
organs like Suomen Sosialidemokraatti (later Demari and Demokraatti), Center Party’s
Suomenmaa and via news service Demokraattinen lehdistöpalvelu the left’s Kansan
Uutiset and regional party papers Hämeen Yhteistyö, Kansan Sana, Kansan Tahto,
Kansan Ääni and Satakunnan Työ.
Maaseudun Tulevaisuus, the ”organ of the countryside” or agrarian people subscribed
IPS news from the beginning as did the business paper Kauppalehti. The group was soon
joined by Insinööriuutiset (later Tekniikka ja talous) and the organ of the Lutheran
church, Kotimaa.
Besides newspapers, the service was subscribed by publications of various trade unions and
other organisations, a few local radios, the training news room of the department of mass
communication of Tampere University, some parts of civil service like the department of de
velopment cooperation in the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. In 1988 we started to provide the
latter also with IPS material in English on listed topics (list of subscribers on pages 100102).
SYL supported the production of a service for student papers for a couple of years and it
was subscribed by eight publications at best.
We also provided exclusive articles. For instance, in 1987 nine to IltaSanomat and five
to Helsingin Sanomat. Maaseudun Tulevaisuus, Sanomalehtimies, Lapset ja Yhteiskunta,
Insinööriuutiset, Ylioppilaslehti and Uusi Nainen bought one exclusive story each.
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In addition, IPS Finland provided untranslated material to various clients: HYY got ev
erything that treated El Salvador as they sponsored a university there and our archive was
in their use. Radio City and Radio 957 received the feature service plus ten stories in Eng
lish per week. Kotimaa received IPS’s Church and Development bulletin.
Finnish Broadcasting company Yle that earlier received everything via IPS Sweden be
came a client of IPS Finland at the end of 1987.
The monitoring of publications was soon taken to our own hands. The subscribing pa
pers were required to send us a free copy. The monitoring was mainly taken care of by the
editor – sometimes also the errand person – and I felt that it was useful work. The clip
pings offer an immediate feedback on the reception of our supply. Browsing the papers,
one also got a clear picture of what else was offered to them and what they were inter
ested in.

Crystallising the editorial policy
In November 1986 in a seminar held on a cruise liner a motto was crystallised: Informa
tion about Third World is information about the entire world! At the same occasion were
listed things that the story production shall not include:
– riding on crises and their overexposure
– sloppy editing
– false information
– lecturing
– the search for scapegoats
– pure market orientation
To the main editorial objectives was included highlighting nations, population groups,
regions and cultures that are otherwise overlooked by the media. We also wanted to shed
light on Third World from the perspective of ordinary people. Although we brought up
problems the editorial policy had to be constructive.
The 1986 Annual Report cites as an example a series of stories dealing with the efforts
of developing countries and their citizens to solve their problems. While writing about
crises ”the aim is to provide background and depth to the fragmented news images.”
The crystallising of the editorial policy continued in the 1987 Annual Report:
”The aim is to enrich, diversify and deepen people’s perceptions of developing countries. Instead of describing political and economic misery, the aim is to create a holistic picture of society in developing countries and to avoid conveying a clishéd world view.”
The fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 and the political upheavals in Eastern Europe affected
the sales of IPS articles in Finland, with only 30 stories published in November, despite a
26 per cent increase in the year as a whole. The effect continued in 1990 with for example
Turun Sanomat cancelling its subscription of IPS environmental news because of the
news flood from Eastern Europe.
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The recession bites in 1990s
At the turn of the 1980s and 1990s, Finland was plunged into a banking crisis and what
has been described as the worst economic recession in its history. IPS Finland started to
feel it in late 1990 when Kaleva cancelled its subscription for a year, citing the recession
and lack of foreign desk capacity.
The opposite was also experienced: In the spring of 1991, trade union paper Kirjatyö in
sisted on paying more because it published so many stories. Keskisuomalainen did the
same. At the end of the year the recession, however, bit more: Kouvolan Sanomat,
Hämeen Sanomat and Yle terminated their contracts.
In Finland, the production kept contracting and unemployment continued to rise in
1992. Media dependent on advertising markets were plunged into a cost crisis that was
predicted long. The papers resorted to cuts which reduced the number of pages and pub
lishing frequency. Our clippings of publications plummeted by 200 from the previous
year and their amount was record low (447 from the weekly service). Yle, however, re
turned to subscribe after some reflection and price reduction.
Our reaction to the recession was to improve quality and increase marketing. Board
members started to proofread the weekly service on a rotating basis, and the practise con
tinues. We also conducted a customer survey and as a result added variation to the
lengths of the stories. The improved publication figures and successful renewing of sub
scriptions in the yearend proved the line right. The marketing campaign replaced two
lost clients with four new ones and 1993 saw a record number of publications (graphics
on the publications on page 109).
A curiosity: In the spring of 1993 we got as ”subscriber”, citing my description, ”a
publication called Vihreä elämä (green life) of two cute schoolboys from Jyväskylä. It
is not able to pay anything but publishes lots of stories on environment and develop
ment.”
One of the boys was Oras Tynkkynen, 15, who later became a deputy and environ
mental expert. The environmental activism of teenagers is certainly nothing new.
The finances of IPS Finland still suffered of the recession in 1994, with the sales
revenues falling by more than 12 000 euros from 1993.
In 1996, more IPS columns were published in Finland than in any other country,
134 times. The explanation is that the columns were both sold exclusively (mainly to
Helsingin Sanomat) and included regularly in the weekly service which got plenty of
pickups.
For a few years, the IPS headquarters did not charge for columns, but in 1997 the
practice changed. The Columnists Service started to charge half of the price of the ex
clusively sold columns and 85 USD a piece for those used in the weekly service. With
HS the problem was that they gave no credit to IPS when the column was published
on their editorial page as a ”Visiting Pen”. Also, on other pages the crediting was eas
ily forgotten.
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Entering the internet in 1996
IPS Norway was at the forefront in utilising the internet as it managed to become Telenor
company’s guinea pig free of charge. Initially, all IPS material was on the website main
tained by IPS Norway, and Finnish stories were uploaded there in the autumn of 1996.
The first subscriber to our online service was Eduskunnan kirjasto (the Parliament’s Li
brary) that tested it in late 1996. The subscription was soon consolidated and continues
still in the spring of 2020.
Our Finnish homepage was set up in early 1997 using the server of NGObased
Kaapelisolmu. Our clients went through the Finnish page to the Norwegian server and
were able to read all IPS languages. The Finnish website was opened on 1 February 1997.
The archive included weekly packages of 1995 and 1996 plus trade union and health news
of 1996. Our number of clippings had cracked 1 000 in 1996. The main product, Finnish
feature service, exceeded 1 000 in 1997 when a hefty record was made.
In 1997 we got funding from the National Agency for Education to experiment trans
mission of IPS material to schools online. It was done in cooperation with DWorks, a co
operative of journalists, which had designed a web service, Koulutie, for schools. Our
pages had to be entered via Koulutie.
The cooperation with schools and DWorks started in the autumn but with the latter it
stopped almost immediately. DWorks refused to give a fixed name to the page which was
leading to IPS’s school stories which blocked linking to the page. We replaced DWorks by
hiring two freelancers from IPS Board, Soma Rytkönen and Eeva Simola, to edit the school
pages. The entire service was, however, closed in 1998 as the state stopped funding it.
At the end of 1998, we got rid of the AP news wire that was replaced by email. The same
happened in Yle, and its monthly price was halved to 575 euros. More and more cus
tomers started to receive the weekly service by email instead of ”snail mail”.
In June 1999 I reported to the Board that an awkward situation had arisen with Yle:
” The transmission of the material was switched to e-mail in the beginning of the year, and we
have imagined that everything is working well, as we have not been informed of any problem.
Recently, by chance, I met a radio journalist and asked him about the situation. Eventually it became clear that our stories are not seen in their system. We have however invoiced the service all the time and they have paid without complains.
I asked our ITC-expert Risto Autio to contact the technicians in Yle and clear the situation.
It turned out that our e-mail does reach Yle but they don’t bother to maintain active the programme that would send it to the system where the journalists see the news. Their activity did
not increase much although we kept pressurising. Last week ﬁnally something was supposed to
happen.
We don’t feel responsible for the situation, but it is embarrassing and can lead to cancelling
of the subscription as they have managed this long without the IPS service. Today’s information
from the technicians is that the system should now function, but I could not get conﬁrmation
from the journalists.”
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The case is an illustrative example of how information cuts occur with the client media
when nobody feels responsible to report a problem. A newspaper client was once for a
long time without our service without saying a word. When the complaint finally came in,
it turned out that they had just slipped out of our mailing list and it could be fixed in the
blink of an eye.
In 2000 we experienced a ”miracle” that HS contacted us asking for columns to their
editorial page. The paper also occasionally published our stories on its environment and
foreign pages. In the same year Keskisuomalainen and Savon Sanomat merged their for
eign pages but didn’t claim a discount as we had feared.
The discussion with the two papers on additional payment for publishing online ended
up like this:
”Both parties acknowledge that IPS remains with rights to its material also considering archives and publications in the internet. Because it has not been possible to agree on these issues in detail due to their incompleteness, they have been deferred for agreement in the
contracts for the coming years. In the meantime, Keskisuomalainen and Savon Sanomat have
the right to include IPS material in their own archives and use it in their internet publications.
If Keskisuomalainen or Savon Sanomat beneﬁts ﬁnancially (make a proﬁt) from this publication,
Keskisuomalainen will pay half of this proﬁt to IPS.”
I have not remembered to inquire whether such profits have been garnered to the me
dia house.

Careful pricing
The pricing of IPS Finland has been moderate because our main target is to get maxi
mum publicity to the stories. Experience has also shown that the pricequality ratio must
be right if we want to retain our newspaper clients. Competition for space in the papers is
fierce and stories on Third World seldom win.
An extra package to celebrate the 15 years of IPS Finland was published in 2000. It was
first sent to the subscribers and after a few days to other papers free of charge. The
weekly service was offered for subscription at these prices (converted to today’s money):
Circulation
Price, euros/month
≥50 000
264
20 00050 000
220
10 00020 000
198
≤10 000
176
We have sought to commit customers to a fixed monthly fee that gives them unlimited
rights to publish the stories. We have, however, been obliged to offer an alternative to pay
only for published stories. In this offer we asked 92.50 euros for a story of 2–4 sheets and
44 euros for one sheet.
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It is worth mentioning that prices did not rise significantly until 2011 when the digital
transformation of the media landscape derailed the entire market.
In January 2001 concerns about the content of IPS news supply led us to write to the
editorinchief Claude Robinson. We wanted to know whether the man in the street had
completely disappeared from IPS coverage. Robinson replied constructively:
”I had to go back and look at my own words in the IPS Stylebook which I quote as follows: I.
Timeless Features. These are stories about trends and processes on global themes. The best
features are the ones told through the lives and experiences of real people. Recitation of data
and statistical pileups about gender inequality cannot compare with real life stories of struggles
to break the proverbial glass ceiling. The good story weaves in the data gently without losing
the human contact. That still represents my view, (in addition to getting quotes from ordinary
citizens to supplement what the high ofﬁcials say). I will just have to work harder (with the
help of everyone). Thanks again for your concern. Claude ”

Towards continuous marketing
The terrorist attacks against the US on 11 September 2001 conquered the news space and
initially weakened the pickup of our stories. Later the background stories that we offered
were, however, quite well received.
In 2002, we tried to create a system whereby the Board would act as a quality circle, so
that every member would spend one week following the international story supply and tip
her or his favourites to the editor. Only Marina Galkin was able to do her part.
In February 2002, IPS Finland switched to Linux operating system, and soon after that
we revamped our website as part of the redesign of IPS website.
The yearly marketing drive to renew the customer contracts ended in 2002. We
changed the contracts to be openended and both partners were given the right to request
a review of the terms and conditions. New contracts included a clause that allows an an
nual price increase in line with inflation. The marketing became continuous, and we could
concentrate on searching for new subscribers.
The hunt for new clients was naturally seen as part of the sole employee’s work. It was
not the best possible solution in this case as I am a lousy salesperson.
The same problem has plagued the entire IPS. Idealistic journalists do not know how to
do business, and on the other hand, marketing professionals are illsuited to the non
commercial world of IPS.
IPS traditionally funded the operations in Third World through grants from the wealthy
countries or through project cooperation. The offices in the industrialised countries had
to raise their own funding. Finland was for long time on top of the list when it came to
selfsufficiency with the state support covering only 20–30 per cent of the costs. IPS
Sweden, however, lost the state’s support long before us and has for many years tottered
on sales incomes. It has allowed only parttime freelance labour, like also here during the
recent years.
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In 2003 we became worried about the weakening publication figures as the number of
clippings fell for third consecutive year. We started to send every Thursday a preadver
tisement to the subscribers about the contents of coming weekly package. It also includes
a reminder of the package sent on Monday.

Subscribers are consulted in 2004
Concerns about declining publication figures inspired us to launch our history’s largest
customer survey in spring 2004. I quote from its final report:
”The purpose of the customer survey was to explore how current subscribers could be made
publish more IPS stories. We wanted to map possible technical obstacles, as well as opinions
on the content. As a carrot was offered the possibility to receive three free samples of our Entertainment and Culture News package (Viku).
The questionnaire was e-mailed on 9 February 2004 to following client papers:
Aamulehti, Etelä-Saimaa, Hämeen Sanomat, Kaleva, Kansan Uutiset, Karjalainen, Keskipohjanmaa, Keskisuomalainen, Kymen Sanomat, Lapin Kansa, Länsi-Suomi, Pohjalainen, Suomenmaa,
Turun Sanomat, Uutispäivä Demari, Tiedonantaja,Vihreä Lanka.
Kansan Uutiset and Tiedonantaja did not answer and I did not feel like pushing them. The
connection works with colleagues in Kansan Uutiset and they already subscribe to Viku. Tiedonantaja uses little and can barely afford to pay for it, so there is no hope for additional pickups.
Technical problems were not found to be the reason of the low usage. A few clients added a
new e-mail address, and one changed to receive stories directly in the messages instead of attachments.
The reason for meagre use generally is that there is no need because of sufﬁcient supply
from other sources. In Lapin Kansa (which pays a ﬁxed monthly fee but pics ups stories only
occasionally) it turned out that the subeditors do not feel ownership of the issue, because the
subscription was made by the editor-in-chief. The sole woman in the group admitted that she
is the only one to use IPS and promised to increase her activity (she also published immediately three articles on the editorial page almost on daily bases). It is a bit funny that in some
papers that publish little the journalists say that they read our stories with great interest!
Some feedback was received about the content:
– No faults were detected, rather the opposite – except Pohjalainen which considers the
topics a bit ”far-fetched”.
– Perhaps more stories from Europe and North America (Vihreä Lanka).
– And from Latin America (Keskisuomalainen and Demari). Demari also hopes for more
Middle East.
– PICTURES were wanted by most, and our suggested price of 45 euros per piece was mainly
accepted if the photos are related to the story. For instance, the editor-in-chief of Hämeen
Sanomat assured that ”several interesting background stories would rise to the top of publishing
list if matching pictures were available.” The prices needed, however, to be moderate.
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– Keskisuomalainen wished shorter stories and e.g. facts in separate boxes. They consider
well known columnists, like Johan Galtung, always desirable.
– Aamulehti complains of too much politics in our supply and hopes more economy, everyday life and environment. The number of social topics is suitable.
– Turun Sanomat had misunderstood that I consider adding a “best before” date to the stories
and likes the idea. Well, sometimes it is used if the story is about elections or other timely event
in the near future. They also hope more stories about daily life although it can cause problems
with illustration. Also, Kaleva considered the everyday life most interesting topic.
– Kymen Sanomat that publishes a few stories per year wants more social topics and everyday life. Hämeen Sanomat has the same favourites because ”politics, economy and environment we get from other sources, too”.
– Demari wants more politics and economy if it is simple enough to understand.They consider
it most difﬁcult to awake the readers interest in environment. They complain that Jim Lobe’s great
stories on US foreign and other politics are published too rarely in the Finnish service.
– Etelä-Saimaa estimates that the emphasis of the stuff is right.
– Keskipohjanmaa (that publishes only on the editorial page) does not want more politics
but prefers environment.
– Managing editor of Keskipohjanmaa, Arto Hietalahti wrote: ”Good work! The supply differs greatly from the general news pulp and offers a different viewpoint. We are not always able
to utilise it but at least something. A voice that differs from the mainstream of a globalising
world is healthy and necessary.”
– Editor-in-chief of Hämeen Sanomat, Olli-Pekka Behm: ”All in all, IPS service is deﬁnitely
needed.You work is valuable.”
Conclusions:
– The subscribers are quite satisﬁed with our service, and the low usage is more often due
to other things than us. The only ”weapon” in this competition tend to be good stories but
even that is not always enough. In some exceptional cases we could consider tipping off good
stories to the persons I now managed to get in contact within the papers that publish little but
have a positive attitude. But beware of over-pushing.
– Pictures are clearly at top of the wish list, which I will emphasise in the report that I’ll
send to the international management on the results of our survey. It would be interesting to
see how much the pick-up of stories would increase with photos.
– The wishes on topics were a bit contradictory, but everyday life was clearly on top (although past practice has shown that such stories are not bestsellers, unless they are related to
an actual news theme). Here the role of pictures is, of course, especially crucial.
– Delightedly numerous papers (nine) started to test our Entertainment and Culture
News, and something has already been published from the service. After the test period we
will offer the service at the current price which is 87 euros per month.”
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Letterboxes jammed
In 2005 the weekly service was sent by post only to the archives of Yle as Kaleva and
Maaseudun Tulevaisuus finally consented to receive it by email.
In 2006 trade union papers Journalisti and Palkkatyöläinen reduced the use of our sto
ries what seemed odd as the world was speeding to globalise.
At the same time, we had problems with the big amount of incoming post. In Hitsaa
jankatu we had two letterboxes, but they were jammed on Mondays when also the week
ends’ regional papers were delivered. ”The postman works hard to pack the bundles of
papers in the boxes and so do I while taking them out”, I reported in May 2006. We still
needed the free copies of the papers to get the clippings and the publications were again
in good upward trend.
The IPS columns got published regularly in Kehitys and Kumppani and about once a
month in Helsingin Sanomat, although without crediting the source.

What gets picked up?
In June 2006, the Board reviewed the statistics from the spring on how stories got picked
up. My own estimation was that the publications followed the old formula where best
sellers are stories related to actual news events or those dealing with global phenomena.
Besides, good stories always sell almost regardless of the subject, which happily indicates
that the stories are read in the newsrooms. Below a sample of the statistics:
Weekly service Feb 20, 2006
Freedom of speech is not the core of the dispute on cartoons
The number of stateless children is growing in Asia
Latte and panini available in Khartoum, too
Boycott on Danish products bites

pickups
6
6
3
3

Feb 27, 2006
Arms purchases of the Emirates affect the harbour strife
Bangladesh imprisoned the grumblers
Work fatigues the indigenous children in Chile
The agriculture of Mauritius is expanding to Madagascar

9
4
3
4

March 6, 2006
Educated Iraqis on the kill list?
Latin American women at the forefront of migration
Chicken farming no longer profitable in Ghana
The cartoons spoiled business in Pakistan

10
4
5
3
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Our statistics only tell one side of the story. The pickup of stories is influenced by sev
eral variables, about which we don’t know much: what others are offering, which news
events occur, who is compiling the pages, how much space they have, etc. The last, short
stories of the packages are less successful than one would expect given that papers often
say that they wish shorter stories. Perhaps it is because of the subjects, we concluded.
Our Board member Kaarina Järventaus who teaches Journalism at Helia University of
Applied Science, had also analysed the statistics, and ended in same kind of conclusions:
”Wars and conﬂicts or their prevention and extended Middle East are the bestsellers. Also,
easy picks are stories that have European or human rights angle while stories on individual developing countries and the environment are the worst sellers.”
In 2006, Helia students Jukka Auramies and Heini Lehtinen carried out a study at our re
quest to see if our current subscribers would find use to our health news. The answer was
”no” because the papers’ thematic health pages are geared to promote good feelings and
fun rather than reporting about nasty diseases of Third World. It was also felt that it
would not make sense to develop new services to the current clientele as they would com
pete for the space with our weekly service.

Yle leaves in 2007
The contract with Yle expired in April 2007, and our efforts to urge their own reporters to
defend the continuation of the cooperation did not help. Later we managed to get two
news desks in Yle to subscribe but with a fraction of the earlier price.
Freelance journalist Tiina Ruulio was hired in 2007 to scout business and NGO papers
for new clients. The mapping revealed interest in our material from many quarters, but in
the end the wishes of the potential clients were so specified that IPS material could not
meet them.
A curiosity from my report to the Board in May 2007:
”For once, it felt like the stories were ripped out of hand, when Keskisuomalainen called on
Thursday soon after the preview list was sent out and they asked to get one of the advertised
stories (Afghans fear returning home) already for the weekend. They had just had several stories on the subject, and this would offer follow-up. I agreed, as it was such an old and good
client. No one has complained, and I suppose that other subscribers hardly noticed the whole
thing.”

The financial crisis strikes in 2009
While the recession of 1990s hit media hard, the financial crisis that began in 2008 and
its consequences turned out to be even more fatal. It started to bite hard in the press in
2009 as my report from April reveals:
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”The contract with Aamulehti expired at the end of March, which means a loss of about 20
euros’ basic fee per month because they didn’t publish anything.
Hämeen Sanomat with which I had already once found a compromise tried again to leave
but I managed to persuade managing editor Tapio Lahtinen to make an exception agreement
for the rest of the year: The monthly price of the service dropped to 200 euros (from 237.88)
and they get unlimited number of pictures with 100 euros a month (the ﬁrst image still costs
57.50 e). The contract is supposed to be renegotiated at the year-end to return to the normal.
Länsi-Savo and Itä-Savo announced in February that they stop subscribing because of meagre
usage. The contract expires at the end of April (loss 236.31 e/month plus possible picture
fees). They published on their joint Sunday page one article in January, two in February and
three in March. I still try to offer a usage-based fee.
Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, Kaleva and Turun Sanomat intend to intensify their cooperation in foreign news. Etelä-Suomen Sanomat has practically closed its foreign desk (the reporters have been
moved to the domestic news but can write international stories in their day shift if there is time).
Turun Sanomat has laid off at least two of its four foreign reporters and one is bound to other
tasks.Thus, there is one person left, the department’s boss Elina Tuukkanen, 61 years.”

Prices are dictated by the foreign news pool
In autumn 2009, we had to accept a contract dictated by the customer. It was the new
foreign news pool that included newspapers EteläSuomen Sanomat, Ilkka, Kaleva, Kar
jalainen, Keskisuomalainen, Pohjalainen, Savon Sanomat and Turun Sanomat. The con
tent was this:
”For material that meets the predeﬁned content requirements will be paid according to usage
the following: A larger story entity 500 euros, a main picture 100 euros, subsequent pictures
60 and 30 euros. A smaller story entity 350 euros and a photo 50 euros.”
One of the pool members, Kaleva, decided also to continue publishing our stories on its
Sunday pages and pay for them as before.
In practice the pool paid us now much less than its members before. It caused us a loss
of over 10 000 euros in 2010.
My report from March 2010 says that the pool has been down to one story per month
during the beginning of the year. In the meantime, it appeared that there was an unex
pected schism within one paper.
”As February was coming to an end, and not a single story was picked up by the pool I started
asking whether they even received the stories. It turned out that they did, but the Sunday
pages of Kaleva took the best ones (we had agreed with them that they can pick up one story
per week). I could not have guessed that they would start quarrelling over the stories and I
told that to both parties involved. They were Seppo Ylönen of Kaleva who headed the foreign
news pool and Ilkka Timonen who was compiling the the paper’s Sunday pages. I appealed to
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them to work in harmony because otherwise IPS would lose the potential publications of the
other seven papers (and the fee of the pool). I suggested that there were 2–3 stories suitable
for the Sunday pages in our package every week. Timonen replied that there was hardly one
and he would not start sparing old stories. According to him the Sunday pages will be redesigned in May and it is possible that IPS is not needed after that.”
The same report reveals that we had a scoop in Helsingin Sanomat on 12 March 2010 re
garding a ”city” called Marja in Afghanistan. Pekka Hakala, however, hided the news in
his own story complaining his stupidity.
Hakala wrote:
”A month ago HS could ﬁnally tell like other media around the world how ‘The US launched a
major offensive in Southern Afghanistan’. According to the media the target was a big city
called Marja that was said to be under Taliban control.
In Helsingin Sanomat the place has, a bit inconsistently, been called Marjah, in a transliteration incongruous to Finnish.
The news reported that Marja in Helmand province has 80 000 inhabitants. With the surrounding areas counted there are 120 000 people, the news went on.
The US and its NATO allies are thus engaged in an urban war. The US media is already reporting ﬁghts in the ‘suburbs’.
This week Inter Press Service or IPS news that is considered critical published an article by
a US investigative journalist and historian Gareth Porter that said that the emperor has no
clothes.
Porter had interviewed representatives of ISAF forces and an American specialist who was
constructing irrigation systems in the region and their description of Marja was unambiguous:
a couple of farms, a marketplace and a mosque.”
The matter got more publicity on the website of Suomen Kuvalehti where Jari Lindholm
mocked the foolishness of the staff in Helsingin Sanomat:
”People familiar with Afghanistan were already laughing at the myth surrounding Marja in early
February – weeks before the paranoic and biased IPS news agency (nowadays part of mainstream media) published the scoop about ‘the cheating’ of Marja that Hakala was suggesting.”
I do not recall having heart other as blunt characterisation of IPS. In general, the col
leagues in the mainstream media had proper attitude towards IPS. The longtime chief of
foreign desk in Helsingin Sanomat, Kari Huhta once said that IPS was ”the bad con
science of the press”, which might well be more general attitude.
In spring 2011, intern Suvi Lindgren searched potential subscribers among papers of
the social field but again the stories should have been tailored to them.
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Transformation of the media landscape brings rise and fall
The internet caused a redistribution of the advertising market which pushed print media
in particular into a spiral of declining advertising revenues and decreasing subscriptions
during the years of recession. This phenomenon is called the digital transformation of the
media landscape.
The situation had contradictory effects on IPS Finland. Since the year 2007 our sto
ries had been published over thousand times per year. In 2012 the publications from
the weekly service went over 1 500 (growth from previous year 19 per cent). Picture use
also hit a record in 2012 (growth 23 per cent, statistics on publications and pictures on
pages 110–111).
It may sound crazy but our rise in 2012 was due to the tightening cooperation among
the regional papers which aimed at synergy and savings. PohjoisSuomen Media was a trio
of tabloids, Kainuun Sanomat, Lapin Kansa and Pohjolan Sanomat, and part of Alma Me
dia company and they began subscribing IPS on their own initiative in February. This was
because our old client, Satakunnan Kansa, started to compile foreign pages for all tabloids
of Alma and they wanted to continue using IPS. It was agreed that the trio pays according
to their common circulation which meant 300 euros per month and for the pictures one
and half times the normal price (89 euros a piece) although they’ll be published in three
papers. The prices paid by Satakunnan Kansa were kept intact.
Towards the end of 2012 the tightening of the cooperation among Alma’s papers started
to worry us because the group’s leading paper, Aamulehti, was not our client. The fear
proved justified as in 2013 the pool led by Kaleva was dismantled to make way to Alma’s
new model. From the old pool four papers – EteläSuomen Sanomat, Karjalainen,
Keskisuomalainen and Savon Sanomat – stayed as clients of IPS and their common sub
scription is still in force in spring 2020.
My report from January 2013 is rough story:
”This year looks set to be different from the previous ones as the clientele is facing big changes
and so are, we. The upheaval is hitting 13 of our traditional client papers and one potential new
which is Aamulehti.
We will lose four papers that are Satakunnan Kansa plus Kainuun Sanomat, Lapin Kansan and
Pohjolan Sanomat that had made a common subscription. Both units paid over 300 euros per
month plus pictures according to use. None of them has cancelled their contract that has three
months’ notice, but at some point, I promised to the editor-in-chief of Satakunnan Kansa that
they will lapse when a new contract is made. Well, there really is not a new one but the use of
stories according to the terms of the old one has ceased which means that we better stop invoicing them. Anything else would hardly promote our course.
Now it seems that there are two pools emerging. The nine-member pool will include Aamulehti, Ilkka, Kainuun Sanomat, Kaleva, Lapin Kansa, Pohjalainen, Pohjolan Sanomat, Satakunnan
Kansa and Turun Sanomat. Our sole agreement with them is a vague promise to inform us if
they publish something. My latest asking price is 390 euros per article and 170 euros per pic-
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ture, but I have no idea whether they accept it or mean to publish anything ever. I dare not
even suggest a written contract before they publish something.
The second pool with four members is formed by Etelä-Suomen Sanomat, Karjalainen,
Keskisuomalainen and Savon Sanomat, and it also wants to negotiate a price per publication.
My asking price which I have not been able to present them yet is: 250 euros per story and
120 euros per picture.
The change threatens to shrink our monthly incomes considerably both in the sales of stories and pictures. I do not see any other immediate solution than to inform IPS international
that the fee that we pay them for the material will shrink if they want us to continue operating.
If the state's subsidy will also diminish or end, then we are quite soon bankrupt. If needed, we
can negotiate a cut of my salary but that does not take us very far.
In the longer run we have, of course, to ﬁnd other subscribers and wish that the pools will
start to need our stuff. Now the bigger group in particular is focusing on its own stories because the foreign desk of Aamulehti obviously will stay and it serves the whole group. People
from other papers will also write for it.”
I had started to document all contacts with clients in a marketing report which helped the
Board to stay up to date. The visit to Aamulehti is one of my trickiest experiences:
”12 September 2013 consultations in Aamulehti with editor-in-chief Jouko Jokinen and foreign
desk chief Minna Kurki:
Jokinen admitted that in the beginning of the year the new pool was hushed together in a
hurry and IPS fell off the wagon. Now they make contracts for the whole bunch of papers
and they have plenty of stringers abroad and among freelancers. Kurki added that they also
buy development stories from journalists whose trips to developing countries are funded
by scholarships from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. Besides hey use the national news
agency STT and AP.
Kurki said that cooperation with IPS was discussed in the pool in January but not since then.
Jokinen hinted that Satakunnan Kansa supported the continuation of cooperation with IPS. Finally, it was, left to Aamulehti to decide.
Aamulehti is supposed to become tabloid in April. Ilkka, Pohjalainen, Kaleva and Turun
Sanomat continue with broadsheet but in any case, the pages will by quite similar, if I understood correctly.
I told them about our plight and how Aamulehti took from us over 900 000 potential readers by capturing eight of our subscribing papers, which I proved showing our publications statistics from last year. I assured that I believe that their staff is capable of explaining the whole
world, but I still suggested that they would supplement their offer with stories written on-site
about living people in developing countries. I also reminded that it would serve the public
which said in a recent survey by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs that they need more information about development cooperation and life in those countries. I also showed recent clippings
from our current client papers.
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They asked about prices and I said that in the turmoil our pricelist has several times been
walked all over (which Jokinen understood as he had own experience on the collapse of the
prices of content). In the spring Kurki was ready to pay 390 euros per story and 100 euros
per picture but as we know they have not used anything. I stressed that our aim is to get the
stories published and the monthly price would be better and give them more leverage. I ﬁnally
said that the absolute bottom is 750 euros per month (which would be cheaper than two stories) and Jokinen was satisﬁed.
He obliged Kurki to discuss with the pool but estimated that there will be no decision before the end of the year. I am afraid that I did not manage to get Kurki interested and thus I do
not harbour much hope.
News was revealed at the end: our current client Keskipohjalainen will join the pool probably in the year-shift (currently it pays us 18 euros as a basic fee per month but doesn’t publish
anything) and also Hämeen Sanomat is about to join them (conﬁdential information). The latter pays us for stories 255 euros per month and 244 for pictures meaning that it would be a
big loss. This information was so stunning that I was speechless but afterwards I sent Jokinen
an email saying that for the new pool of 11 papers the bottom line is 1 000 euros (or 999 if it
feels better) and for pictures the same that they pay for other providers (meaning 100 euros
or more if they hike the fee after the group grows).
Next morning, I realised that we have to offer them also a possibility to buy single stories in
case the monthly deal is completely out of order. I sent new message to Jokinen saying that
the price per piece is 390 euros as was agreed with Kurki in the spring. “
At the end of September, I still sent an offer to Minna Kurkki (cc: Jouko Jokinen), the
content of which reveals our desperate situation:
”In October and November you can publish our material at the price of 100 euros per story
and 60 euros per picture. The short news piece goes for 50 euros.
We sincerely hope that this offer would get you to follow our supply more carefully and to
pick up interesting stories. This is also meant to help you to plan the future use of our material in your papers. The offers that I presented in our meeting and after it are valid.”
Kurki confirmed the reception and promised to check whether they can use something.

Loosing ten subscribers
We never managed to get any contract with Aamulehti or Lännen Media as the group’s
news pool was called from 2014. We lost ten subscribers as all of them except Aamulehti
were our clients before this turmoil.
At the same time, I made desperate marketing efforts to many directions and tried to
wake up sleeping clients, but the downward spiral continued inexorably. In 2015, I con
tacted Matti Posio who was directing Lännen Media and heard that they were offered
”more stories from developing countries than the provinces of their circulation area.”
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It was obvious that the journalists from developing countries that write for IPS are not
an asset in domestic media that wants to have its ”own” reporters.
In late 2013 Elli Räsänen finished her thesis in HaagaHelia with the title ”What does a
regional newspaper expect from an IPS story?” An interview with the editor of the Sun
day pages of LänsiSavo contained useful information about the use of IPS stories. Unfor
tunately, the paper cancelled its subscription at the yearend for economic reasons.
In autumn 2014, Helsingin Sanomat started to publish science pages five days a week
and the increased need for stories led them to us. We had some stories published there
but unfortunately the IPS supply on the field weakened quite soon.
In 2016, we fought the decline of pickups by modernising the articles. I started to add
internet links to pages where additional information on the subjects could be found and
the subscribing websites published them. Unfortunately, the links do not work in the dig
ital versions of print papers. Since 2010, we had been adding fact boxes and other supple
mentary pieces to our stories.
IPS wrote actively on topical issues like climate change or migration but not even that
helped. In 2016, the climate stories of our weekly service got so few pickups that I com
piled of them an extra summer package that was delivered free to the subscribers. Not a
single story got published.
The tendency was seen in the publication figure that was over 1 000 in 2007–2014 but
kept falling after that and threatened to be around 500 in 2019. In 2017 there was a
hopeful upward leap as the publications in print media grew 32 per cent from the previ
ous year.
Unfortunately, the curve soon turned downwards. At the same time, the economic
distress of IPS International shrank the supply so that compiling the weekly service re
minded acrobatics in occasions. The situation improved a bit in 2019 and in the au
tumn my successor Matti Ripatti was delighted that there was occasional leftover of
useful stories.

2.4. Pictures without budget
Beginning from the late 1980s the subscribers were presenting wishes for picture supply.
In the early 1990s we investigated possibilities of cooperation with the picture news
agencies Lehtikuva and Pressfoto but without avail. Before joining IPS I spent a few
months as picture news editor in Lehtikuva and dared now to suggest to my former col
leagues that they could add to their supply pictures to go with the stories of the weekly
package of IPS. They did not agree.
In 2003, the lack of pictures was also discussed at the international level. Some experi
ment was carried out, but it was declared a failure. The wide client survey of IPS Finland
in spring 2004 confirmed the need for pictures and that clients were ready to pay for
them 45 euros per piece.
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In the annual meeting of IPS in Rio de Janeiro in autumn 2006 Director General
Mario Lubetkin said that IPS would purchase first eight digital cameras for corre
spondents. I saw it as a victory for my perseverance. I had been ranting about the
matter for years and earlier reactions had been very dismissive. The need for pictures
had also been discussed in the meeting of European offices in Berlin the same au
tumn and it was included in the meeting’s declaration called the Berlin Consensus
(page 45).
At a meeting in Venice late 2007, I was asked to organise the IPS picture supply. ”But
there is no budget,” the Director General stressed.
I filed to the IPS network a summary of my ideas about creating the picture supply al
ready in December 2007. It concerned the practical organisation of the activities, al
though the idea of a picture bank was still in rudiments.
In early 2008, we started to add pictures in the Finnish service according to supply. We
got them occasionally from IPS and domestic people. The first pictures we offered were
taken by our Board member Antti Kivimäki and they were fit for an IPS story on Mexican
agriculture. The pictures got published a total seven times, although the price was 50 eu
ros per piece.
Thanks to the pictures, the story got published in a big way in some papers. Kansan
Tahto covered almost its entire front page with one of the pictures and published another
inside with the story. Maaseudun Tulevaisuus also used both pictures prominently, and
Keskisuomalainen gave six columns to one picture. My guess was that the experiences
with Finnish pictures helped to press their importance in IPS.
IPS Finland was building a domestic Picture Ring and offered during the year 51 pic
tures (including 5 Finnish ones) that got published 171 times. IPS Sweden sold a few
dozen pictures, others nothing. IPS Finland decided to account the picture revenues to
IPS International for further development of picture supply. In the first year it was about
8 000 euros shared between IPS regions (statistics on pictures on page 109).
At its best, the domestic Picture Ring consisted of dozens of people, from students to
professionals. We sent them requests on weekly basis considering stories that IPS did
not provide with pictures. 16 per cent of the pictures published in Finland were domestic
in 2009 but the share fell rapidly as the international picture supply was gathering
speed.
In the beginning, the Picture Ring had important role in complementing our supply and
their picture quality used to be on a good professional level what could not always be said
about the international offer. We paid the picture ring members half of what we got from
the subscribers.
During the recession, some clients bargained the picture prices down what shrank the
photographers’ incomes even more and some of them gave up the cooperation with us. It
was understandable, as ten or twenty euros for professional work is not enough. The idea
of the Picture Ring originally was that we would offer world travellers a channel to get
their pictures published for a small fee.
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Amid the economic problems, the pictures were sidetracked in IPS International. I was
not even invited to the annual meeting in The Hague 2009, where it was stated that re
sources could not be devoted to pictures.
In 2009, the recession started to bite in Finland, too, and we hiked the picture price to
57.50 euros of which 45 euros was to go to IPS. In case of domestic pictures, the income
was split between the photographer and IPS International. When the revenues of IPS col
lapsed the creation of a picture bank was pushed to us. We decided to use Photoshelter,
and our board member Jorma T. Mattila who was active in the picture policy found pho
tographer Matti Matikainen to build up the picture bank.
In June 2009, the board got Jorma’s report on the situation:
”The picture archive has been set up on Photoshelter.com and detailed instructions on uploading the pictures have been written for the IPS editors. It has been agreed with Matti
Matikainen that he will upload the English-language pictures from 1 Jan 2008 to 30 April 2009.
After that the responsibility is hoped to shift to the regional editors of IPS who could upload
the pictures as they come and retrospectively from May 1. Matti has recently started his part,
the editors haven’t, yet.”
We noticed that responsibility for archiving the Spanishlanguage pictures and hopefully
for the bilingualism of the entire archive is left to the regional office of IPS in Latin Amer
ica which has reacted positively to the task.
By August 2009, Matti had done his part, but IPS’s part was still stuck. Besides, the
planned commercial picture gallery was still to be built as there was no clarity on the
prices.
During my summer holiday, an interesting episode had occurred: Newsweek sent an
email wanting to buy a picture from October 2008 of an aide of Barack Obama. My sub
stitute Soma did not know what to reply and I was puzzled too because the picture gallery
was not even open to the public. Matti guessed that one might hit the pictures via Google
although it is not possible to download them. I took the incident as a small hint that our
picture supply might have some commercial potential.
In 2010, we decided to give all picture revenues to IPS that was said to be in the worst
economic crises of its history.
Later, the international picture archive of IPS was moved to Flickr.com and the use of
domestic pictures dwindled by 2015. During the recent years IPS Finland has managed to
provide either a recent or archived picture for every story. Since spring 2016, the sub
scribers have got them free of charge.
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2.5. Towards selfsufficiency
From the beginning IPS Finland was aiming to reach economic selfsufficiency at some
point, but the reality turned out to be different. All along the economy has, however,
based on sales of stories. The rate of selfsufficiency was estimated at 62 percent in 1986.
After a slight dip, it gradually rose and reached the peak of over 80 per cent in 1990s.
With the exception of 2013 and 2014, selfsufficiency was above 70 percent ever since the
year 2000 (a list on subsidies and incomes on page 111).
Although the support of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs had to be applied on yearly ba
sis, we managed to get it till 2015. The sum varied a little but, at the beginning and at the
end, it was almost the same: about 32.000 euros in 1986 and in 2015 the record amount
of 35.000 euros which remained the last one for the time being.
In the early times, HYY also provided financial support in addition to free premises. In
return, IPS set up an information service for students by opening them access to the
hanging folders filled with the original IPS stories.
In occasions – the first time already in 1986 – the idea of transferring operations to a
corporate base arose, but it never materialised. In the early years, the law allowed a pos
sible surplus remaining in the account to be entered as a reservation in the financial
statements, which allowed the Association to accumulate a small nest egg, although the
aim was to keep revenues and expenditures in balance.
During the economic recession in 1991 we applied for government subsidy for news
agencies. We got nothing because the Ministry of Transport had agreed with the political
parties that the funds will be assigned on political basis for three coming years. Tuomo
Heikkola had a bitter report on the matter in Radio City.
In March 1994 we switched to satellitebased telecommunications of AP which lowered
our costs.

Fading dream of continuity
The idea that organisations for development communication could get threeyear fund
ing from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs – like other socalled programme organisations
– was born already in 2000. Behind the idea were the then chief of development commu
nication, Matti Remes, and Juha Rekola who was an old hand on the civil society’s side.
IPS tried now and then to start discussion on the subject together with association
Maailman Sivu and the Finnish OneWorld (later Maailma.net) formed in 2000 and more
recently also with Finnwatch but in the Ministry the time never seemed to be ripe.
A government audit in autumn 2008 revealed that our subsidy was illegal because it
was not given to a specific project. The same happened with several other organisations
and the problem was downplayed at this point.
The financial crises that began in 2008 had a severe impact on the regional press and
the papers were desperately looking for synergies from mutual cooperation. It weakened
the economy of IPS Finland as the foreign news pool that was formed of eight papers was
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willing to pay for the stories much less than its members before. Later the cooperation
patterns changed and, in this turmoil, we lost ten subscribers that joined a new pool
called Lännen Media.
Also, IPS international experienced a financial crisis during the recession which was de
scribed as the worst in its history. It lost the support of several countries, but Finland was
among the last loyal supporters.

The pictures are selling well
As I told before, Finland had a key role in starting the picture production and archive of
IPS International in late 2007. Finland also was the biggest market for photos, as they did
not sell in other countries Europe included. As IPS International had no budget for pho
tos IPS Finland passed on to it all the picture revenues for several years to maintain conti
nuity of supply. At its best, we could remit over 30 000 euros in 2012 (statistics on
pictures on page 111).
The digital transformation of the media landscape revolutionised the regional press in
early 2010s which reduced the incomes of IPS Finland dramatically. Revenues fell by more
than 10 000 euros in 20122013, by the same amount in 2014 and by a further 5 000 euros
in 2015.
In 2013, the board considered searching for supporters who would pay 100 euros per
year and get right to read the stories in Finnish. To be successful, the campaign would
have required a commitment from Board members and staff to recruit 5–10 supporters
each. It would raise between 6 000 and 12 000 euros, which would be a significant help.
However, an appeal to the membership was not successful.
In 2014, we were slashing costs by all possible means. I gave up the lunch coupons, free
coffee and holiday pay and paid for my Spanish course (which the Association did in bet
ter years as the collective agreement required training for employees). Also, my substi
tutes waived their holiday pay. Thanks to these savings we could still pay a decent fee for
the material to IPS International.
For the year 2015, IPS Finland received a record subsidy of 35 000 euros from the Min
istry for Foreign Affairs. Soon it appeared that for 2016 there will be no grants available.
We managed to agree that we can transfer 13 800 euros from the subsidy of 2015 to 2016.
The amount consisted of the editor’s holiday pay and the material fee from which IPS In
ternational exempted us on our request because of the exceptional situation.

Not so fair
Until then, IPS Finland had considered it a question of honour to pay for the material as
agreed because otherwise our operations would have been based on exploitation of Third
World journalists. At some point I suggested to IPS International that we should become a
fairtrade news agency but in the deteriorating economic situation it was not considered real
istic.
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In Finland fair trade pricing the news also felt utopian while the clients kept bargaining
their prices down. Our exchair, Janne Sivonen who now leads the Fairtrade Finland As
sociation said that they have no certificates for news sales.
In spring 2015, the mood was darkened by newspaper deaths, declining publication fig
ures and rumours of a complete cessation of the Ministry’s support for development
communication. In June, the board of IPS Finland decided that ”in any case we will try to
keep the news agency functional as long as possible and hope that light will appear to the
end of the tunnel.”
The sales of paid pictures steadily declined which also reduced the number of arti
cles published. To break the cycle, we abolished the picture fees on 8 Feb 2016. The
sales incomes of the year fell 17 000 euros, of which the proportion of picture sales
was 10 000 euros. The pickups of stories went down that year but the use of – free –
pictures increased.
In 2016, we sold the telephone company shares that we had acquired decades ago for
two fixed lines. The editor again gave up her holiday pay. Still the result was 11 000 euros
in the red.

Mission accomplished?
IPS Finland did not achieve ”selfsufficiency” until 2017, when external support stopped
completely. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs slashed NGO funding by 65 per cent. Al
though the funds have been slightly increased since then, IPS Finland has not been able
to fit to the strict project format required to qualify for the subsidy meant for communi
cation and global education.
We continued lobbying the Ministry in 2017 and 2018 but in vain. Finally, we decided
not to even apply for the subsidies of 20192020, as our operation cannot be fit to the
project mould.
Instead we applied in late 2018 EU’s support under the slogan Frame, Voice, Report!
that was administrated in Finland by the former Service Centre for Development Cooper
ation, now called Fingo. But it crashed with the same problems. Their consultants esti
mated that subsidising IPS Finland would be ”supporting nonviable business”.
In those years of distress, we also sent applications to three leftlining foundations
called Tradekan säätiö, Palkansaajasäätiö (2015) and Kuluttajaosuustoiminnan säätiö
(2018). With no avail, supposedly because those foundations did not feel IPS as part of
their ideological family.
For decades, IPS Finland received support from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs to run
the news agency which was considered its ”project”. One official in charge of distributing
the grants in the 1990s justified the support by saying that “IPS is doing exactly what we
should do ourselves.”
In the recent years, representatives of the Ministry have in various occasions stressed
the importance of communication on development cooperation and developing coun
tries. Public surveys have confirmed that people miss this information. But the ministry
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no longer saw the need to support IPS, which provides information on developing coun
tries and issues in a continuous and on longterm manner.
Because of lack of money the office moved in February 2017 in a smaller and cheaper
room in the same building. As the space shrank, we took to the Kansan Arkisto (People’s
Archive) 17 boxes of newspaper clippings and 18 folders. The Archive promised to take
the rest in due course when we must give up the office. The work and pay of the editor
were changed to parttime bases in March 2017.
After almost 31 years with IPS I retired in July 2019. In the autumn, IPS Finland gave
up the office and permanent employee and thus also the employer’s responsibilities. The
news agency is run by a freelancer who works parttime in his own office and gets a mod
est compensation.
The scarce resources as well as the limited international story supply weaken the ability
of IPS Finland to succeed in a highly competitive news market. The current budget does
not allow development of the products and marketing.
Nevertheless, the Association reiterated in the fall of 2019 its vow to continue the oper
ation as long as the fundamental building blocks – stories from the IPS network, a willing
employee and clientele – somehow exist.

2.6 Relations with IPS International
The principles of the cooperation were agreed with Rome headquarters in the very begin
ning: IPS Finland gets the material free of charge but is obliged to a) act as IPS correspon
dent b) report all publications in Finland and send their clippings to Rome c) deliver the
diplomatic bulletins that IPS was transmitting to Third World embassies that had sub
scribed them. At least the embassy of Venezuela was a subscriber.
We organised coverage from Finland almost from the beginning. In 1986 already 15 sto
ries were written, half of them by summer reporter Linus Atarah. The subjects were,
among others, the research and meetings of Wider Institute and the effects of the nuclear
accident in Chernobyl (Linus recounts his experiences on page 76).
In the late 1980s, IPS International used to organise an annual meeting in Rome for repre
sentatives of all regions. As Europe did not have a regional organisation, representatives of
the local offices were invited to follow the Rome sessions and have their own meeting at the
end. In December 1988, the meeting was stormy. Rome and Third World countries stressed
that more stories from the global North are needed for the wire.
Finland followed the agreement and posted monthly the copies of clippings, first to
Rome, later to Montevideo in Uruguay and lately till the spring of 2019 scanned to Rome.
Rome kept reminding the importance of the clippings in convincing IPS supporters that
the stories are really published by the media all over the world. The headquarters was
meant to distribute copies of the clippings to countries where the stories were written
which functioned for some time. In 1986, Finland received 11 clippings from various
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places. Besides English our stories had been published in Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch (in
Surinam), Arabic and Norwegian.
Over the years, many IPS offices considered the clipping business an extra burden as
there were too few people and too much work even without it. Thus, the monitoring was
not exhaustive. Except in Finland: in the IPS meeting of Rio de Janeiro in 2006 I was
called Queen of Clipping and invited to report the operation to the Board of IPS Interna
tional.
Towards the 1990s the idea of supporting directly IPS International had matured in
Finland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs. IPS had begun to organise annual meetings of its
Support Group, and in 1990 Finland sent its representative to follow the meeting that was
held in Oslo.

Amsterdam rises
In December 1990, IPS opened its new European centre in Amsterdam, what came as a
surprise to the region’s IPS offices. The motive was that the city of Amsterdam offered
free premises to international organisations moving there and assisted their staff with ac
commodation agreements. The main task of the new office was to produce stories from
Europe to IPS World Service and increase cooperation between European correspon
dents.
The principle was to select editors from the global South, while the reporters were
mostly local. Eastern Europe was hoped to join the network. The reforms sparked debate
within IPS, and it was suspected that its alternative nature will fade. Somebody asked
whether we were becoming ”a secondhand AP”. The offices in the South also suspected a
coup by the Dutch.
At the same time Director General Roberto Savio estimated that media interest in Third
World was in decline because the attention was focused on Eastern Europe. ”Solidarity
hasn’t been an element of international politics for ten years, and the economic recession
is making it worse”, he reminded.
In summer 1991, a new IPS World Desk was inaugurated, also in Amsterdam. The Di
rector of IPS Netherlands, Boudewijn Poelmann had manged to start a post code lottery
for moneyspinner and its revenues benefitted IPS International, too, for a couple of
years. The centre in Amsterdam hired new people, many of whom had worked earlier for
UPI.
Coincidence or not, a little later IPS got interested in buying UPI that was for sale. The
traditional management in Rome, however, rejected it.
IPS supporters wanted to commission an evaluation in 1992, and the threemember
group to implement it also included Johan von Bonsdorff from Finland. In the same year,
Elina Sana conducted an academic study about Women’s Feature Service, which operated
under the auspices of IPS. She also reorganised – for a small compensation – our archive
while researching WFS’s story supply.
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International assignments
The schisms inside IPS International and the wealth gathered in Netherlands awakened
international interest, and IPS became target of various accusations. To clean the reputa
tion of the organisation Savio called a press conference in The Hague in February 1995.
The editors of Finnish and German services were invited to tell about their activities. It
was my first and probably also last time in front of the socalled international press, al
though there were not too many journalists.
In the autumn of 1995, I took part at IPS’s request in a search in the Baltic countries for
trainee journalists in a project funded by EU’s PHARE Programme. I went to Tallin, Riga
and Vilnius to meet representatives of different media and discuss their participation in
the training programme and the journalistic cooperation that was being built around it.
In all three countries interest was found in the desired media sectors, meaning press,
news agency and radio. At the same time, IPS and its operations became – almost without
exception for the first time – in some way familiar to the Baltic mainstream media. Part of
the PHAREtrained journalists continued as IPS stringers in their home countries in the
coming years.

Rebellion and reconciliation
The original IPS Cooperative was transformed in 1996 into an Association that the work
ers joined as members and voted representatives of their regions to the Board of Direc
tors. I was elected from Europe and in the Board meeting in May joined the rebellious
Group of Seven that sought to increase democracy and its own influence at the expense of
the central management’s line perceived as a policy of dictation.
The dispute drove IPS International into a crisis that inflamed relations between the cen
tral management and regional leaders of Africa, Asia, and North America. The dispute be
came so bad that Terje Larsen from Norway, who had mediated in the crisis of Middle East
(!), was asked to resolve it. In February 1997, I was invited to Oslo to tell him about the
views of the rebel group.
In April 1997 I reported on the trip to Oslo to the Board of IPS Finland:

”In the international IPS Association there has not really happened anything except that the
General Meeting meant to be held in March was postponed because of the Norwegian mediation effort. As far as I know it has proceeded so that after meeting me already in February (my
task was to tell how the ‘rebellious’ G-7 sees the situation) they have just recently visited
Rome to meet the representatives of the management. Nobody seems to know what will follow, except that the General Meeting is probably coming up quite soon and the Board is
meant to be elected according to the new articles that have been written supposedly by
somebody in the headquarters.
G-7 keeps thinking that everything has been illegal since our Board was side-lined from the calling of an Extraordinary Meeting in the autumn. (The reason for the whole process was that the Di-
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rector General refused to work with that Board and threatened to resign.Then part of the Association members collected signatures in a list that demanded a new meeting where he would accept
to continue. The meeting was held and Savio agreed to continue at the public request, but at the
same time the Board was reshufﬂed to suit him.) So, the General Meeting in the autumn elected an
‘interim’ Board, consisting mainly of people from the headquarters, and it has now managed the Association. The mediation launched by IPS Norway seeks peace between the parties, but the results
tend to be meagre as nearly half of the G-7 has already left IPS over this farce.
Those resigned belong to the best of IPS staff: Kunda Dixit from Asia, Peter da Costa from
Africa, and Yvette Collymore from North America. Peter has a new job in Addis Ababa, Kunda
is returning to Kathmandu to work for Panos and his family’s publishing house,Yvette seems to
write for IPS on freelance bases as does his husband Jim Lobe who was the most active member of G-7 and a lawyer by training. Both Peter and Kunda have indicated that they could consider returning to IPS after a few years if the situation has changed, i.e. Savio retired etc.”
IPS sought to assemble the rows by organising large gatherings for the staff in Italy in the
autumn of 1997. There the operation was analysed and planned in a situation where the
budget had decreased in a couple of years from 15 million to 5 million dollars. A Trust
Fund had been founded with the Dutch money, but its three trustees had stolen the five
milliondollar capital and it could not be recovered despite of filed lawsuits. My conclu
sions from the trip to Italy:
”Overall, the meetings left a feeling that IPS has hit the bottom but may still recover. Savio is
clearly side-lined although he might not realise it. The strength of IPS is, however, the people in
the regions that still believe in the idea and continue to work hard. On the other hand, the
new Board and especially the Executive Committee led by Terje Larsen awakes expectations
that the headquarters will be put in order and management in capable hands. The editorial
work might also need reorganising. If also the donors would follow the advice of the Danish
consultants (that urged more grants instead of project funding), IPS might see light at the end
of the tunnel. I expect with interest the results of the working groups that were set around
various themes, and their implementation.”
In November 1998, in Oslo was held a meeting of the European offices, where a tempo
rary cooperation body called European Network of IPS Bureaux was established. I was in
its Board, but in practice there was little activity.
The term of Savio ended before the millennium shift, but it was not clear how the suc
cession was organised. Finally, in 2001 the successor was announced to be the director of
IPS Africa, Pat Made. Her term, however, ended already in spring 2002.
In autumn 2002, in Berlin was held a meeting of the European offices and the new Di
rector General, Mario Lubetkin, former director of IPS in Latin America, was introduced.
We were told that there is an attempt to relaunch IPS Norway that had been closed in Au
gust because of lack of money. It failed.
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The case of Norway is a warning example that if a local office is once forced to close, it is
difficult to relaunch. It has reinforced our will here in Finland to keep running the news
agency despite the difficulties.

The Berlin consensus
The European meeting in Berlin in November 2006 had extensive representation (Bel
gium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, plus Director General Lu
betkin and the European Editor Sanjay Suri). At the initiative of Belgium, a declaration
was adopted on the development of journalism in IPS to be discussed in the meeting of
IPS management in Rio de Janeiro later in the autumn. According to my comment it was
”a watereddown compromise that also I defended having learnt from past experience
that it is not wise to anger the headquarters because then nothing will move forward.”
’THE BERLIN CONSENSUS’
Proposals by European IPS companies to strengthen the IPS presence in newspapers
The IPS companies in Europe have discussed ways to improve the pickup of IPS stories by
newspaper clients. Publication of IPS articles by important newspapers is one of the major arguments for donors to fund IPS, and the main motivation for its correspondents.
The IPS companies in Europe recognize that ﬁrst and foremost, they will have to keep investing in measures they can execute themselves. These actions will vary from country to
country, as every country has its own mix of clients and a particular media situation.
However, on 7 urgent points, we feel the need of a common effort in which the international
network of IPS should be involved. We hope that these suggestions can be discussed and acted
upon within the network:
1. Balance it (beeﬁng up the core service in critical areas)
The international news service of IPS should get stronger in areas where our service is needed
most. We welcome all initiatives that have already been taken in order to improve the quantity and
quality of articles from ‘difﬁcult’ regions and countries. We explicitly support new initiatives in order to strengthen our presence in under covered parts of Africa and Asia. Regional reporting and
two-country reporting from those parts of the world can be a valuable extra asset.
* European companies and especially IPS in Brussels will do the utmost to support or initiate initiatives to extend coverage to more countries and ﬁnd additional means for editorial
work and regional reporting
* IPS Brussels will set up a European network that is able to react rapidly to new funding
opportunities, providing concept notes or parts of project proposals
2. See it (providing pictures)
Our clients tell us that IPS would be much more attractive by providing pictures that go with
the stories. We experience that the few articles that we can offer with accompanying pictures,
are published more often.
* IPS can start by providing a core group of correspondents with digital cameras. Cameras
or pictures made by freelance photographers should be a budget item in new projects
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* Sanjay and Peter restart the dialogue with Panos in order to obtain the right to use some
of their pictures
* Wherever this is possible, correspondents can provide links to free, professional pictures
that go with their story (e.g. pictures provided by institutions or NGOs).
3. Feel it (Providing more stories with a human-interest angle)
We have the experience that articles that really tell the story of concrete people (in more
than just a few quotes) are picked up well. Our stakeholders like this as well. Some feature stories in the service already offer very good examples of this.
* Regional editors encourage their correspondents to write more articles from a human-interest perspective
* When ﬁnancial means allow this, online training in this ﬁeld is organised
4. Show it (Showing better what we have)
Most of the companies in Europe send out daily or weekly previews for their clients. These
can be made more accurate if we know in advance which articles we can expect from the network.
* Regional editors cc European companies when sending out their diaries, preferably all on
the same day in the week.
5. Shorten it (Shortening the general length of articles and adding short news)
There is a feeling that as a general rule, articles should not be longer than 800 words (exceptions should be possible for human interest features or unique reporting)
* Editors encourage correspondents to write stories that are more compact
- There is an interest and even an extra market for short articles. The longer, contextual articles are and should remain our trademark, but we should try to add some shorter articles as
long as this does not hurt the general service.
* Once additional means are found, regional editors encourage their correspondents to
add short stories or write a short version ﬁrst and send a more complete version later
6. Speed it up (Providing articles in time for newspaper clients)
IPS should make sure that articles arrive in time at all clients.
* Correspondents and regional editors make sure that articles about foreseeable events
(elections, 1 May, other special days, publication of reports…) are written well in advance, in
order to make timely translation and distribution possible.
* In some cases, IPS is even fast enough with relatively hot news. Correspondents and editors should do their best to get these news articles asap on the wire.
* Correspondents and regional editors try to handle hot news stories as fast as possible
7. Clip it
Clippings and information about the number of newspapers and web sites IPS reaches are vital in order to convince donors and in order to motivate correspondents
* All European companies will do a special effort to clip articles and distribute information
about clippings.
* Other parts of the world should do an effort to yearly update information about how
many newspapers, radio stations and web sites use IPS information
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Back to the roots
IPS International was hit hard by the financial crisis and the transformation of the media
landscape. Late in 2013, it was announced that Mario Lubetkin who spent 13 years as Di
rector General and about 35 years altogether with IPS is joining FAO in February and a
successor is being searched nearby. The choice was IPS Germany’s longtime director
Ramesh Jaura.
The turbulence went on and, in spring 2015, Farhana Haque Rahman took over. The
editors were striking over unpaid salaries and many resigned or were fired. Finland was
one of the last remaining supporters, but its promised grant of 200 000 euros could only
be received once the accounts of 2014 were approved. When it happened, the funds were
paid, and the journalistic production was again possible.
After that also Finland retreated, citing lack of funds, and IPS was left without any gov
ernment’s support. During the recent years IPS has had a shoestring budget leaning
mainly on project money from various organisations. Permanent staff was in 2019 a
handful of people and most of the correspondents were freelancing stringers. It was more
like a miracle that the story and picture supply continued, and, in the organisation, there
were still those who dreamed of a better future. In the autumn of 2019, the longtime
Technical Director Walter García was appointed Director General. I asked him to send
me his visions as he did:
”There are going to be a few changes as per the focus of the coverage, whenever possible, I
would like to focus more on sustainable development issues and the point of view of the
South. I would like to have some ‘explanatory journalism’ content, i.e. stories that give you
more context and let you understand issues better (in a way going back to IPS roots). And we
can use opeds to do that too, opinion pieces that are timely and relevant and focusing on our
issues. I would also like to seek agreements to cross-publish more content from external
sources, as long as it’s very relevant and good quality and of course supports our mission.
There are some themes I would like to focus on, for example solutions journalism (exploring
how communities ﬁnd sustainable solutions to their problems and implement them), then also
governance processes, inequality, renewable energies and a few others.”
From the perspective of IPS Finland García’s plans sound good as we have always wanted
to provide that kind of content.
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2.7. Events and activities
In addition to the running of the news agency and the Association, IPS Finland has been
involved in many things.
Already in the spring of 1986, a development cooperation project was prepared. Erkki
Vihtonen from Yle went as an expert to help to set up a training centre for journalism in
Kathmandu. He suggested that IPS Finland would help to acquire a news printer to
Nepal. The fundraising was organised in the Association by Katri Himma (later
Merikallio). Early in 1987 it became clear that instead of the printer an offset copy ma
chine was needed. The companies TeleNokia and Nokia Kaapeliryhmä invested together
about 11 400 euros in current money and IPS Finland about 2 300 euros and a second
hand machine was send to Nepal. In 1988 it turned out that the machine had been dam
aged on its way and we had to send a spare part for it.

Development requires communication in 1988
In the spring of 1988, IPS Finland organised with the support of the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs at the Parliament House a seminar on Communication and Development. The
main message was that there is no development without communication. A wide range of
international and domestic speakers attended: Roberto Savio, the Editor of IPSAsia
Kunda Dixit, the Director of Women’s Feature Service Anita Anand, Director of IPS
Africa Stanley Nyhawa and communication researcher and director of a radio station
from Chile Raquel Salinas. Among the participants was also the Director of Communica
tion of UNICEF, John Williams, who was visiting Finland.
The domestic speakers were Jyrki Koulumies from Yle, Kari Huhta and Helena Kin
nunen from Helsingin Sanomat, lecturer Ullamaija Kivikuru from Helsinki University
and Development Councellor Ilari Rantakari from the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
In 1990, IPS Finland did a minor gesture by funding the transport when the city library
of Tampere sent old Englishlanguage books for a girls’ school in Harare.
Development oriented NGOs started to organise an event called Mahdollisuuksien tori
(marketplace of opportunities) in the 1980s but the first record of the participation of IPS
Finland dates back to 1991, when the event took place at Rautatientori. In 1994 our stand
got lots of attention as we had for sale colourful Haitian artworks that Kaarina Järventaus
had promised to market. In retrospect, we judged, however, that the attention really was
to the paintings and not so much to IPS.
The annual IPS award, International Achievement, was handed to Finland’s president
Martti Ahtisaari in the UN in November 1994. The event was well publicised in Finland
because we distributed with the news on the award an interview with Ahtisaari that Simo
Sipola and I were able to conduct in the president’s residence, Mäntyniemi. The interview
was translated into English and Spanish for the IPS wire.
The Board of IPS Finland gathered first time in my home at Itäkeskus to celebrate the
ending of the year and eat Christmas porridge in December 1994, and the tradition has
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continued one year excluded till 2019. Past and future events have been discussed over
porridge and mulled wine 25 times. The rest of the night is devoted to the common inter
est of the ”ipsicos”, pondering how to make the world better.

Journalist’s global responsibility in 1995
A seminar to celebrate the ten years of IPS Finland was organised in Vanha ylioppi
lastalo on 27 April 1995. Keynote speakers were Director General Roberto Savio and
Director of IPS Asia Kunda Dixit. There was also a panel on the journalist’s global re
sponsibility with the participation of Kari Huhta (Helsingin Sanomat), Risto Isomäki
(KEPA), Ullamaija Kivikuru (Helsinki University) and Elina Sana (Yle). The halfday
seminar attracted an audience of more than 40 people, the majority of whom repre
sented the target audience: journalists from various media. The festive dinner was
served in restaurant Kellarikrouvi.
The impact of the visiting IPS people in Finland was wider: Dixit spoke at a seminar on
development communication in Yle and was interviewed by the Media News of MTV and
the national radio. Savio gave a lecture to the communication students at Helsinki Uni
versity. IPS Finland celebrated the anniversary also by publishing a special eightpaged
paper that was distributed inside Ydinmagazine and in various occasions during the
year.

Beacons of the information society in 1998
The annual Support Group meeting and public seminar of IPS International was organ
ised in Hotel Grand Marina of Helsinki on 24 and 25 September 1998. The meeting was
opened by president Martti Ahtisaari. The Support Group was discussing Savio’s retire
ment, and a task force set to plan it suggested that he should leave as soon as possible to
be replaced by a new fullyfledged director without any champion and minion arrange
ments. Later it was clear that it did not go exactly as planned.
At the time the Ministry for Foreign Affairs had a publication called Kehitysuutiset (de
velopment news) and I wrote a report about the meetings:
” ’Why are we talking so much about internet and democracy while on the topic of ‘fax and
democracy’ there hasn’t been a single seminar that I know of,’ provoked Roberto Bissio at a
seminar organised by Third World News Agency IPS in late September in Helsinki.
He responded by explaining that despite all its economic usefulness fax is just technology
while in the internet crystallises a triangle of science and technology, economy, and society.
Bissio heads the Instituto del Tercer Mundo in Montevideo, but he recalled his earlier carrier
as a journalist in his speech that was part of a panel discussion on the internet and democratic communication.
’When I started as a journalist covering South-South issues, the information was scarce and
valuable. Now we have moved from drought to ﬂooding. To survive the drought, we had to
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store up every scrap of information and defend it like a cactus defends its water reserves. To
cope with the ﬂood now, we have to learn to swim and react quickly to the changes in winds
and currents.’
To avoid being overwhelmed by today's information overload, Bissio says people are in even
greater need of professional help – journalists who can separate the wheat from the chaff.
’Earlier a news agency like IPS played an important role as it was the only source of information on many issues: an oasis of information. Now that there are so many sources, IPS is
needed as a beacon of information.’
The IPS seminar on sustainable development and information society was organised during
the yearly Support Group meeting of the agency. The host of the meeting was this year Finland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs and it gathered around 50 people from all over the world.
The participants were reminded that the internet has not, at least so far, increased equality in
the world. Statistics show that Finland as one of the top countries has one internet connection
per 11 inhabitants compared to one per 1 700 in Latin America. In South-Africa there is one
connection per 208 people, but in the rest of Africa it is much rarer: one connection per 88
805 inhabitants on average.
One of the world’s information-poor regions is Bangladesh, where the Grameen Bank has
launched a project to bring information society services to marginalised villages. The plan
called Cyber Kiosk was presented in the seminar by Nazneen Sultana, acting CEO of Grameen
Communications.
Several speakers pointed out that the gadgets of the information society are, after all, only
tools whose impact on society depends on the users and ways of using them.
’The biggest challenge of the information society is to ensure that society is not divided between who can and those who cannot beneﬁt from it,’ president Ahtisaari reminded in his
opening speech.
’We have to ask ourselves whether what we are building is something better, fairer and
more humane than before. Taking care of it remains a human responsibility, and machines cannot be blamed for its failure’, remarked Esteban Valenti, who heads the Latin America and Caribbean section in TIPS, an organisation to promote South-South trade.
Bisso agreed: ‘It may be true that the internet has the same impact on our civilisation as the
Gutenberg printing press did in its day. But printing presses did not give birth to democracy. It
was the writers and journalists who used them.’ “

Live journalism in 1999
In the spring 1999, Linus Atarah who has acted as our freelance correspondent and board
member for years came up with the idea that IPS Finland could copy its mother organisa
tion that has gained international fame by publishing Terra Viva paper in major UN
events since the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio.
At the 1999 big civil society festival called Maailma kylässä (World Village), IPS Fin
land made a huge effort by producing an event magazine that was written, edited, and
delivered onsite. KEPA financed the paper named IPS – Kaiken mailman jutut (IPS –
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Stories from all over the world), which produced four issues and 12 000 copies in two
days.
IPS Finland offered free labour. Editorinchief was Timo Paukku, subeditor Kari Kor
telainen and the reporters included at least Juhani Artto, Linus Atarah and Eeva Simola
from IPS Association and Sini Kuvaja from KEPA plus a large number of student volun
teers: Minna Alaluusua, Mikko Honkaniemi, Riikka Kaihovaara, Katri Kaitainen, Essi
Kontula, Eeva Kukkonen, Anastasia Laitila, Lotta Puustinen, Jukka Vuorio and Marja
Liisa Väätäinen.
Each issue of the magazine also included articles by IPS correspondents that I had
translated in advance. Katri Merikallio organised her own children and those of her
friends to distribute the paper, and the rest of us were helping wherever needed. I person
ally took my first ever digital picture there. My partner Jalle Tammenmaa took care of
transporting the discs from the festival area to the printing house of Edita in Pasila and
brought the papers from there to be delivered.
The magazine was well received by both the festival organisers and visitors, which made
us consider the repetition of the operation in next Maailma kylässä in 2001. At least we
would have been wiser about many things, but in the end KEPA decided to handle the in
formation itself. IPS Finland, however, helped remarkably by translating nine IPS stories
for the festival’s website.
In 2000, KEPA organised only the traditional Mahdollisuuksien tori (Marketplace of
Opportunities), this time in Wanha Satama of Katajanokka. Our stall again attracted at
tention, as we had borrowed from Science Centre Heureka a Wheel of Fortune that indi
cated where in the world and under what conditions a child born at that very moment
would probably end up. Besides, we had a quiz where people had to tell how many posi
tive news on developing countries they could recall.
We had similar actions in those events during several years, but later our participation
dwindled to brochures left on the stall of Maailma.net and finally ceased completely. It
had become clear that our efforts in the civil society events do not bring tangible results in
terms of new media clients.

Africa’s development in 2002
Media in the Development of Africa seminar was held on 19 April 2002 as part of the
Foreign Ministry’s Ihminen ja kehitys event (People and Development) that focused on
Africa. The keynote speaker was meant to be the Director General of IPS Pat Made but
she had to resign just before the seminar and cancelled. The reason for the resignation
was that her husband had been elected as a minister in the government of Robert Mu
gabe in Zimbabwe. The new keynote speaker was Aida OpokuMensah who was with
the UN Economic Commission for Africa heading the application of new communica
tion technology for development. Other speakers were active members of IPS Finland:
Linus Atarah, who was working in Ghana at that time, spoke about NEPAD, and Expe
rience Director of Science Centre Heureka, Mikko Myllykoski spoke about the chal
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lenges of postapartheid era to the museums of SouthAfrica. The seminar was held in
Kaapelitehdas and attracted nearly 70 participants.
In December 2002, two IPS persons, Johanna Son of IPS Asia and Alejandro Kirk of
IPS Projects were invited to speak in Helsinki Conference that was organised by Finland’s
Ministry for Foreign Affairs and CMI.

Huge interest in Arab media in 2004
A seminar on the role of media in the development of the Arab world was organised
jointly with the foreign ministry in September 2004 in the framework of the annual
IPS Support Group meeting. The Support Group met in the morning in the ministry
and continued as a public seminar that was part of the ministry’s Thousand and One
Steps campaign on the development of the Arab world. The seminar gathered almost
200 people in the auditorium of the National Museum. Below the programme and my
report on events which swelled so that it was about to exceed the capacity of a oneper
son news agency.
Seminar: The Role of Media in the Development of the Arab World

Programme:
13.00 Welcoming of new audience – Mario Lubetkin, Director General, IPS
13.05 AlJazeera’s role vis a vis the home audience – does it differ from the one seen by
the outside world? Malek Triki, Senior journalist and TV presenter, AlJazeera Network.
13.35 AlHurra’s mission in the Arab world, Mouafac Harb, EditorinChief, AlHurra TV
Network.
14.05 Comment by Tapani Hannikainen, Foreign News Correspondent, TV News,
Finnish Broadcasting Company/Yle
14.15 Questions and discussion moderated by Ramesh Jaura, IPS coordinator of the
EuroMediterranean region
14.45 Coffee break
15.00 AlArabiya’s role in the development and the training of a future generation of
journalists in the Arab world, Salah Nagm, EditorinChief, AlArabiya TV network.
15.30 The Arab women and the media, Dr. Awatef Abdel elRahman, Dean of Journalism
and Mass Communication School, Cairo University.
16.00 Questions and general discussion.
17.00 Launching of the IPS Arabic website, Walter García, Technical Director, IPS
17.15 Closing remarks, Mario Lubetkin
Report on the preparations:
"The idea of the seminar was born in February when the DG of IPS Mario Lubetkin was in
Finland at the invitation of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs to discuss cooperation, mainly in
making the Helsinki Process public. Plenty of other areas of cooperation were found and this
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was one of them. My understanding then was that it is mainly about synergy: as the IPS Support Group will meet in Finland in September, the ministry will organise an Arab media seminar at the same time to be able to borrow speakers from the IPS meeting.
To the correspondence between IPS headquarters and the ministry appeared soon a
seminar that IPS will organise in Finland, and I tried to say that this had not been agreed. I
just had not yet understood what the cooperation meant: ministry ﬁnances and IPS implements.
Throughout the spring, Rome and the ministry discussed the programme of the seminar
without any solution because the views differed widely.
Rome (whose aid from Finland was tied to the package of three parts that consisted of this
seminar, launching an Arabic service, and switching to Linux-based ICT) became concerned in
late May that this was not leading anywhere. I had to tailor a compromise where the Support
Group and public seminar were on the same day, but so that the latter only lasts the afternoon. The programme was compiled of previous suggestions of IPS, with corrections that the
ministry had wanted and in the end everybody was happy.
It was left to me to ﬁnd the premises as the ministry’s attempt to reserve a hall from the
new annex building of the Parliament House failed. I also promised to take care of the publicity, because the ministry was not willing to take care of anything. It was up to Rome to provide
the speakers.
The ministry anticipated that the public seminar would gather around a hundred persons,
IPS people included. I asked the premises ﬁrst from Vanha ylioppilastalo (Old Studenhouse) but
their music hall felt small and the banket hall too big and expensive (everything was charged
separately including lighting). Finally, I booked the auditorium of National Museum, which had
212 seats, and from Sodexho a coffee service for hundred people. Rome decided to forgo the
cocktails planned for the end because of their price that would have been hiked by the extension of time and extra payment for the porters.
After my vacation, in August, Rome delivered the good news that all three editors-in-chief
(Al-Jazeera, Al-Arabiya and Al-Hurra) and an Egyptian women's studies scholar had agreed to
speak in the seminar, so that the programme sounded almost too good to be true (the ministry was sceptical about its implementation and I had doubts, too).
The publicity was however started at full steam and proceeded like this:
Aug 12 programme in Finnish and English on our own website and the Arab Campaign pages
of the ministry
Aug 16 programme with request for publishing to NGO portals KEPA, Maailman Sivu and
maailma.net
Aug 16 programme mailed to the members of IPS Finland Association
Aug 16 Christian Sundgren of the ministry informed the Press centre of Sweden and their embassy
Aug 16 request to Johanna Numminen to forward the programme to the members of the Association of Finnish Foreign Affairs Journalists – done on Aug 18
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Aug 18 emailed advertising to IPS subscribers
Aug 18 checking with the national news agency STT when they want to publish on various
lists – sent out on Aug 20
Aug 19 Erja-Outi Heino of the ministry informed the expert group of the Arab Campaign
Aug 20 paid advertisement in trade union paper Journalisti
Aug 23 info to Crises Management International (CMI) and the Finnish Institute of International Affairs (UPI/FIIA)
Aug 26 Heino informed media that was on the list of the ministry and the list of NGO Maailman Sivu
Sep 3 Journalisti republished the advertisement free of charge
Sep 8 reminder to subscribers
Sep 8 info to the teachers of communication in Tampere University (Helsinki University knew
already)
There was no need for more information, as the list of registered participants meant full house
while 40 seats had been reserved to IPS people. When the pre-registration was closed on 16
September, there were over 220 names and I had to double the coffee order. Registrations
kept still coming until the seminar morning, so that there were about 240 names in total (a
maximum of 200 persons ﬁnally showed up). Media interest was growing steadily and the requests for interviews started to pour in.
Then the setbacks started:
On Monday 13 September we were informed that the editor-in-chief of Al-Jazeera is not
coming. I ﬁrst heard it from the ministry, as they had asked their embassy in Abu Dhabi to enquire about his visa needs because he had not contacted them, and time was running out. ElSheikh said in phone that he cannot come because one of their key reporters had died a day
before in a car accident.
In IPS the contacts with the speakers where handled by the correspondent in Washington, Emad
Mekay, and thus the time difference caused delays in the ﬂow of information. The situation was
confusing and there were efforts to pressurise the management of Al-Jazeera which did not want
to let their editor travel. It became our target to get at least somebody from Al-Jazeera to the
scene. The week passed with vague promises and long silences. DG Lubetkin got upset when I suggested that the reputation of IPS is at stake if we failed to keep our promises.
Another challenge came up a week before the seminar: When I emailed doctor Awatef Abdel el-Rahman in Cairo asking about her willingness to give interviews here, the answer was
that she is not coming because the embassy of Finland has insulted her by charging for the visa
and requiring a travel insurance (claims that the doctor who had visited 58 countries had met
never before and would thus put on a diplomatic incidence). Later I heart from the ministry
that the visa was issued free of charge and informed her that the organisers will recompensate
the travel insurance but never got any reply. As the Egyptian embassy in Finland had earlier
asked about her timetable to organise something nice for her, I turned to them asking that
they build a bridge over this cultural abyss. The consul said that things had to be handled with
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silk gloves with a ”celebrity” like this. He called her and was informed that she had paid the insurance and was coming.
I only could respond to interview requests that I am listing names because Al-Jazeera was
still unsure, and el-Rahman had not answered me. At least Mouafac Harb of al-Hurra in the US
and Salah Nagm of Al-Arabiya in Dubai answered my emails and promised to give interviews,
but it was not for much help as all journalists had Al-Jazeera on top of their list.
With energy obtained from mushroom picking in the forest I started the seminar week’s
work still not knowing the fate of the ”star performer”. The assistant of IPS management
Analía Taran arrived in Finland on Monday 20 September and I took her to the ministry to introduce her to Riitta Tikander who is very helpful and efﬁcient assistant to the chief of development communication, Christian Sundgren. She even arranged a workspace that Analía could
use during the preparations. The same afternoon, we went to Kansallismuseo together with
Eeva Simola and met another nice and helpful person, researcher Jouni Marjamäki, who
showed us the auditorium. Eeva planned how to decorate it with rowan branches, and everything looked good at that end.
The same evening, we were ﬁnally informed that Al-Jazeera is sending current programme
presenter Malik Triki from its London ofﬁce. We reached him by phone and as he sounded cooperative, I told him about the requests for interviews. He consented to the morning TV of Yle
and HS Sunday pages and promised to present a documentary on Al-Jazeera that will be
shown at Rakkautta ja anarkiaa (Love and Anarchy) ﬁlm festival that takes place in Helsinki at
the same time. The rest of the requests we decided to discuss when he arrives. It turned out
that he had booked a ﬂight late on Wednesday, but when I mentioned the dinner offered by
IPS DG he changed to an earlier ﬂight.
Tuesday was loaded with work: the ministry required that the programme change must be
told to everybody registered for the seminar (which was possible as I had taken down their
email addresses).
I also tried to take care of the media arrangements and announce the changes to Sweden,
among others, from where had registered Svenska Dagbladet and national radio.
During Tuesday night I heart from Analía that the seminar’s planned chairperson, Emad
Mekay from Washington, cannot come because he did not receive a visa to Finland. As the ofﬁce hours were over, I had to call various numbers to ﬁnally reach the director of communication of the ministry, Yrjö Länsipuro, who promised to call the embassy in Washington which
luckily was still open. Christian Sundgren emailed them emphasising that the seminar will be
opened by the president of Finland etc. But nothing helped, apparently it was too late. The ofﬁcial reason for the refusal of the visa was that Emad is Egyptian and his passport was expiring
in November although it was required to be valid for a minimum of three months. I have no
idea why Emad left the thing to the last minute but Analía said it is quite common. The seminar
was then chaired by the coordinator of IPS Europe, Ramesh Jaura, who was marked as commentator in the programme.
The Wednesday before the seminar brought more surprises as guests were due to arrive. It
had been agreed that Jorma T. Mattila drives to pick up Harb and el-Rahman (unless the em-
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bassy will organise her transport what they were unable to tell in advance) because they arrive
on the same ﬂight at 12.40 pm. Katri Merikallio had promised to pick up Nagm at 14.00 pm,
and I was going to meet Triki at 15.15.
Riikka Uosukainen from the A Talk programme of Yle had asked an interview with Harb and
Nagm at 16.00 pm in the ministry’s press room. Christian Sundgren had promised to escort
the men there from Hotel Grand Marina. Before noon we were informed that Nagm’s connection (from Cairo to Dubai from where he had a ticket to Helsinki) had failed and he was still in
Dubai. I reached Triki from London at the last minute before he boarded the plane and begged
him to substitute Nagm in A Talk. He was reluctant but eventually agreed on the condition that
there was strong coffee on site. Of course, the plane arrived half an hour late, but we succeeded in rushing him to the TV interview and he even got the coffee.
Luckily Katri got the word in time and did not go to the airport in vain. Jorma managed to
pick up Harb (and the director of IPS Africa) while the Egyptian embassy ‘kidnapped’ el-Rahman. We were informed that Nagm will arrive on the seminar day at 14.00 pm.
In the evening, IPS International and IPS Finland offered a dinner to IPS people in restaurant
Omenapuu (from our team Jorma, Linus Atarah, Soma Rytkönen and me) and the speakers
were dining in restaurant Bellevue with IPS DG Lubetkin and Sundgren from the ministry.
Roberto Savio had dinner in president Ahtisaari’s residence.
On Thursday September 23 at 7.15 am, I had my partner as chauffeur to pick up Triki from
his hotel to Yle morning TV’s interview in Lasipalatsi in the city centre (and because of the
stress and exceptionally early wake-up call I got a bad sciatica problem). As my chauffeur had
gone to work, we had to return to the hotel in tram because it was raining and there were no
taxis. It turned out that Harb had refused to participate in the IPS Support Group meeting of
the morning and Triki did the same. El-Rahman had arrived late for dinner, and in the morning,
she was not around in the hotel. I asked Lubetkin whether she had promised to join the morning session and he said ”maybe”. So, I did not ask for her when I left the hotel with the group
and led them walking to the ministry’s premises in Merikasarmi where the meeting was bound
at 9.00 am.
While Ahtisaari was giving his opening speech of the Support Group, I was wondering like
many others why some moron had left his or her mobile phone open and let it ring without
answering. Later I looked at my mobile, supposed to be silenced, and saw that there was a
message on the answering machine. I realised it was from el-Rahman who was in distress at the
hotel lobby not knowing were to head. I went out to call her and only then understood that
my phone was not silenced put on loud voice which meant that it rang with different tone than
normally (!). I was too ignorant to ﬁx it and needed help from Jouni Marjamäki later in Kansallismuseo. El-Rahman had however found her way to Merikasarmi and was even less fond of me
than before.
Since it seemed like a bad idea to allow interviews in the middle of the seminar, Jorma and I
decided in advance to take the Arab guests (who were supposed to spend the morning in the
IPS meeting and have lunch after it) to Kansallismuseo for interviews 45 minutes before the
seminar started. Riitta Tikander arranged us an early lunch at the ministry but el-Rahman did
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not want to join us. Harb and Triki were in the hotel and I went to fetch them for the lunch.
Harb was not hungry but Triki joined me. Ramesh Jaura who was going to chair the seminar
and IPS technical director Walter García joined us as they also wanted to go to the museum in
advance. Finally, we managed to get two taxis and take all the three speakers that were already
in the country and others to the museum on time.
All interested TV channels and numerous papers were already waiting. I had anticipated that
they would get half an hour and our speakers would still have 15 minutes for rest before the
seminar, but the situation got completely out of hand immediately. I just had to ask the TV
groups to show solidarity to each other so that the guests could rotate from one camera to
another. This apparently happened in the museum’s courtyard where also the print journalists
could listen the conversations.
Eeva, Soma and Johanna Sarjas had decorated the auditorium nicely and took care of the
registration of the participants although some people just slipped in. Jorma and Linus took care
of passing the microphones in the audience during the seminar’s discussions.
The ministry organised a bus to transport the rest of the Support Group people from
Merikasarmi to Kansallismuseo and the seminar started in relatively good order. The speeches
lasted averagely ten minutes although we had asked for half an hour. Fortunately the audience
was eager to discuss and time went quickly (I suppose, as I spend most of the time outside the
auditorium resolving various problems and did not hear much of the speeches).
There was still some tension left related to Al-Arabiya’s Nagm. I sent a taxi of Kovanen company (that offered excellent service during this process) to pick up Nagm on his own. According to Analía he was arriving at 14.00 pm from Frankfurt and I was prepared to pay his
transport when the taxi man would arrive and call me.
The driver called at 14.45 – from the airport saying that Nagm was not on that ﬂight. I
rushed to search for Analía and check the information on the ﬂight. We were browsing the papers when the driver called again: Nagm had found him after landing from Zurich. Nagm
turned out to be a sympathetic elderly gentleman and he even had time for a cup of coffee before his speech which he presented without any problems after having spent a couple of days
ﬂying back and forth on three continents. He explained that he had missed the connection because on Cairo airport there was some trouble with baggage, and it delayed the ﬂight to Dubai
by critical ﬁve minutes.
After his presentation, the discussion went on and the chairman had trouble in closing the
seminar in time. Even after that journalists were hanging around the speakers so that the auditorium had to be ordered to be empty by 18.00 pm or we will be charged extra.
The ministry hosted a dinner at Katajanokka Casino to IPS people, the seminar speakers and
invited Finnish guests (mainly chief editors like Tapani Ruokanen of Suomen Kuvalehti, Patsy
Nakell of Ny Tid and Jouni Kemppainen of Yle). Everybody was praising each other, also my name
was mentioned by Halle Hansen from IPS board, but just when I was visiting the ladies room.
Sari Cojan substituted me in the ofﬁce translating three stories to our package of following
week. I managed to do one on Friday before taking Triki to the screening of the documentary
ﬁlm Control Room where he gave a short speech. Nagm joined the company for curiosity be-
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cause he worked for Al-Jazeera in the beginning and was also its editor-in-chief. Before that
the gentlemen gave interviews at the hotel. El-Rahman and Harb had left the country in the
morning. I ordered them taxis from Kovanen which charged Analía. The same happened on
Saturday with Nagm and Triki. On Friday night they preferred to stay in the city rather than
joining the IPS people whom Mikko Myllykoski had invited to Heureka for the inauguration of
T-Rex exhibition.
The IPS people continued their meetings: on Friday morning at the ministry met the Core
Group of the supporters, in the afternoon the board of directors at Grand Marina and during
the weekend IPS management.
On Friday night I escorted nine IPS people to Heureka. Besides the dinosaurs they were interested in the Wheel of Fortune that has been on display in the basic exhibition from 1999.
One of its designers is Janne Sivonen who did his civilian service in Heureka and became later
the chairman of IPS Finland. The Heureka excursion was joined by Soma Rytkönen who also
organised side programme in Helsinki for spouses of IPS directors and some participants of
the Support Group and guided them to Tallin on Saturday. Soma’s knowledge of Italian was invaluable, because some spouses as well as the representative of Brazilian government do not
speak English.
The seminar got lots of appreciative feedback and can thus be considered worth of the
work. The publicity received is second to none. This much is known, so far:
– Malek Triki from Al-Jazeera, London, and Mouafac Harb from Al-Hurra TV, USA, discussed in
A Talk of Yle TV1 on 22 Sep
– Malek Triki was in Morning TV of Yle on 23 Sep
– Before the seminar began several interviews were made with the speakers in the patio of
National Museum: TV 1 (Jyrki Hara), The Swedish-language channel FST (Eva Vikstedt), MTV3
(Janne Hopsu) and TV Nelonen (Mark Autio) (all had something in the news of the same
night), a couple of radios and number of papers
– The seminar was attended by dozens of journalists from various media and at least following
ones published something:
Aamulehti 24 Sep (own story by Terhi Reskola),
Ilta-Sanomat 24 Sep (double-page spread, own by Hanna Vesala)
Helsingin Sanomat 24 Sep foreign page and 26 Sep Sunday page (which was advertised on 25
Sep)
Keskipohjanmaa 24 Sep (STT/Johanna Sarjas)
Turun Sanomat 24 Sep (STT/Johanna Sarjas)
Etelä-Saimaa 25 Sep (own story by Ilkka Pohjalainen)
Hämeen Sanomat 25 Sep (own story by Minna Kurki)
Suomenmaa 29 Sep (double-page spread, own by Katariina Laru)
Svenska Dagbladet (Sweden) 29 Sep (whole page, own by Bitte Hammarbeg)
Kehitysuutiset 30 Sep (cover story on Arab media based on IPS meeting by Outi Einola-Head)
Swedish Radio 30 Sep (Lars-Gunnar Erikson) according to IPS Sweden a good report that
mentioned also IPS as the organiser
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Ny Tid coming this week (Patsy Nakell)
Yle Radio 1, cultural news early Oct, interview with el-Rahman (Niina Mäkeläinen, Liisa Vihmanen)
Journalisti 1 Oct (double-page spread: the seminar by Marjut Helminen, interview with Nagm
by Adrian Soto, a news piece on IPS meetings by MS)
Internet:
maailma.net (own story by Eija Palosuo)
global.ﬁnland.ﬁ (the seminar by Marja-Leena Kultanen, interview with Nagm Erja-Outi Heino)
Triki presented a documentary ﬁlm on Al-Jazeera in Rakkautta ja anarkiaa -ﬁlm festival 24 Sep.
The feedback from the journalists and ordinary audience was generally positive although the
event attracted also the traditional ”preachers” who use to attend this kind of seminars.
It is worth mentioning that IPS carried out the ”Cobbler's children walking without shoes”
smear in its own reporting. A lousy report by Azer Sawiris only came out on 25 Sep. Editor-inchief Miren Gutierrez got interested in the matter the following Friday after receiving a complaint from Malek Triki on false quotation. She started to look for culprits and suspected me. I
denied the guilt and got ﬁrm support from Ramesh Jaura who had hired Sawiris to cover the
seminar. Miren had showed no interest earlier.”

Festive cruise on sail ship Estelle in 2005
IPS Finland 20 years celebratory seminar was held on 25 May 2005, onboard fairtrade
sail ship Estelle anchored by Lyypekinlaituri nearby Old Market Hall in central Helsinki
Programme (the seminar will be held in English)
10.00 Jorma T. Mattila, chair of IPS Finland Association:
20 Years of News behind the News
10.20 Geci Karuri, Project Director, CSIR, South Africa:
Africa’s Development Future: Signposts and Hopes for the New Millenium
11.10 Lauri Siitonen, researcher, University of Helsinki, Institute of Development Studies:
Any Role for Finland in Africa’s Development Future?
11.20 Debate
11.40 Ramesh Jaura, coordinator of IPS Europe:
The Future Plans of IPS in Covering the Globalised World
12.00 Pia Korhonen, Estelle:
Dreaming of Fair Reality
12.20 Debate
12.30 Lunch on board
13.30 Festive cruise
16.00 Returning to port
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Report on the seminar and its preparations:
”Invitations to the seminar were sent on paper and later by email to all subscribers that make
almost 50 together plus numerous other journalists and media. Members of IPS Finland Association were also welcomed. In advance registered about 30 persons. From the largest group
of clients, regional papers, only one registered but colleagues from the capital area were quite
active.
No-shows and last-minute cancellations meaned that the seminar was eventually attended by
just over 20 people, the Ambassador of South Africa, doctor Bukelwa Hans included. We
wanted to organise the seminar on board Estelle which came to Helsinki to participate to the
World Village Festival during the weekend. But the same festival probably ate up interest towards the seminar as it brought to Finland numerous ’media sexy’ representatives of developing countries.
IPS Finland offered in following week’s package a news piece on the anniversary and an article based on the keynote speech of Geci Karuri with free pictures. They got published immediately in some papers and KEPA’s website and the story was still picked up in the middle of the
summer by some regional papers, by Länsi-Suomi even twice. A few journalists wrote their
own columns on the event.
The main topic of the seminar, the future of Africa, however, received less publicity than
hoped. That might depend partly on the fact that Africa in general does not interest much the
media in Finland. Secondly, the keynote speaker was not known here in advance and is not a
celebrity although surely an expert on her ﬁeld and a rising star. Thirdly, the subject did not
have such drama that we are accustomed to in news from Africa. The title ’Africa’s Development Future: Signposts and Hopes for the New Millennium’ was meant to inspire analytical
thinking that can open other perspectives on the continent’s future than despair.
Geci Karuri works as project director in Council for Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research
(CSIR) that is highly valued in Africa and her competent and bright presentation surely broadened the audience’s horizons what may impact their future writing on Africa. The topic was,
however, undeniably complicated, and so theoretical that writing a story without additional interview would have been difﬁcult.
Preparations for the seminar began already a year earlier when the Board invented the idea
of a seminar on board Estelle. We went to see the ship in Turku in May 2004 and agreed preliminarily that the seminar will be organised in May 2005. It was a nice coincidence that also
Estelle would have its 20 years anniversary in the service of Third World Movement.
The concrete preparations could only be started in January when the seminar subsidy from
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs was conﬁrmed. The sum was, however, only half of the applied
and thus the plans had to be reduced. We could not hire a project worker and had to lean on
voluntary work. With Estelle we managed to negotiate the price of the cruise within our new
budget.
The search for the keynote speaker turned out to be really difﬁcult and showed that to get a
’big name’ the hunt should start a year before. As the tsunami of 26 December had made the
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communication on developing world even more disaster-centric, we wanted to create a longerterm development perspective for the South in our seminar. In the beginning we were looking
for a futurologist from the South. We contacted numerous well-known persons (like one of the
world’s leading futurologists, Sohail Inayatullah from Pakistan and the editor-in-chief of Futures
magazine, professor Ziauddin Zardar) that were interested in our seminar but had already
other bookings in late May. We also contacted writer and activist Arundhati Roy and Sunita
Narai (Centre for Science and Environment) from India, but the timing was wrong for them,
too. We had got a list of names from the Millenium Project of the UN and there was also Geci
Karuri who ﬁnally said ‘yes’ after we had spent two months searching in vain. Thus, the seminar
focused on Africa which was very appropriate for IPS Finland.
To ﬁnd a Finnish commentator was almost as rough. For instance, from the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs we contacted three experts none of which was available on that date. We had as bad luck
in the academic world until Lauri Siitonen from Helsinki University ﬁnally promised to come.
The bad luck continued with IPS International as DG Lubetkin had an important meeting in
Italy. Ramesh Jaura from IPS Europe was available. Chairman Jorma T. Mattila spoke on behalf of
IPS Finland and Pia Korhonen represented Uusi Tuuli ry which is the organisation running Estelle.
The seminar was held in the hold of Estelle which was chilling cold because of the cold wind
although the ship was docked. A lunch soup was prepared by the crew and after that we were
taken to a cruise in the archipelago. Unfortunately, most of the journalists had to return to
work before that. For those onboard the cruise in the sunny and windy weather and following
the work of Estelle’s talented sailors offered a great experience.
To conclude, organising the seminar was again quite an effort as the Board members and I
did it mainly voluntarily and in our spare time. But it was worth it. Geci Karuri was a great new
acquaintance for all who met her, and these contacts can lead to future cooperation. Karuri had
also wider audience in the World Village Festival where she was interviewed on stage on 28
May. Besides the cooperation with Estelle opened new views and encouraged the sail ship to
increase its ’charter activity’.
The party continued in the evening at Vanha ylioppilastalo where the eve of World Village was
dedicated to numerous organisations that had their 20th anniversary, the festival’s main organiser KEPA included.”
Post commentary: When I travelled to South Africa in 2012, I met Geci KaruriSebina in
Johannesburg, and in spring 2017 she was in Helsinki as the keynote speaker of Urban
Studies Conference.

Involved in Helsinki Process
The Helsinki Conference and the media seminar IPS International organised there
brought numerous IPS people to Finland on 7 September 2005. The timetables were,
however, so tight that official meetings with IPS Finland could not be arranged. The me
dia seminar was part of the Helsinki Process coled by Finland and Tanzania that sought
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to govern the globalisation democratically. The first phase (20022005) culminated in
the September conference.
The 25th anniversary of IPS Finland was hosted by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs
(Piritta Asunmaa and Seija KinniHuttunen) in its press lounge on 9 June 2010. Our
brandnew website with rotating picture gallery was displayed on the wall which also
showed large copies of our best recent newspaper clippings. IPS DG Mario Lubetkin at
tended as well as about 50 guests. The ministry pledged to support IPS International with
200 000 euros per year in 2011 and 2012. The IPS Support Group meeting of 2011 was
invited to Finland because the ministry believed it could benefit its campaign for a seat on
the UN Security Council.

Migration as the theme in 2011
The IPS Support Group meeting was organised in Vanha ylioppilastalo on 13 October
2011 together with the foreign ministry and International Organisation for Migration
IOM. The theme was migration.
I estimated afterwards that from our point of view the preparation was much easier
than the previous time in 2004. My report:
”The ministry’s department of development communication kept its word and took care of almost all the arrangements. Also, IOM handled its own part in an exemplary manner. I only had
to search for moderators for the panels (Katri Merikallio and Alexis Kouros who did excellent
work) and handle some miscellaneous tasks of the last moments.
Our Board also participated in the preparations: Jorma drove a dignitary, the chair of the
Board of Directors of IPS, Federico Mayor, from the airport to the hotel.
The public seminar on migration attracted nearly 200 people, because it was largely advertised on the email lists of student organisations, thanks to Suvi Lindgren in our Board, and
plenty of students attended.
The ministry was supposed to inform the media but that failed. The announcement was sent
out too late and primarily without the programme attached and the opportunity to make interviews was not advertised visibly. A press conference was not even considered. The result
was that the event got hardly any media coverage. I did not intervene except in emergencies
(like when the programme was missing from the invitation) as I assumed that the communication unit handles this part with routine. But it seems that there are currently more qualiﬁed
diplomats than communicators – or at least so it seemed with this project.
The diplomatic side was apparently well handled, as dignitaries like the President of the UN
General Assembly, Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, had high-level meetings including the president
of Finland.
The programme of the seminar was good, despite of last-minute cancellations and changes.
For example, the minister for environment of Costa Rica, Rene Castro, could not make it to
Helsinki as torrential rains postponed his ﬂight by 24 hours – very indicative of the state of
the planet.
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Some of the speakers were brilliant, like Finnish member of European Parliament Heidi
Hautala, IOM Director General William Lacy Swing,Vikram Kolmannskog from the Norwegian
Refugee Council and Laila Al Shaikhli of Al-Jazeera. The media ombudsman of Namibia,
Clement Daniels, also brought an interesting insight, and most of the others were not bad either.
In the evening there was a reception in the Contemporary Art Museum, Kiasma where the
guests could enjoy art from Africa and exotic snacks.
Afterwards we had a dinner in Nepalese restaurant Satkar in a group that consisted of
seven foreign IPS people and ﬁve domestics. The bill to IPS Finland was only 170 euros as
many people were not hungry or were happy with a soup. The atmosphere was relaxed and
comfortable.
And the continuation was even more relaxed as Soma and I took the foreign guests to
Moskva Bar to show something exotic in Helsinki.”
It is worth mentioning that Katri Merikallio wrote a good article about the seminar for
the website of magazine Suomen Kuvalehti.

The atmosphere changes
When it was time to celebrate the 30 years of IPS Finland in 2015, our operating environ
ment had undergone dramatic changes. The Association had no funds for celebrations
and there was no means to get any support from the ministry. Finally, we organised a din
ner at cost price in Mesopotamia restaurant of Cultural Centre Caisa on 9 October. There
were 24 participants, including activists from the past and present and, of course, those
faithful people who have been involved most of the time. The evening was spent with re
laxed reminiscence, and part of the people continued the night in the party of The Day of
Journalism.
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The founder of Inter Press Service, Roberto Savio has in his Rome ofﬁce a small “museum” of his
activities and the history of the news agency that dates to 1964. Credit: Anna-Maria Rastas

Kari Huhta (left), Risto Isomäki, Ullamaija Kivikuru
and Elina Sana were debating the responsibility of
journalist in a seminar organised to celebrate the
tenth anniversary of IPS Finland in spring 1995.The
venue is Vanha ylioppilastalo (Old Student House) in
Helsinki. Credit: IPS Finland

The stand of IPS Finland during the
Mahdollisuuksien tori (Marketplace of
Opportunities) event in early 1990s in central
Helsinki. Behind the desk Kaarina Järventaus and
Mikko Myllykoski. Credit: IPS Finland

IPS Finland published an event magazine during the
Maailma kylässä (World Village) festival of 1999.
The four issues of the paper were written, edited,
and delivered on site. Credit: IPS Finland
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Timo Paukku (left), Kimmo Pietinen and Mikko
Myllykoski eating the traditional Christmas
porrige of the Board of IPS Finland in 2000.
The tradition started in 1994 and continues.
Credit: Jalle Tammenmaa

IPS and Finland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs
organised in autumn 2004 an extensive seminar on
Arab media in the auditorium of Kansallismuseo
(National Museum). Speaking director general of IPS
Mario Lubetkin and behind the table other speakers:
Malek Triki (Al-Jazeera), Awatef Abdel el-Rahman
(Cairo University), Ramesh Jaura (IPS Europe),
Mouafac Harb (Al-Hurra TV Network),Tapani
Hannikainen (Yle) and Walter García (IPS technics).
Credit: Johanna Son/IPS

A seminar and festive cruise to celebrate the 20 years of IPS Finland was held onboard the fair-trade
sailing ship Estelle in May 2005.The keynote speaker was Geci Karuri from South Africa (left) and the
other speakers were the chairman of IPS Finland Jorma T. Mattila, Ramesh Jaura (IPS Europe), Lauri
Siitonen (Helsinki University) and Pia Korhonen from Estelle. Credit: Matti Similä
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The articles of IPS represent solutioncentred journalism where the people of
developing countries are not seen as passive helpreceivers but active operators.

Red Cross workers provide hot food to IDPs at the Kanzombi Site in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Credit: Badylon Kawanda Bakiman/IPS August 2017

As schools continue to remain shut in the region since Aug. 5, amounting to 50 days tomorrow, kids are
being taught in makeshift schools, established by local citizens in several areas of Kashmir. Credit: Umer
Asif/IPS September 2019
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In Central American Honduras 75 media workers and communicators were assassinated between 2001
and 2018. Media people and their supporters have organised numerous protests demanding freedom of
speech.The picture is from Tegucigalpa. Credit:Thelma Mejía/IPS May 2012

Zimbabwean smallholder farmer, Phillip Tshuma relies on weather information via his mobile phone to aid
his cropping activities. Credit: Busani Bafana/IPS March 2016
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3. The founding fathers
reminisce
Katri Merikallio (Himma)
The news agency IPS entered Finland in the early 1980s, five years before the establish
ment of the IPS Finland Association. In the Finnish Broadcasting Company Yle radio
news service had a handful of young foreign news reporters who were particularly inter
ested in the Third World issues.
These included known journalists Hannu Reime, Antti Halinen and Tapani Lausti.
Halinen had begun to study Spanish and Portuguese in early 1970’s and in 1979 he had
visited Latin America for the first time. However, the coverage of the region by tradi
tional news agencies was weak and it was difficult for the reporters to follow up the area.
Interest in IPS arose.
The young men talked their boss Ari Järvinen into buying the IPSservice to Yle. In
practice, it meant that a teleprinter appeared in a corner of the radio newsroom in 1982.
In the same spring, the leading newspaper Helsingin Sanomat acquired IPS's news
printer for a threemonth trial period.
These two printers – one in Ludwiginkatu, the other in Pasila, both in Helsinki –
tapped IPS material for journalists to use.
After the beginning, however, the success was not very remarkable. Helsingin Sanomat
did not renew the order after the trial period, and even in Yle, only a few journalists in
the rush of the daily news were able to use the IPSprints. They were used mainly by jour
nalists who were already interested in the Third World issues. But for them, the IPS ma
terial was a valuable addition to the traditional news agency material.
One young reporter, Timo Voipio, got interested in IPS, first in Helsingin Sanomat and
later in Yle. ”In 1982–1983 I was studying journalism at the Helsingin Sanomat School of
Journalism, and during that time I also worked at the foreign news desk of Helsingin
Sanomat. At the time, the newspaper had a pilot agreement with IPS. It was used there
above all by a group of journalists interested in Latin American issues”, recalls Voipio.
Later, when he worked in Yle’s radio news, IPS came back to the picture again.
”I remember Antti Halinen pushing these prints in my hand and asking whether I knew
that such a news agency existed.”
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Voipio became interested, dived into the material and obtained information of the
news agency itself. During his years in the journalism school, he did a little dissertation
on news agencies – and he noticed that if news agencies published anything about Latin
America, Africa, or Asia at all, the topics were mostly coups, disasters, famines or wars.
The reporter was normally sent to the spot from a European country, and the views of
ordinary people were rarely heard in the stories. IPS’s world of thinking began to feel
meaningful.
When Voipio started preparing his final thesis in the school of journalism in 1983 he
was at the same time eager to travel around Europe young as he was. Timo managed to
combine these two. During his interrail trip he made a visit to IPS headquarters in Rome.
”I walked in there and said I had heard of you and would like to learn more. And they
told me.” The IPSoffice was in the heart of Rome on Via Panisperna in a protected old
building where the visitors could admire old murals and a fountain in a courtyard. The
news agency had a couple of floors at its disposal and dozens of employees. Journalist
Antti Autio, who later visited the same premises, recalls how the everyday life was very
different from that of a typical Finish news office: the tables and chairs were heavy furni
ture, the managers walked in their suits and ties with their shoes polished. And each boss
had a young female secretary. Addition to the directors’ rooms, the newsroom had a news
desk where journalists handled stories from across Europe, Africa and Asia and carried
them forward to the news stream.
IPS also had office in Stockholm, headed by Sergio Jellinek from Uruguay. After the trip
to Rome, Voipio went to meet Jellinek who came to visit Finland soon after that.

Connected by the copier
At the same time, interest in foreign affairs also increased in the magazine of the Student
Union of the University of Helsinki (HYY), Ylioppilaslehti. But the material provided by
traditional news agencies like Reuters, AP, UPI, and AFP did not inspire the magazine’s
editorial staff. Kimmo Pietinen, then editorinchief of Ylioppilaslehti, remembers well
how he and the magazine's then subeditor, Timo Harakka, felt when returning from the
summer holidays of 1984.
”We thought it was high time we looked for some new type of foreign news material for
the magazine.”
In the same building, the New Student House right in the center of Helsinki, Timo
Voipio also was keeping busy. He had been elected to the Student Union Representa
tive Council and was also a member of its division for international affairs. He had all
sorts of pending matters: There was the idea of ”percentage movement”. There was a
wish to do fairer trade with developing countries. Voipio was also planning to make an
extensive trip around Africa. The copying machine at the Student House was in heavy
use, so sometimes Voipio had to use the one in Ylioppilaslehti. It is likely that there,
next to the copier he met Kimmo Pietinen, the editorinchief of Ylioppilaslehti for the
first time.
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”I needed income, so I offered Kimmo some of my articles and some of IPS material 
and Kimmo was kind enough to buy some of it. I remember that it was easy to get along
with Kimmo – he immediately said yes,” Vopio recalls.
”What Timo offered us corresponded exactly to what we had longed for in Ylioppilas
lehti,” confirms Pietinen.
He remembers that Sergio Jellinek from the IPS Stockholm office came to visit Helsinki
in late autumn 1984 at the invitation of Voipio and the cooperation was officially agreed.
Things started to move fast. From the beginning of 1985, a large beige envelope began to
arrive weekly to Ylioppilaslehti's mailbox. It contained 2030 folded strips torn from IPS
English, Spanish and Swedish printers.
”We also received some articles which had been translated already into Swedish by a group
of volunteers. In Sweden, IPS already had quite many customers and the whole setting of de
velopment cooperation was much more advanced compared to ours. Also, the Swedish me
dia was following the developing countries far more extensively,” Pietinen explains.
The editors of Ylioppilaslehti went through the material and selected suitable ones for the
magazine for translation. In Ylioppilaslehti’s clippings from year 1985 Pietinen finds a story
about the situation of women in Zimbabwe, among other things, and a story warning of the
dangers of increasing energy consumption such as climate change, species extinction and
acid rain.
In the summer of 1985, a real leap in technology took place: IPS got its own teleprinter in
Ylioppilaslehti office. The cable connection to the Student House in Helsinki had been laid.
”Of course, Ylioppilaslehti was not the largest media in Finland and thus not relevant in
foreign news coverage, but for IPS Finland’s arrival Ylioppilaslehti was crucial,” says Voipio.

Noticeboards as the number one media
Timo Voipio had already started spreading the word about developing countries and IPS
at the universities and NGOs in the autumn of 1984. He started printing leaflets on yellow
paper to get more attention to the news in noticeboards. And it worked. Young people at
the universities became interested.
Personally, I was one of those who stopped in front of a noticeboard one day in the early
autumn of 1984. I remember listening to Timo's inspiring presentation at some event at
the University of Helsinki and I immediately thought that this makes sense.
A year earlier, in the autumn of 1983, I had flown to Delhi, India, and backpacked
around Asia for some five months. I was barely 20 and had worked in a newspaper as
summer reporter for a few months. India was quite a shock: the horrible poverty and mis
ery was striking. In Southeast Asia I got to see also incredible beauty. In China cycling
among a million Chinese dressed in dark Mao outfits in carfree Beijing – an experience
one will never forget. None of this had ever been reported in the Finnish media. When I
returned to Finland, I wrote stories about my experiences for various magazines.
During the autumn of 1984, a group of about 25 young volunteers gathered around the
IPS idea. Most already had some journalistic experience, although many of us were still
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studying. Some had travelled in developing countries, while most were primarily inter
ested in global issues and the work of a foreign news journalist.
The group got together at the New Student House and decided to act. We decided to es
tablish an IPS Association and start contacting the Finnish media, authorities, and
NGOs. For the funding of these activities we contacted the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
The most important thing, however, was to get the IPS material quickly translated so that
it could be sent to the media for familiarisation. A translation ring of volunteers was
born.
IPS print strips were gathered, they were read and collectively it was decided whether
they would be of interest to the Finnish media. Often, they were not. The topics them
selves might have been interesting, but the background was often insufficient. Or the ar
ticle began well but finished abruptly in the middle. Sometimes the stories, especially
about Latin America, were clearly written for the local audience, so that the story would
not have opened to the Finnish reader without thorough groundwork. At a time when
you could not even dream of the internet yet, collecting the background information was
a tedious endeavor.
But there were also a lot of interesting texts. We volunteers translated them into
Finnish at the editorial room of Ylioppilaslehti, which had fine typewriters with a correc
tion mechanism. Some took the strips home and brought the translations back to Yliop
pilaslehti, where they were copied and then sent for free to about a hundred newspapers
and magazines.
In March 1985, the founding meeting of the Association was held, and the editorin
chief of Ylioppilaslehti Kimmo Pietinen was elected the first chairman of IPS Finland. In
the same month, the Association also hired the first parttimer, journalist Martti Paana
nen.
In the spring there were good news. IPS got a grant from the Ministry for Foreign Af
fairs. Marketta Ollikainen was hired as journalistsecretary to replace Martti Paananen
and in the autumn, foreign news reporter Antti Autio was hired.
The first office for IPS was a decommissioned former toilet on the 5th floor of New Stu
dent House. The booth of a few square meters had a small window on the edge of the ceil
ing, and there was just enough room to place a table, a couple of chairs and a typewriter –
and the IPSprinter, which was carried down from Ylioppilaslehti office. There was not
enough space for us volunteers to work in the office so the meeting place had to be found
elsewhere.

Improving the world and having fun
In the university circles of the 1980s, we young journalists learned about concepts such
as the new international economic order (NIEO) and new international information or
der (NIIO). Their underlying idea was that developing countries needed to make their
voices heard better in the world media – and at the same time have greater economic
clout in the world.
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However, the roots of IPS were deep in the world of Italian Christian Democratic politi
cians and communicators. The underlying idea there was a universal humane pursuit of a
better world. Conservative, ChristianDemocratic values may not have exactly reflected
the values young Finnish progressive journalists, but they were a great marketing asset
especially in certain conservative parts of Finland.
From time to time members of the IPS Board continued the voluntary work translat
ing the articles or supporting the marketing efforts. But after the official Board meet
ings, IPS's young team of journalists did not spend their evenings pondering new
information order or IPS’s values but had fun and drank some beer. The fact that a
group of young people had succeeded in bringing a completely new kind of a news
agency to Finland lifted the team spirits and knitted the group tightly together. The ac
tivists of the early years stayed on the Board for more than a decade or two (board and
staff lists on pages 105–110).
Those who ended up as members of the IPS came from quite different backgrounds and
with different motives. Some had a strong desire to promote the status of developing
countries, others had only heard something interesting about IPS and got involved with
the group.
Some members of the Association also had invaluable expertise. Since the first com
puter was acquired for IPS in 1986, ICT expert Risto Autio has been responsible for the
Association's vital information technology. Without Risto, IPS Finland would hardly have
survived.
Over the years, IPS staff and volunteers also met at IPS's Rome office, and several visits
were made to Rome and from Rome. Antti Autio remembers well how the visits of IPS Di
rector General Roberto Savio were packed full of meetings from morning to night – ac
cording to his own wishes. In 1985, the highlight of the visit was the audience at the
Foreign Ministry's office of the then Under Secretary of State Martti Ahtisaari, later the
President of the country and Nobel Peace Prize recipient.
”These gentlemen were clearly old friends. For more than an hour they gossiped about
the latest news of UN – who of their acquaintances had been appointed to what top posi
tions and what they were striving for,” Antti Autio recalls. The actual topic of the meeting
– the Foreign Ministry's support for IPS Finland – was resolved in a minute: Savio pre
sented the amount IPS would need, and Ahtisaari stated that the matter was clear.
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4. From errand boy to chairman
Mikko Myllykoski
Early in summer 1988, my friend, who had his summer job in a newspaper, asked if I
could help running errands at the office of Inter Press Service Finland: photocopying,
mailing, clipping IPS articles for the archive, and brewing coffee. A few hours a week at
the Student Union house in downtown Helsinki. Since my summer job as a postman oc
cupied only few early hours of my day, and I was curious enough, I accepted the offer. I
was 23, a history student interested in classical antiquity and Italy. I had been recenctly
rejected from a research group at the Finnish Institute in Rome. My knowledge about
journalism and the the Third World was on a basic level.
Editor Soma Rytkönen introduced me to my duties as an IPS errand boy. As I was clos
ing the weekly article service in the envelopes, we chatted and a whole world started un
folding for me. Third World has other stories to tell behind the typical catastrophe news.
The local journalist has deeper insight, a more authentic voice and finds interesting topics
beyond the desolate. Knowledge about the world and its people increases awareness and
advances progress. It was mindboggling to grasp that IPS was the world’s fifth largest
news agency, judging by the network of correspondents. Even as an errand boy I felt that
I had joined to be part of something bigger.
At the end of the summer, Soma left overseas and my autumn term at the university
started, but I decided to carry on because I appreciated the mission of IPS. Milla Sund
ström started as the editor of the service. To my great surprise I was asked to do the sales
and marketing tour in the autumn. The assignment was to contact all the clients person
ally, listen to their wishes, and renew the contracts for the following year. On top of that I
should contact potential new customers and negotiate new contracts. I had once helped a
florist in the Christmas season, but that could hardly be counted as sales experience. It
was fascinating to try out my marketing and sales skills with a product and service I be
lieved in.
I got to meet several chief editors of regional newspapers, and mostly the IPS news ser
vice was highly appreciated by them. The longest trip took me to Rovaniemi in Lapland
and Oulu in Northern Ostrobothnia. I remember especially how friendly the chief editor
Teuvo Mällinen of newspaper Kaleva argued that he has a researchbased reason to sub
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scribe the IPS news service: ”Our reader survey revealed that especially the youth wish to
have more information about the developing world.”
When I reported the results of my marketing and sales tour, chair Kimmo Pietinen
asked if I would be willing to join the Association and its Board of Directors. For a couple
of years I kept on doing the sales and marketing effort, but mostly by letter and phone.
The response was more mixed. The chief editor of a conservative newspaper told me that
if the news service is the same rubbish as earlier, there is no need to even send a sample.
With another newspaper I reached an annual contract surprisingly easy, and Milla and I
decided to celebrated the achievement with a thorough bar tour. The following Monday
the chief editor of the paper contacted IPS and told that the terms of the contract are out
of question and practically halved the monthly price I had negotiated.
In the autumn of 1993, Katri Himma asked me to follow her as the chair of the Associa
tion. After seven years in the office I resigned, but was then recruited to the Board of IPS
international (2001–2005) where former Prime Minister Mario Soares, former Secretary
General of United Nations BoutrosBoutros Ghali, and former President of the Republic
Martti Ahtisaari served. Maybe I should have noted then that I was former as well…
During my years in IPS I have learned a lot and built my social capital. I don’t think that
without my experience at IPS I would ever even considered candidating for the chairman
ship of Finnish Association of Science Editors and Journalists. With IPS I gained new
perspectives concerning journalism and the media world.
In my work as exhibition producer, experience director and CEO of Heureka, the
Finnish science centre, I have been able to apply a lot of what I first experienced in IPS.
Learning by doing. There is a story behind the story. Human dignity is universal, and ev
eryone’s voice needs to be heard. At Heureka I have produced interactive exhibitions with
visually impaired, sign language speakers, seniors, and people living with mental illnesses
so that they have been experts and I have been on their errand, because it is important.
From the margins we can see life and society more clearly, in cross exposure.
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5. The light of IPS shone
on my path
Linus Atarah
Inter Press Service served as the launching pad for my career as a journalist. It was by
mere coincidence that I ended becoming a journalist. Originally, I was offered a schol
arship by the The National Union of University Students in Finland (SYL) to study
economics in Tampere University, but I changed that to pursue a degree in sociology
instead. And again, midway into my sociology studies, I switched to mass communica
tion, but without dropping sociology though, because I was keenly drawn to journal
ism. This was largely due to my involvement in social and political activism. I
considered journalism a tool for social change. What better way to quickly propagate
the ideals of the social change that I was so passionate about than beaming the mes
sage from a media outlet, was my thought.
However, as I was advancing in my mass communication studies, I suddenly ran into
an obstacle. The course had a large component consisting of practical work in journal
ism, which required that students do internship work with a media house – either ra
dio, television, or a newspaper – to acquire practical knowledge in news production and
dissemination. I was heavily handicapped because my Finnish language proficiency was
limited. So, the possibilities for securing an internship in any Finnish media house were
dim. It appeared there was little chance of navigating around the requirement, but my
study supervisor, the ever resourceful and well networked professor Kaarle Norden
streng found a way out. He had learnt that a branch of Inter Press Service (IPS), had
been opened in Finland. It was the only news outlet that provided an opportunity to
write in English, and he figured out there would be a possibility for them to take me as
an intern. Indeed, there was.
My friend Timo Voipio, one of the instrumental persons in initiating the establishment
of the IPS branch in Finland, walked me into the office of IPS in the spring of 1986. It was
a sparsely furnished room with a skeletal staff of just two journalists, Antti Autio and
Marketta Ollikainen. Marketta also doubled as administrative manager. A telefax ma
chine was humming in a small room nearby, churning out reams and reams of news com
ing in from the IPS network around the world.
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Taking the first strides
My first week in IPS was spent in compiling the biographies of prominent Finnish politi
cians at the time. Paavo Väyrynen, the then foreign minister, Kalevi Sorsa, prime minister,
Mauno Koivisto, the then president and of course, Urho Kekkonen, the legendary former
president who was still alive but entirely out of public affairs. The likelihood of IPS publish
ing the biographies when any of them died was not particularly high – indeed, Kekkonen
died shortly afterwards and the biography I wrote wasn’t published, neither did Kalevi
Sorsa’s nor Mauno Koivisto’s who died later in 2017. Nevertheless, the idea was mainly to
put me through the mill of journalistic prose writing.
It was the brilliant idea of Antti Autio to begin with writing biographies of politicians.
Only much later in my journalistic career did I get to realise that writing a biography was
a specialist area in journalism, which was mostly handled by gifted writers. Antti had the
combination of stable hands and cool temperament, and he guided me through my first
faltering steps towards becoming a journalist. He had come to IPS with a substantial ex
perience in news reporting from Helsingin Sanomat, Finland’s biggest daily newspaper.
He guided me through the fundamental requirements of composing a story, edited my
stories for accuracy and straightened out the structure. We had close collegial collabora
tion. Before my story was dispatched, Antti raised all the relevant queries like editors of
ten do, for clarity of expression and accurate information to fill in the gaps.
Before the end of the summer I had learnt to compose a news story which, I realised,
was a far cry from what was taught in the lecture halls in the university. I was taught to
understand the significance of quotations in news stories and to distinguish between fact
and opinion.

No need to look over shoulders
The working atmosphere at IPS was warm and friendly. With just three employees, the
social dynamic within the one room that we all shared as office was very collegial. The ex
perience of gathering news was also relaxed because it did not involve filing hard news
that had to meet gruelling deadlines.
Finland also provided an ideal environment to work as a journalist. The political sys
tem has always been open and officials readily forthcoming in sharing information – in
sharp contrast to Ghana, where I later worked. There it took a great deal of time chasing
officials who were quite reluctant in providing information. Finnish officials, on the
contrary, easily granted my requests for interview and were very polite. It must be men
tioned that in the 1980s there were still very few immigrants in Finland, and least of all,
immigrant journalists running around in press conferences. Indeed, the country was at
that time unflatteringly compared to Albania in having the least number of foreigners in
Europe. Yet at no time did my different background as an African elicit mistrust or re
jection from officials. On only one occasion, out of obvious curiosity, one journalist
from Helsingin Sanomat turned to interview me when we were all covering a Finnish
presidential election.
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After having practiced writing prose on political biographies, I was tasked to gradually
venture out into the actual task of news gathering and reporting. Often the day began
with combing through the Finnish press coverage, especially Helsingin Sanomat, the
leading newspaper, which might provide a useful story lead to pursue.
IPS’s editorial policy was to not get involved with breaking news stories unless it had a very
broad global significance, such as the summit between US President George H. Bush and So
viet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev in 1990, when IPS was obliged to file a story. Compared to
global news corporations such as Reuters, AP, AFP, and UPI, IPS did not have large re
sources to deploy at the global level. Instead, it tried to carve a niche in providing well writ
ten feature articles with good background, always with a different angle.
Reporting from Finland, my task was therefore to report on events that almost always
considered a Global South perspective. For instance, Finland’s domestic political fights
and economic policy issues were not covered on a regular basis unless they were of special
relevance at the global level. Instead, the Finnish government’s pronouncement on envi
ronment, Finnish development assistance allocation and its impact on poverty reduction
in the Global South, or issues on multilateral institutions easily grabbed our attention. We
were also keen on issues that flew under the radar of mainstream media outlets such as
civil society activities, trade unions and human rights – in essence we tried to give voice
to the voiceless and marginal groups in society.
The time that IPS was established in Finland, the 1980s, was a period of the emergence
of a strong Third World solidarity movement. The fairtrade movement was tirelessly
challenging the wisdom of continuing the existing trade pattern with developing coun
tries. It perpetuated an injustice whereby these countries relied on the exportation of raw
materials and not finished products. Practical demonstrations were provided by opening
up ’third world shops’ and even launching a sailing ship, Estelle, to challenge the hostile
ocean currents of unfair trade. A little earlier, shortly before the turn of the decade, the
Percentage Movement was founded on the objective of increased channelling of develop
ment assistance to developing countries. Finland’s trade unions were at the forefront of
extending solidarity to antiapartheid struggles in South Africa through various initia
tives. Ordinary citizensinitiated Friendship Associations with communities in developing
countries through which cultural exchange and material assistance were provided. All this
multitude of action dovetailed neatly with that of a vibrant Finnish Peace Movement. The
raison d’etre of IPS was to give voice to these organisations that were ordinarily not given
proper attention in the mainstream media. Therefore, we constantly gave coverage to
their activities.

A screw up like any other
Soon after I began working in IPS as a trainee, the Helsinkibased World Institute for De
velopment Economics Research (WIDER), part of the United Nations University, organ
ised a big international conference on famine. But I bungled spectacularly that first
opportunity to cover a big event – something that must be familiar with young journalists
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taking their first faltering steps in journalism. I did not know I was expected to file a
story on the first day of the conference and another one when the conference ended.
Rather, I had all along thought only one final report would be filed at the end of the con
ference, much like writing the minutes of a board meeting of a village development com
mittee. A few hours prior to the closing ceremony of the conference I began scrambling
frantically to write a story, but it was too late. In effect my failure meant that the pres
ence of IPS was not recorded in a hugely important major news event that was at the core
of its operations.
But I later redeemed myself in another big international event in Helsinki when former
United States president George H. W. Bush and the then Soviet leader Mikhail Gor
bachev held their summit in Helsinki in September 1990. The summit was held just a few
weeks before the unification of Germany. Iraq, under Saddam Hussein had just invaded
and occupied Kuwait amidst threats from the United States for him to withdraw his
troops or face possible military action. Not long after that summit the Soviet Union col
lapsed, thus bringing down the edifice of the whole eastern bloc. With such a ferment
hanging over the global political atmosphere, there was little surprise that the Helsinki
Summit was a major news event of major proportions. All the global media outlets had
descended to Helsinki. For the first time in my career I became part of the media circus,
jostling with global key media players such as CNN, Reuters, AP and BBC among others,
to get a story out as quickly it happened. This time Milla Sundström, who had replaced
Marketta Ollikainen as the bureau head of IPS provided close guidance and assistance
and we managed to pull it off nicely. Our reports met the deadlines and IPS editors were
full of appreciation.
Three months of internship in 1986 was not sufficient, and so I had to do one more
round of a threemonth internship with IPS the following summer in order to fully meet
the requirements for a master’s degree in mass communication and journalism. Follow
ing that I was fortunate to be offered another stint of three months in the summer of
1990. But this time I was no longer a trainee, but a journalist perhaps still unsteady on
my feet, but a journalist nonetheless. The third summer with IPS provided me with a
great opportunity to further hone my journalistic skills.

The last one to turn off the lights
All in all, I have worked regularly with IPS for three decades, albeit mostly on freelance
basis. The small customer base of IPS in Finland – made up of mainly medium size and
small regional newspapers – did not provide a secure financial basis to maintain a full
time correspondent, even though one was sorely needed. The unfortunate reality of the
free market economy is that even notforprofit organisations such as IPS must also
survive in the harsh competitive news market, even though the playing field is tilted
against it.
My last article for IPS was in May 2016, on the anniversary of World Press Freedom
Day. By this time, I had already won two journalist awards. In 2010, my article was se
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lected as the best in Finland in a journalists’ competition which was part of the Euro
pean Commission’s campaign on poverty and social exclusion. Journalists from the 28
European Union members plus Switzerland participated. Prior to that in 1995, I had
briefly worked in a newspaper in Ghana. There I earned the ”Journalist of the year”
award from the Ghana Journalists’ Association (GJA).
It goes without saying that behind this modest success is IPS, where I first cut my teeth
as a journalist. I was extremely lucky indeed to have the rare opportunity offered to me.
By the time I submitted my last article to IPS, the light coming from inside the office was
already beginning to dim due to the body blow it received from the global financial crisis
of 2008, which had rippled across the newspaper industry as a whole. Subsequently, IPS
lost newspaper clients because they had decided to sacrifice foreign news coverage to
staunch falling revenues from advertisements. Given this situation, it did not appear plau
sible that IPS would be able to offer an opportunity for another desperate nonFinnish
speaking journalist to follow my footsteps. At least not soon. I doff my hat for Milla Sund
ström, who with heroic tenacity kept the light shining all the while in IPS Finland – for
the most part of three decades in difficult operating environment.
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6. Correspondent and columnist
Risto Isomäki
In 1988, Finland was hosting an important international conference that related both to
the protection of the ozone layer and the fight against climate change. It was a ministerial
level meeting of the signatories of the Montreal Protocol, restricting the emissions of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) or freons.
It had already been agreed in the Montreal Protocol that the CFC emissions would be
reduced and finally eliminated. However, since then it had become embarrassingly obvi
ous that the agreed speed was far too slow. Unless we could get on a faster track in re
ducing emissions the ozone layer would become dangerously thin even above many
densely populated areas.
Besides the threat to the ozone layer, CFCs were also effective greenhouse gases. In the
late 1980s, they accounted for a full quarter of total anthropogenic greenhouse gas emis
sions, and their production was at that time growing 15–20 percent a year. In other
words, without corrective moves, the CFC emissions would double approximately every
four years.
In the meeting held in Finlandia Hall of Helsinki it was agreed that the global CFC
emissions would be phased out according to a significantly faster timeframe than what
had originally been decided in Montreal. Because of this decision the meeting may actu
ally have been the most important one ever held in Finland. The only serious contenders
are some of the international conferences related to nuclear disarmament that were or
ganised in Helsinki during the height of the Cold War.
I felt very privileged to cover the conference for IPS wire. Since I attended the meet
ing under IPS mandate, I was there, of course, first and foremost as an IPS reporter –
but I was not able to stay completely within this role and also helped the people of in
ternational environmental organisations and of the large US environmental founda
tions to get in touch with Finnish NGOs and the Green Parliamentary Group. The
thing was that they needed computers and communication connections to distribute
their press releases to the world. The help provided by the Green Parliamentary
Group was especially valuable, as the Finnish Parliament was comfortably close to
Finlandia Hall. At the time we had not yet reached the era of laptops, the internet,
and cell phones.
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Except that IPS was already using a kind of predecessor of the internet and email. All
the other media in Finland, including the newspaper I had worked for, still used telefax or
telex to transmit their stories and it astonished me when Milla said that my story would
go straight from the computer of IPS Finland to the IPS headquarters and further ”to all
over the world”. It felt great to use such totally new, cutting edge information technology
and it delighted me that IPS had been smart enough to make this really practical techno
logical leap – before the giant news agencies that still controlled the global news flows.
The stories I wrote from the ozone conference in Helsinki were the first ones I did for
the IPS network but in the coming years I wrote for IPS every now and then when some
thing sufficiently interesting happened in Finland or its surrounding areas.
I covered a Via Baltica conference, again in Finlandia Hall, that outlined the coming
traffic policy of the Baltic states. I also reported about environmental disasters in
Severonickel and Zapoljarnyi of Kola Peninsula in the Soviet Union and about a death mi
gration of half a million starving harp seals along the coast of Norway. The ecosystem of
Barents Sea had almost collapsed due to overfishing and in 1989 half a million desperate,
starving harp seals started to move southward along Norway’s coast, in search of new
sources of food. Hundreds of thousands would not make it. Many of the seals drowned in
the nets of the fisherfolk. This did not delight the fishermen, either, because the small
compensation provided by the government did not cover the price of the nets destroyed
by the seals.
Later I wrote occasionally – when a subject important enough came across – to the IPS
Columnists Service led by Pablo Piacentini. For example, I wrote a piece about why ani
mal agriculture had to produce a much larger percentage of the humanity’s greenhouse
gas emissions than what had been assumed in the official statistics. I wrote about the con
nections between nuclear power and nuclear proliferation and why nuclear weapons are
still an important threat. I covered issues related to nuclear waste disposal and the solar
power revolution. I also wrote about the great palm oil controversy and why oil palms
might still be – despite their bad reputation – the most environment friendly way of pro
ducing vegetable oil for the world. Of course assuming that the plantations would be es
tablished for example on degraded grazing lands and not by clearing rainforests or
tropical peatlands.
I wrote the columns in English and IPS translated them also into Spanish. I was told
that my columns were picked up especially well in Latin American countries which proba
bly means that the translations must have been good, the language being at least compa
rable or better than my original texts. Afterwards I have often regretted that I did not
write columns for IPS network much more often and more regularly. The global IPS
Columnists Service was an excellent way to reach relatively large audiences in different
parts of the world at least when the subject was sufficiently good, important, and interest
ing. The channel still exists although it no longer reaches as many media outlets as during
the peak times of IPS.
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7. Creating technical solutions
Risto Autio
I joined IPS in 1986 when my brother Antti Autio asked for advice on how to get the text
on the Association's teleprinter to be processed on a computer. The news media had
already introduced publishing solutions, so we first looked for a finished product. It
quickly became clear that they were far too expensive and oversized in terms of features
for a twoperson office.
The only option to complete the project financially was to acquire two IBM PC
compatible computers. The second machine had to be equipped with a 286 processor and
a 20megabyte hard drive to be able to run a memorybased background communication
program to receive the news line. The only requirement for the other machine was that
the WordPerfect word processor should work. The machines and dot matrix printer were
purchased from Gaudeamus in1987. The printer was connected to the machines with a
buttonoperated selector. Internal office communication worked by handing out a floppy
disk over a desk.
IPS Europe was connected to the AP data network in November 1987. Finland was
carried out by fixed modem connection to the AP Copenhagen access point. The
connection was functional, but it was often broken. Computers and the printer also
crashed occasionally but regularly. In addition, the printer was remarkably loud, so the
editors' nerves were at times quite tight. The reason for unreliable equipment was
eventually the poor quality of the office's electrical network. Acquisition of surge
protection and a lightweight UPS helped, and the incoming line was operating reliably in
April. The printer was also placed in a soundproof box.
At this point, the incoming articles were printed to be read and archived. During the
remainder of the year I programmed simple programs to read, classify and archive the
articles. Classification with predefined locations with function keys eventually proved to
be a durable solution. The twoway nature of the line was also exploited by adding the
possibility to send messages.
In 1990, a dial modem was acquired, and the first attempts were made to send weekly
packages directly to customers' publishing systems. However, it turned out to be too
difficult and heavy task for the small memory of MSDOSmachines. In the summer, a
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new powerful computer with a 386 processor and the newly released Windows 3.0 were
acquired. The simultaneous use of several programs was finally possible, but a step
backwards was taken in terms of reliability. Windows 3.0 was very prone to crashes.
Fortunately, the old 286 had been left as a working backup.
Significantly better Windows 3.1 was introduced in the summer of 1992. At the same
time, the first regular weekly service transmissions to customers via modem were started.
The noisy dot matrix printer was replaced in the autumn with a quiet laser printer. These
devices were in use until 1995, when a new computer with a 486 processor was
purchased. It was intended to have IBM OS/2 Warp, but eventually ended up with
Windows NT 3.5. A simple customer register and invoicing application was implemented
as new programs. Word processor was changed to Microsoft Word.
The internet came on the scene rapidly at the end of 1996. At the end of the year it was
possible to publish the stories of the weekly Finnish service on global website and as soon
as the beginning of the year 1997 our own website was launched on the server of
Kaapelisolmu. Email was put to use, and practices were created to send the weekly service
via email. The telephone line was changed to an ISDN line and computer's internal card
modem. At the end of 1998, the incoming material was also received by email, so the fixed
telecommunications connection could be terminated. The fixed connection to the Finnish
Broadcasting Company Yle was replaced by installing a program in Yle's data centre to
read and convert emails to their original format.
The next time the machine was renewed was in 2001. Linux had gradually become a
viable option. The Board of the Association considered the open source software to be
appropriate for the nature of the agency, so a project was started to convert the selfmade
programs. SuSE Linux was launched in February 2002. OpenOffice was chosen as the
word processor. In about a year, minor technical issues were fixed and SuSE Linux was
used until 2012, when a new machine using Ubuntu developed in South Africa was
acquired. At the same time, the backup machine was abandoned, a remote connection for
technical operating was introduced and backup to the cloud service was started. Later the
hardware has been updated when needed by replacing the monitor, printer, hard drive,
and modem. Regular updates and minor changes have been made to software and
website.
Personally, IPS has provided me a great opportunity to follow the changes in the media
industry caused by the development of information technology at the grassroots level.
First the increase in the use of information technology, and then the change brought by
the internet to the ways of communicating and to the earnings logic of actors. However,
even more important has been participation in activities that unite everyone to produce
the best possible result with little resources – not to mention having fun.
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8. The legacy of the Boer wars in
Finnish development journalism
Ullamaija Kivikuru
The task I was given is to describe Finnish development journalism; as we know, IPS Fin
land has had a role in the attempts to enrich and enhance this branch of journalism in the
country. Very soon it became obvious that the object of the exercise was both scarce and
limited. The mainstream media have consistently been uninterested in themes dealing
with development. A few years ago, the Finnish News Agency STT deliberately increased
its reporting on developmental issues. At the same time, the marketing of IPS stories de
clined drastically. Thus, it appears that the need for features in this theme area in Finland
is limited to a mere 30–40 stories per month. Accordingly, the theme of development is
scarcely covered in the country, and this applies even more to descriptions of develop
ment on grassroots level.
It is therefore better to widen the focus and try to discuss this field more generally. In
the following, I select a few dimensions of the Finnish coverage of countries currently
claimed to be part of the ‘Global South’, previously known as the ‘Third World’. Not even
such an expansion of the focus, however, yields a large body of journalistic work. The
Global South is to a large extent bypassed in Finnish mainstream journalism, except
largescale accidents, floods, and earthquakes. They sell well.

A wider perspective on the world
A Swedish media researcher, Peter Dahlgren (2009), says that full citizenship only
evolves after a person can receive relevant information beyond the home base and has the
competence to utilise that information. To understand the world and its functions one
needs information and facts as well as debate about these facts and their functioning.
Only then has a citizen the competence to utilise his/her knowledge and to develop re
spect for democratic values.
Thus, according to Dahlgren, we cannot lead a full citizen life without manysided and
partly contradictory information about the world around us. Especially when interna
tional information and the debates around it are concerned, the main channel for such
information are the media, although schools and educational institutions also have a role
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in this kind of information delivery. Continuous updates are needed about various inter
national themes, and for such processes, the media fit well.
In principle, the situation is relatively good for Finns. Our educational level is high, we
have a variety of media, and general information is readily available. Further, the volume
of foreign news is high when compared with other countries. Our small, wealthy country
is heavily dependent on others, and accordingly, the supply of foreign news remains rela
tively high. However, the volume of foreign reporting has decreased in Finland in recent
years. When the media economy weakens, foreign news and culture are the first ones to
be cut.
Further, the differences between the various media are considerable. Most of our small
media focus exclusively on the immediate surroundings. Roughly onefifth of the total
news supply deals with international themes. The main attention is directed to the power
ful: only less than a dozen countries get continuous media coverage in our media, and
most reports focus on Europe and North America, mainly on the United States.
As shown in Figure 1, some 10–15 per cent of the daily foreign news supply in our
media focus on the United States, even when nothing special happens in that country.
The European bias seems to be weakening somewhat since the peak years of the
1960s, when Germany was divided and the 1995s, when Finland joined the European
Union.
Perhaps the most interesting details in Figure 1 are those describing reporting on Africa
and Asia. Africa was in the Finnish news arena much more in the 1960s than it is today.

Figure 1: Foreign news flow to Finland (%, 1961–2007)

The ﬁgures are not very fresh, but nothing more recent was available. Earlier there were several global
news ﬂow studies, but only one is left, the Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP). Its limitation is that
its data covers only one day. Finland has participated in GMMP since 1995, when it started.The latest
round was collected in September 2020.The data in Figure 1 were collected from several studies, some
larger, some more limited. Accordingly, the ﬁgures should be interpreted with caution.
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The sixties were the decade of new independent states emerging in Africa. The picture
conveyed by the Finnish media was undoubtedly that of the colonial masters because the
carriers of the information were international news agencies, to a large extent represent
ing their own views.
Asia rose to the news statistics at the turn of 1960s and 1970s, when the war in Vietnam
was on the agenda. During the longlasting war, telecommunications connections im
proved, and that fact also meant a breakthrough of China and Japan in the daily interna
tional news arena.
South America has always been very scantily covered in the Finnish media. Reports on
the United Nations, the European Union and other international agencies have increased
vastly numerically since the turn of the century, but in 2007, more than 50 percent of the
foreign news supply in Finnish newspapers still covered conflicts and natural disasters,
and the basic line has hardly changed since that year.
In 2010, a limited study of the material published in Helsingin Sanomat and Hufvud
stadsbladet revealed China, Brazil, India, South Africa, and Nigeria as the countries re
ceiving most coverage. Again, the big ones thus seem to receive most attention.
Continuous news supply is offered only from those countries which have a say in politics
and economy on the global arena.

The Boer wars and Finnish media
During the 19th century, Finland’s weak media hardly mentioned developing countries
and their inhabitants; some 1–2inch fillers could be found here and there. Their themes
were usually oddities and curiosities. The situation altered around the turn of the century.
At that time, Finland already had an established media system and a functioning national
news agency, which received material from international agencies. This makes it under
standable that the South African Boer wars (1880–1902) became the first foreign event to
receive continuing attention in the Finnish media. The second Boer War (1899–1902) at
tracted even more interest, because on the Boer side, there was a Nordic unit composed of
young men who had originally travelled to South Africa to search for gold. Among them,
there were also Finns.
Some of the Finnish newspapers, above all the conservative Uusi Suometar, tried to
reach a neutral tone in their reporting in the same way as the Swedish conservative press.
The workers’ party press was open in its sympathy for the Boers. (Jalonen, 2003)
Päivälehti (later Helsingin Sanomat), like most Finnish newspapers, settled on the side
of the Boers. The war was viewed as a battle between David – the Boers – and Goliath –
the British Empire – and parallels were drawn with it and the then quite tense Finnish
political situation as an autonomous part of the Russian empire. But the Finnish newspa
pers on this distant theme were also dependent on their sources, and thus for example
Päivälehti, using Reuter’s wordings was carried away while reporting on General Wau
chope’s death in the Magersfontein battle in January 1900; the colorful description actu
ally made heroes of the ’wrong’ side.
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”General Wauchope had fallen when hit by bullets. But still drawing breath, dying, bleeding
profusely, the leader of the mountain folk got onto his hands and knees and encouraged his
troops to advance: there were heavy losses of ofﬁcers and men. The black guard sallied forth,
Gordon’s and Seaforth’s mountain folk dashed forward to death and disaster. The wretched
barbed wire caught in their feet making them leap like caged lions while the dirge of the
enemy riﬂes rang in their ears.” (Päivälehti, ”Magersfonteinin tappelu”, 18.1.1900)
The Boer War was on the news agenda almost daily, and this is how the distant war be
came part of the social memory. The Finnish Folklore Archive has in its collections
dozens of accounts and narratives about the Boer War from different parts of the country.
Väinö Linna’s ’Under the North Star’ trilogy includes a story about a tailor’s apprentice,
Valenti Leppänen, who plans to join the volunteers fighting for an independent Boer re
public. However, the dream of the poor boy from the backwoods was obviously fueled by
the many tall tales told about the gold to be found in South Africa. The historical trilogy
forms a central part of Finland’s national ideology and provides a ’legitimised’
comprehension of the past.

Today’s Boer Wars
Why have I discussed this long about Finnish journalism 120 years ago? The reason is
that the same dominant features found in the reports about the Boer Wars can still fre
quently be detected in Finnish reporting about development and developing countries.
Wars still sell well as themes, and it is even more interesting if the struggle reported is
uneven. A connection to the Finnish situation, however odd or irrelevant it may be, adds
to the selling value. The reporting is still strongly tied to foreign sources, which often tend
to give a onesided picture of the event. And, as we know, the media tend to exaggerate
and dramatise, especially when they cover distant phenomena, which hardly ever ‘fight
back’.
As it was 120 years ago, a developing country is given column space in a news medium if
it is struck by war, earthquake, or coup d’état. Widely respected symbols of democracy
also sell well, disregarding the substance included. For example, parliamentary elections
attract some attention, especially if the country concerned belongs to the countries to
which Finland has given development aid. There is a classic example from a few years
back: before the Tanzanian elections, a power shift of the dominant party to opposition
was expected, thus the preparations for the elections received extensive media coverage
in Finland – but when no such a dramatic shift occurred the Finnish media never re
ported the results at all.
It can be said that the news criteria exercised in reporting on developing countries re
semble the news criteria applied to foreign news reporting in general, only the profiles are
sharper, as in caricatures. Characteristics in revolutions, natural disasters, corruption,
and undemocratic leaders’ behavior are described with a sharper pen than when talking
about similar phenomena in neighboring countries. The international news agencies have
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an important role in the coverage of the developing parts of the world. Already in the
1970s, critics of news agency coverage focusing on developing countries summarised
their views in the phrase: ‘The Reuters reporter is always there when a bridge breaks
down, but never when a new bridge is constructed’. The criticism is today no longer quite
justified, because today the news agencies do also offer large background stories and
analysis, but when distant countries are concerned, the Finnish media tend to select for
publishing only the fresh news, not the background explanations.

Sweden and Finland
The development discussion has in Finland been divided: the mainstream media report
in principle only when something goes wrong, while the regional media also publish en
thusiastic, often slightly naïve feature stories about such targets selected by the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs to receive the Ministry’s travel grants to journalists. The mainstream
media reports frequently indicate great concern about Finnish taxpayers’ money being
used wisely in development projects. Accordingly, the story of three rusty fishing boats in
Dar es Salaam harbor has become a symbol of unsuccessful development aid. They have
been referred to dozens of times over several decades. The story of the boats – originally
designed and built in Finland – popped up once again recently, more than 30 years after
their first emergence in the development discussions.
As noted above, development as such has extremely rarely received manysided report
ing and public discussion. In Sweden, the publicity of the theme has been very different,
although there, too, the focus has been predominantly on big countries and big projects.
But in Sweden, discussion on development and Sweden’s role in it has been consistent.
The public sphere has been filled with various opinions and reflections, and these in
formed discussions have also influenced policymaking. Accordingly, the variety of media
reporting on development has been considerably greater, although also Swedish media
research has been critical of their country’s media performance on this issue. However,
the difference between Swedish and Finnish development reporting is enormous, in favor
of Sweden.
One of the most disturbing processes around development in Finland was the way
the Finnish media kept quiet about the harsh and dramatic cuts in development aid in
the country some 5 years back. The mainstream reporting did not challenge the cuts at
all. Nor did the international agreements which Finland had ratified seem to trouble
the media. No one reported on the effect of long projects suddenly scrapped. No one
talked about the end of small NGO grassroots projects, so often previously described
as symbols of voluntarism and individual courage. The cuts did get some publicity, but
their effects were not covered at all. Compared with other cuts during the financial cri
sis, development money obviously appeared insignificant, and interestingly, not even
the bad image acquired in international circles received publicity – in general, Finnish
civil servants and the Finnish media are very touchy about the country’s international
reputation.
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It may well be that the media silence about the killing of NGO projects received support
from a surprising direction. The development machinery at the Ministry for Foreign Af
fairs had long dwelt on the bureaucratic burden caused by small grassroots projects. In
the same way, the mainstream media obviously fulfilled the wishes of the state machinery
by keeping quiet about the fact that considerable sums of the still existing assistance
funds were directed to industrial projects.
It may be that the influx of immigrants in 2015 snatched the attention from develop
ment policies (Vij, 2016). The same news arena obviously did not allow the coexistence
of two big themes somehow linked to development and aid. But the reporting on immi
gration also included some bizarre features. The rapid setting up of new reception centers
all over the country was an indication of citizen activity and volunteerism, but soon the
focus was directed to the inmates of these centers; mainly young Iraqi men, who seemed
to talk constantly on their mobile phones. Their appearance seemed to be a surprise for
the media and ordinary citizens. The assumption had been that the centers would be
filled with suffering women and children. In many cultures, the task of the man is to go
ahead and open doors for the rest of the family, but this fact merited scanty attention in
the media. Most of the reporting focused on the men and their mobile phones.

Figure 2: Global news ecology (Simon Cottle)
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A divided audience
The British media researcher Simon Cottle (2008) attracted attention some years ago
with his new concept, news ecology. The map he designed was first interpreted by many
as an understatement of news agency power, because it seemed to show that there are
many routes open to people from industrialised countries to pick up any source accord
ing to their own choice. The international news agencies, originating from the mid19th
century, appeared on the map, but for people from rich countries – such as the Finns –
there were also many alternatives available, thanks to new technology. These alternative
flows represent both counterflows and contraflows, plus a multiplicity of regional and lo
cal sources. Thus, there seems to be a variety of material with which to construct another
type of reality.
As a second thought, the map enables another interpretation. One of Cottle’s points is
that the multiplicity of sources in fact strengthens the dominance of the big international
agencies. They are fast and efficient, and they enjoy appreciation. They can offer their
clients a range of information in a second, in a journalistic world which prises the value
of rapidity. Thus, the mainstream media prefer to use these agencies because they are
trustworthy and convenient to use.
Counter and contra journalism from the developing world are available also to those
Finns who are wealthy, interested and alert. They already know quite a lot about develop
ment issues. The new technology has thus made it possible for them to enhance their
knowledge, also offering space for debate and reflection. They are no longer tied to the
big and expensive international agencies, because nowadays even small groups and infor
mation amateurs can send relevant material to small groups in Finland. Activists can
choose what they want.
However, in such a situation the audience becomes divided. Those who already know
a lot are able to learn more, but those who have to content themselves with the use of
the mainstream get less and less information about the developing world because cri
terion number one in news transmission today is rapidity. The world of presentday
news is based on events. Development is a process; thus, it fits poorly into such a
setup. Development attracts the attention of mainstream journalism only when some
thing goes wrong.

Major mood swings
Recent layers of developing country reporting include such elements as travel informa
tion, exotic food recipes and descriptions of celebrities who are active in issues concern
ing developing countries. Measured by volume, these components in fact exceed
’conventional’ development reporting, especially, if such nonnews media as magazines
and lifestyle television are included in the measurement. If only news media are counted,
conflicts and natural disasters dominate the scene. Development as a concept is some
times – rarely – included in large feature stories or – somewhat more frequently – in de
scriptions of international agencies’ policies and activity, often spiced with big prestigious
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names. Dramatic stories about female circumcision have received considerable attention
in recent years, but there, too, cultural complexities have mostly been bypassed by sensa
tional details.
Travel and food stories have their special audiences in magazines and entertainment,
but both have undoubtedly increased the knowledge of and interest in local life at popular
travel destinations. However, most of these texts repeat one feature, inherited from Boer
Wars: exotic elements are used to stress the difference between Finland and the society of
interest. For decades, similar characteristics have figured in stories about various natural
wonders from abroad.
Perhaps the most contradictory thoughts have been provoked by socalled good will am
bassadors, international and national alike. They receive considerable attention and no
doubt turn the interest of socalled ordinary people, at least momentarily, to problems of
development and suffering. For example, the UN system has long ago accepted celebrity
ambassadors as part of its publicity activity. Every UN office today has its own film stars
and singers. Angelina Jolie has been invited to speak at the UN General Assembly and
thus collects publicity both for the cause of development and her own professional ad
vancement. At home in Finland we have actors, singers and musicians by the dozen whom
various welfare organisations despatch to developing countries and who return eager to
proclaim with colourful video clips how their world view has totally transformed after see
ing suffering children in developing countries – they make their reports then resume
work on their own egos.
One can assess this phenomenon in a chillingly sharp manner as did Riina Yrjölä
(2014), who in her dissertation research condemns Bono’s, Bob Geldof’s, Oprah’s as well
as Madonna’s declarations of solidarity as hollow and colonial. According to Yrjölä,
celebrities evince interest in issues of change and people in the developing world, but first
and foremost, they strengthen their own profiles as people who care about the world’s
poor. The glory of concern supports their own celebrity career as Yrjölä reveals in her
straight close reading. She shows no mercy at all for public figures who, according to her
study, mislead the public.
But the case is not quite as simple as that, as Lilie Chouliaraki (e.g. 2006) in Great
Britain and in Finland Mari Maasilta & co (2018), Kaarina Nikunen (2018), Karina Horsti
(2015), Mervi Pantti and Markus Ojala (2018) have shown. The ‘spectators of suffering’ as
Chouliaraki calls actors in disasters, humanitarian and human rights issues and migration
as well as war and conflict journalism cannot be indiscriminately called wrongdoers, but
the overall view of such events often remains distorted or misleading, sometimes even
false.
One of the widely debated issues within the Finnish development discourse is develop
ment linked entertainment, including Red Nose Days. The news reporting is cool, profes
sional, and sometimes even analytical, but the grassroots everyday life and above all,
positive changes in it are frequently totally pushed aside in news reporting. Narratives
about a new well in a village, a new school or sanitary napkins sent to teenage girls in vil
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lages do not make it over the news threshold. A Red Nose Day and similar widely publi
cised activities afford citizens a pleasurable feeling of being involved – when you donate
your 20 €, a real change will take place.
Should we deprive citizens of such an experience of participation?
The development solutions offered by the Red Nose Day event are naturally enormous
simplifications. But undoubtedly, the Red Nose Day provides a challenge for journalism,
and this challenge should be reflected on (self)critically. A tabloidstyle overdose of emo
tions renders recipients inured and distorts the reality. The next headline about suffering
people from the Global South must go one better than its predecessor and the pictures
need to be even more sensational. But it is also true that development journalism tends to
keep its distance from the receivers, to avoid emotional outpourings and to talk only
about ‘important’ issues. But people – in South and North alike – nevertheless have emo
tions. They do not merely react to knowledge and information. For a proper reflection,
‘soft’ elements are also needed.
In this sense, the mode of presenting news is problematic. It does not give preference to
grassroots phenomena, and it avoids emotions. Development discourse should find its
place somewhere, perhaps halfway, between knowledge and emotion. In recent years, our
culture has in general given more space to individualism and narrativity. Surprisingly,
such features have not found space in Finnish development journalism.
Playing on emotions is nothing new. The use of emotions and colorful features were ex
actly the details that caused the Boer Wars to become ingrained in the memories of 20th
century Finns who had never stepped outside their home villages. It is debatable whether
the Boer War drama had anything to offer for poor Valenti Leppänen in the Finnish back
woods, but on the other hand, this interest perhaps had a link to what might lie beyond
one’s own backyard, which Peter Dahlgren talks about. The stories about the Boer Wars
showed that there was a world outside Pentinkulma, his home base, and according to the
book, Valenti started writing poetry. Is not this a worthy aim for Finnish development re
porting? That way the socalled ordinary people might get access to tools to reflect on the
fundamental problems involved in development. If the Red Nose Day can offer at least a
temporary shortcut to such reflections, let us put a nose on and give it a try.
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9. Strategy and Statistics
In August 2009, the Board of IPS Finland got together for a brainstorming session with
the aim of drafting itself a strategy extending till 2012. A draft was presented to the AGM
in fall 2009, and the Strategy became accepted in the spring AGM in 2010.

9.1 IPS Finland's Strategy for 2010–2012
Mission: We offer our clients development journalism of quality with the aim of increased
understanding of development and global issues in Finland.
Vision: In development and global issues, we are the primary source of information for
our clients.

1 IPS Finland and its Operating Environment
On the basis of the SWOT analysis made, the key strengths of our organisation are a wide
array of clients, qualified and motivated staff and Board, improved availability of photo
graphs as well as an extensive international network and local journalists in the develop
ing countries. The level of selffinancing is high for a nongovernmental organisation, yet
low for a news bureau.
On the other hand, the weaknesses of IPS Finland are the scant personnel and other re
sources, insufficient recruitment of new members, lack of businesslike thinking, limited
opportunities for further training for personnel, IPS is hardly conspicuous, and the vul
nerability of the IPS international network.
There are many challenges and opportunities in the operating environment. The media
sector is in a constant state of change: especially the regional media are merging and join
ing forces to cut costs, the role and use of online journalism are growing, and the target
groups of media are becoming more and more fragmented. The changes in the media may
open new windows of opportunities for IPS, but even so the threat of losing old clients or
their exit from the market is imminent. IPS Finland must find new clients to replace lost
ones, and the internet does not yet at least appear as a distribution channel that might
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bring income either to IPS or its clients. Finding new markets has been challenging for
even the print media.
The economic recession is both a threat and an opportunity. The plight of current
clients manifests itself in the decreased income from sales of IPS articles. On the other
hand, when the resources in newsrooms shrink, the demand for lowprice highquality
IPS products may increase. At the end of the recession, IPS will have a good opportunity
to boost the sale of its articles, since the shrunken staff in newsrooms alone might not
have the resources to bring the number of articles in the papers to the level required by
the increased advertising revenues. Changes may occur not only in the IPS revenue from
its media clients but also in the level of public support if the funding policy of the Finnish
Ministry for Foreign Affairs changes.
The rising interest by Finns in development and global issues is a great opportunity.
The topics IPS is covering are no longer distant insignificant stories but can be seen in a
fully new way in the daily lives of all Finns. Finnish media hardly have correspondents in
the countries IPS is mainly reporting from. It is therefore possible to create demand for
IPS topics in the media. At the same time, media content is becoming more entertaining
and that may shrink the scope for news by IPS.
Out of external contact groups, students and educational institutions of media studies
form a significant opportunity for IPS: through collaboration, IPS may both improve its
current scope for action and secure its position in the longer run once students enter the
working life.

2 Strategy
Based on the results from the SWOT analysis, IPS Finland set itself the following strategic
goals for 20102012:
1) Current clientele is retained despite turmoil in the media.
This is the key shortterm goal of IPS Finland. It can be reached by
– improved analysis of needs of clients and administration of clientele.
Interaction with clients will be increased and their needs worked out by mapping
by means of, say, a project by some educational institution.
– continuous emphasis on photographs both by IPS Finland and within the IPS
internationally. Media students will be invited to join the Picture Ring to
enlarge it.
2) IPS Finland will actively recruit new clients.
This goal will be reached by
– finding out the needs of dormant and former clients who will be offered
tailored IPS products with a renewed IPS image containing strong picture
services. The marketing round will be carried out in 2011/2012.
– gauging new potential target audiences, as well as needs of online sections and
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independent online publications with the purpose of tailored sales to them.
– accounting for the format changes in print media where possible. For instance,
with the increased supply of photos, IPS might offer only photos and longer
captions for ”Image of the time” type of publishing.
3) Journalists are familiar with IPS Finland and those journalists interested in develop
ment and global issues are active members pf IPS Finland.
This goal will be reached by
– keeping active contact with journalists in the key media.
– developing highquality programme annexed to Annual General Meetings for
current and potential members. For instance, in 2010, the members could enjoy a
tailored Science on the Globe exhibition in the Science Centre Heureka in Vantaa.
– expanding the Picture Ring and offering its members an annual networking
session with worthwhile programme.
– renewing the IPS Finland website and marketing it to newsrooms.
– finding out opportunities to create a virtual community to those journalists
interested in development and global issues.
– keeping active contact with professional magazines like Journalisti to ensure
that IPS and the stories it supplies will feature there.
4) Personnel resources and collaboration between Board and personnel become strength
ened.
This goal will be reached by
– the journalists acting as substitutes for the employee will form a support group
smaller than the Board to meet up regularly and participate in working out
solutions to journalistic considerations
– ensuring sufficient resources for the scope of activities broadened by the
Strategy.
– continuing and intensifying collaboration with media schools to get
dissertations, research and studies supporting IPS activities
5) Financial preconditions for activities have been secured.
This goal will be reached by
– receiving public support for activities and developing them (support for
communications and global education projects from the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs)
– increasing sales of photos and articles through development plans and strategic
choices
– revenue from sales of pictures grows and supply of photographs increases the
sale of articles also. Hence the development of picture service will be actively
continued in the international IPS network.
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Implementation of Strategy and followup
The personnel of IPS Finland led by the journalist employed oversees implementation of
the Strategy. The journalist together with a working group set by the Board will make a
schedule for development projects listed for reaching the strategic goals.
– Realisation of the schedule will be followed regularly in Board meetings and AGMs.
– The Strategy will be reviewed when necessary whilst planning for action for the
following years.
– Board members will participate in implementing the Strategy in project
specific working groups.
The implementation of the Strategy was observed carefully, and it was mostly success
ful. The indicators were updated until 2015. However, in 2013 the consequences from the
turmoil in the media severely hit our clientele, and a downward trend followed.
Since then, IPS Finland has been fighting for its survival with everdiminishing resources.
2009 situaton

2010

2011

2012

implementation

old clients (over
1,5 million)

total circulation
>1,5 million

total circulation >
1,5 million

total circulation
>1,5 million

editor

new clients

survey

marketing

marketing

editor + project

survey +possible
test

possible
marketing

project

online news

clippings (1168)

1200

1200

1200

editorial staff

published
pictures (318)

400

450

500

editorial staff

sales revenues

growth >inflation

growth >inflation

growth >inflation

editorial staff +
marketing project

picture ring
members (30)

40

45

50

editorial staff +
board

active association
members (30)

40

50

60

board

website devel.
+ virtual
community

1. phase

planning

implementation

Risto Autio,
editor + team,
project

mentoring ring

2 meetings

2

2

editor +
substitutes

coop with educ.
institutions,
credits

6

5

20

editor + board
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9.2. Premises
1985 the activity began at Mannerheimintie 5 in the office of Ylioppilaslehti (Student
Paper) in Uusi ylioppilastalo (New Student House) of Helsingin yliopiston
ylioppilaskunta HYY (Student Union of the University of Helsinki)
1985 in October IPS got its own office on the 5th floor of Uusi ylioppilastalo (New
Student House)
1990 in July IPS was moved to the 6th floor of door B where a new “media centre” of
HYY was established. The neighbours were Ylioppilaslehti and Studentbladet.
1995 in the summer HYY decided to evict IPS but allowed it to stay one more year paying
rent.
1996 in early summer IPS moved to Käenkuja 35 in the district of Sörnäinen. Landlord:
Tradeka.
2000 in June IPS moved to Hitsaajankatu 9 B in Herttoniemi. Landlord: Tietoputki Oy.
2008 in June IPS returned to Sörnäinen, Vilhonvuorenkatu 11 C. Landlord: Kansan
Uutiset.
2019 in June the news agency moved to freelancer Matti Ripatti’s office. The old office
was used in the history project by Milla until the end of January 2020.
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9.3 Subscribers 1985–2019
Name
DLP*

Start Stop
1985 2005

Eteenpäin
EteläSuomen Sanomat
Helsingin Sanomat
Hämeen Sanomat
Kainuun Sanomat
Kauppalehti
Keskisuomalainen
Kouvolan Sanomat
Maaseudun Tulevaisuus
Suomenmaa
Suomen Sosialidemokraatti
later Demari and Demokraatti
Kaleva
Lapin Kansa
Savon Sanomat
Kansan Lehti
Tiedonantaja
Radio City
Kotimaa
Insinööriuutiset
later Tekniikka ja talous
Ahjo
Kirjatyö
Rakentaja
YKtiedote
Kumppani
later Maailman Kuvalehti
Rauhan puolesta
Kantti
Lapset ja yhteiskunta
Vihreä lanka
Radio 957
Yleisradio (earlier
with IPS Sweden)

1985
1985
1985–
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985–
1985
1985

1986
2000

1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1987

1991
1987
1986
1986
1986
1990
1990

1987
1987
1987
1987
1987

1991
c/o Sask 1990
1995
c/o Sask 1990
1994

1987–
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987

1991
1990
1989
2012
1988
2007

University of Helsinki Institute
of Development Studies

1987

1989
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Continued
KU and KT continue
ST ended 2016

1991
1986
1991

2006–
Exclusives and special services
2002–2015
1994–1995, 20122013
1994–1994

1986

19972001, 20102019

1991–2016
2019
19922013
1993–2010, 2012–2013
1994–
1999–
1993–1997

2008– Ulkolinja
2010–2018 radio news/
Jaana Kanninen

Sana
MFA, Finnida
Satakunnan Kansa
University of Tampere, journ.
Finnish Red Cross, Munkkisaari
Board of Voc. Education
Radio Robin Hood
Sask
Suomen Radiotieto
Ylioppilaslehti
Aviisi
Sanomalehtimies later Journalisti
Board of Education
Asylum Board/Uusimaa county court
Institute of Human Rights
Pohjolan Sanomat
Karjalainen
Keskipohjanmaa
Kristityn vastuu
Nuorten Luonto
Suomen Luonto
Aamulehti
Melehti
Creavideo
University Radio, Tampere
EteläSaimaa
LänsiSavo
Univ. of Jyväskylä, journ.
Ruukki reception centre
Future Hope
Afrikan tähti ry
HYY
KehitysmaaKauppalehti
Tiede 2000, later Tiede
Vihreä elämä ry
ItäHäme
Turun Sanomat
Pohjalainen
Ilkka
ItäSavo
Kontiolahti reception centre

1988
1988–
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990–
1990
1990
1990
1990–
1990
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1992
1992
1992
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
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1989
1992
2019
1989
1990
2019

2005–2013

1990
1994
1993

news for 20 local radios

1997
1999
1992
1993
1995
2019
1992
1992
1993
1998
1993
1999
1994
1994
2003
1993
1997
1994
1994
1996
1997

2012–2013
1996–2013, 2014

20022009

19972009, 2010–2019
20082009, 2011–2013
2008–2008

Exclusives
1997
1994
2013
1995
1997
1995
1998

19972000, 20032013
2010–2013
1998, 20082009, 20112013

Joutseno reception centre
Kirkko ja kaupunki
Home Office’s Alien Office
/Immigration Service
Kääntöpiiri
Third World Shop, Turku
LänsiSuomi
Tehylehti
SuPer
Terveydenhoitaja
Alkioopisto
Kymen Sanomat
Forssan Lehti
Third World Shop, Kajaani
MFA Kehitys uutiset
Pakolainen
Karenssisanomat
Parliament Library
FELM (church organ)
Hufvudstadsbladet
Löntagaren
KIOS Foundation
Taksvärkki
Libraries of Vaasa region
Turun Päivälehti
Puntari
Amnestytiedote
Nordic Investment Bank
Worker’s Academy
Multicultural Information Society
Upper sec. school, Pedersöre
Palkkatyöläinen
Coolvision
Finnish Red Cross
Voima
Suomen Kuvalehti
Suomen OneWorld later maailma.net
Vasabladet
Diakonia applied univ/Turku
Finn Church Aid
Elonkehä

1994
1994
1994–
1994
1994
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997–
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2000
2000
2000
2001
2001
2001–
2001
2002
2002
2002
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1998
2017

1995
1999
2012
1998
2003
1997
2013
2019
1999
2006
2003
2009
1998
1997
1999
2010
2002
1998
2007
2001
2000
2010
2001
2000
2003
2000
2005
2003
2006
2008
2019
2012
2008
2006
2003

2017–

2017–

2002–2002

2008–2013

2004–2008

Maapallolehti
Kulttuurivihkot
Sixdegrees
Asuminen ja yhteiskunta
OikeusSanomat
Helia applied univ later HaagaHelia
Maailmankuva/Plan Finland
Kehys ry
Helsinki Times
MTV3/Janne Hopsu
Österbottens Tidning
50plus
Suomen UN Women
Cuba Sí

2002
2003–
2005
2006
2006
2006–
2007
2008
2009
2009
2009
2011
2014–
2017–

2003

2013–

2008
2008
2006
2015
2012
2015
2018
2012
2011

Aamuposti, EteläSaimaa, ItäSavo, KeskiUusimaa, Kouvolan Sanomat, Kymen
Sanomat, LänsiSavo and Uusimaa joined the group of Keskisuomalainen in Jan 2020
and became potential subscribers.
* Kansan Uutiset, Hämeen Yhteistyö (closed in 1992), Kansan Sana (closed in 1992,
substitute ItäSuomen Viikko 19921994), Kansan Tahto (magazine since 2016), Kansan
Ääni (closed in early 1994) and Satakunnan Työ (closed in 2016).
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9.4 Stringers
The stringers wrote stories from Finland or foreign countries that they were visiting, first
to IPS Finland and later for the international IPS wire. Some of them, especially Linus
Atarah, continued for decades, some others only once or during shorter periods.
Name
Timo Voipio
Markku Malkamäki
Ari Rouvinen
Jaana Syrjälä
Tuija Halmari
Hannu Pesonen
Linus Atarah
Risto Isomäki
Katri Himma
Jarmo Kalanti
Mika Mäkeläinen
Marketta Ollikainen
Ari Kaaro
Taina Repo
Mark Waller
Jorma T. Mattila
Simo Sipola
Heikki Jokinen
Azer Sawiris
Marjut Helminen

Started
1985
1986
1985
1986
1986
1986
1986
1988
1989
1990
1990
1990
1990
1991
1991
1991
1994
2003
2004
2014

Columnists
Pekka Aikio
Kimmo Kiljunen
Jaan Kaplinski (Estonia))
Christian Sundgren
Martti Ahtisaari
Tarja Halonen & Benjamin Mkapa (Tanzania)
Erkki Tuomioja & Jabaya M. Kikwete ”
Erkki Tuomioja & Leena Luhtanen
Satu Hassi
Risto Isomäki
Paavo Väyrynen
Tarja Halonen

1991
1996
1998
2001
2004
2004
2005
2006
2007
2010
2010
2014
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9.5 Boards
year
1985

chairman
Kimmo Pietinen

1986

Kimmo Pietinen

1987

Kimmo Pietinen

1988

Kimmo Pietinen

1989

Kimmo Pietinen

1990

Katri Himma

1991

Katri Himma

1992

Katri Himma

1993

Katri Himma

1994

Mikko Myllykoski

board members (vc = vice chair)
Antti Autio part of the year, Martti Paananen, Jorma
Penttinen part of the year, Katri Salonen (vc), fresh
supplies: Timo Voipio, Jyrki Palo, Milla Autio
Milla Autio, Katri Himma (vc), Jyrki Palo, Jukka
Viitasaari, Timo Voipio, vice members: Kari Hintikka,
Tuomo Mörä, Tuula Ripatti, (EevaLiisa Räsänen and
Riitta Saarinen attended the meetings)
Eira Aaltonen, Jyrki Palo (vc), Jukka Viitasaari, Tarja
Virtanen, Timo Voipio, vice members: Tuija Halmari,
Katri Himma, Tuomo Mörä, EevaLiisa Räsänen, Riitta
Saarinen
Timo Paukku, EevaLiisa Räsänen (vc), Eira
AaltonenSerkkola, Jukka Viitasaari, Timo Voipio,
vice members: Katri Himma, Kari Kortelainen, KalleVille
Lahtinen, Markus Lehtipuu, Pekka Valtonen
Eira AaltonenSerkkola (vc), Antti Autio, Katri Himma,
Kari Kortelainen, Eero YrjöKoskinen,
vice members: Risto Autio, Timo Paukku, EevaLiisa
Räsänen, Jukka Viitasaari, Timo Voipio
Risto Autio, Kari Kortelainen, Mikko Myllykoski (vc),
Kimmo Pietinen, EevaLiisa Räsänen,
vice members: Eira AaltonenSerkkola, Kaarina
Järventaus, Ari Kaaro, Jukka Viitasaari (vc),
Eero YrjöKoskinen
Risto Autio, Janne Hopsu, Kari Kortelainen, Mikko
Myllykoski (vc), EevaLiisa Räsänen,
vice members: Rauno Heinonen, Kaarina Järventaus,
Ari Kaaro, Kimmo Pietinen, Simo Sipola
Risto Autio, Kaarina Järventaus, Kari Kortelainen, Jorma
T. Mattila, Mikko Myllykoski (vc), Simo Sipola,
vice members: Ari Kaaro, Timo Paukku, Kimmo Pietinen,
EevaLiisa Räsänen, Eira Serkkola
Risto Autio, Peter de Haan (IPS Europe), Kaarina
Järventaus, Jorma T. Mattila, Mikko Myllykoski (vc),
Timo Paukku, Kimmo Pietinen, EevaLiisa Räsänen,
Eira Serkkola, Simo Sipola
Risto Autio, Peter de Haan, Katri Himma, Kaarina
Järventaus, Jorma T. Mattila, Timo Paukku, Kimmo
Pietinen, EevaLiisa Räsänen, Eira Serkkola, Simo Sipola
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1995

Mikko Myllykoski

1996

Mikko Myllykoski

1997

Mikko Myllykoski

1998

Mikko Myllykoski

1999

Mikko Myllykoski

2000

Mikko Myllykoski

2001

Janne Sivonen

2002

Janne Sivonen

2003

Janne Sivonen

2004

Jorma T. Mattila

2005

Jorma T. Mattila

2006

Janne Sivonen

Katri Himma, Jorma T. Mattila, Timo Paukku, Kimmo
Pietinen, Dale Anne van der Pol (IPS Europe), EevaLiisa
Räsänen (vc), Jaana Savolainen, Eira Serkkola, Eeva
Simola, Simo Sipola
Juhani Artto, Katri Himma, Jorma T. Mattila, Timo
Paukku, Kimmo Pietinen, EevaLiisa Räsänen (vc), Riitta
Saarinen, Eira Serkkola, Eeva Simola, Simo Sipola
Juhani Artto, Risto Autio, Katri Himma, Jorma T. Mattila
(vc), Timo Paukku, Kimmo Pietinen, Riitta Saarinen, Eira
Serkkola, Eeva Simola, Simo Sipola (vc)
Juhani Artto, Risto Autio, Katri Himma, Jorma T. Mattila
(vc), Timo Paukku, Kimmo Pietinen, Riitta Saarinen, Eira
Serkkola, Eeva Simola (vc), Simo Sipola
Linus Atarah, Juhani Artto, Risto Autio, Katri Himma,
Janne Hopsu, Jorma T. Mattila (vc), Timo Paukku,
Kimmo Pietinen, Eira Serkkola, Eeva Simola (vc)
Linus Atarah, Juhani Artto, Risto Autio, Janne Hopsu,
Jorma T. Mattila (vc), Katri Merikallio, Timo Paukku,
Kimmo Pietinen, Eira Serkkola (vc), Eeva Simola
Linus Atarah, Juhani Artto, Risto Autio, Janne Hopsu,
Katja Ikonen, Jorma T. Mattila (vc), Mikko Myllykoski,
Kimmo Pietinen, Eira Serkkola (vc), Eeva Simola
Risto Autio, Marina Galkin, Janne Hopsu, Katja Ikonen,
Jorma T. Mattila (vc), Mikko Myllykoski, Kimmo
Pietinen, Matti Remes. Eira Serkkola (vc), Eeva Simola
Risto Autio, Marina Galkin, Katja Ikonen, Elina
Manninen, Jorma T. Mattila (vc), Mikko Myllykoski,
Kimmo Pietinen, Matti Remes, Eira Serkkola (vc), Eeva
Simola
Risto Autio, Marina GalkinAalto, Katja Ikonen, Elina
Manninen, Mikko Myllykoski, Kimmo Pietinen, Soma
Rytkönen (vc), EevaLiisa Räsänen, Eira Serkkola, Eeva
Simola
Risto Autio, Katja Ikonen, Elina Manninen, Mikko
Myllykoski, Kimmo Pietinen, Soma Rytkönen (vc),
EevaLiisa Räsänen, Eira Serkkola, Eeva Simola, Janne
Sivonen
Risto Autio, Katja Ikonen, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Mikko Myllykoski, Kimmo Pietinen, Soma
Rytkönen (vc), EevaLiisa Räsänen, Eira Serkkola, Eeva
Simola
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2007

Janne Sivonen

2008

Janne Sivonen

2009

Janne Sivonen

2010

Janne Sivonen

2011

Kari Kortelainen

2012

Kari Kortelainen

2013

Kari Kortelainen

2014

Kari Kortelainen

2015

Kari Kortelainen

2016

Kari Kortelainen

Risto Autio, Katja Ikonen, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Mikko Myllykoski, Kimmo Pietinen, Soma
Rytkönen (vc), EevaLiisa Räsänen, Eeva Simola,
MarjaLeena Suvanto
Risto Autio, Katja Ikonen, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Kimmo
Pietinen, Soma Rytkönen (vc), Eeva Simola, MarjaLeena
Suvanto
Risto Autio, Katja Ikonen, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Kimmo
Pietinen, Soma Rytkönen (vc), Eeva Simola, MarjaLeena
Suvanto
Risto Autio, Kaarina Järventaus, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen (vc), Eeva Simola, MarjaLeena Suvanto, Timo
Voipio
Risto Autio, Kaarina Järventaus, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Janne Sivonen, Timo
Voipio
Risto Autio, Kaarina Järventaus, Antti Kivimäki, Suvi
Lindgren, Jorma T. Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko
Myllykoski, Soma Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Janne
Sivonen
Risto Autio, Suvi Baloch, Kaarina Järventaus, Antti
Kivimäki, Jorma T. Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko
Myllykoski, Soma Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Janne
Sivonen
Risto Autio, Suvi Baloch, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Janne Sivonen, Eeva
Suhonen
Risto Autio, Suvi Baloch, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Eeva Suhonen, Maippi
Tapanainen
Risto Autio, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T. Mattila, Heta
Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma Rytkönen, Eeva
Simola (vc), Eeva Suhonen, Maippi Tapanainen
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2017

Kari Kortelainen

2018

Kari Kortelainen

2019

Kari Kortelainen

2020

Kari Kortelainen

Linus Atarah, Risto Autio, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Eeva Suhonen, Maippi
Tapanainen
Linus Atarah, Risto Autio, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Eeva Suhonen, Maippi
Tapanainen
Linus Atarah, Risto Autio, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Eeva Suhonen, Maippi
Tapanainen
Linus Atarah, Risto Autio, Antti Kivimäki, Jorma T.
Mattila, Heta Muurinen, Mikko Myllykoski, Soma
Rytkönen, Eeva Simola (vc), Eeva Suhonen, Milla
Sundström

9.6 Personnel
1985
19851988
19851988
1986, 1990
19871988
19881989
19882019
1989
1989
1989–1993
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

Martti Paananen official
Marketta Ollikainen official/journalist
(partly on leave of absence) Antti Autio editor
Linus Atarah summer reporter
Soma Rytkönen editor
Mikko Myllykoski errand boy or assistant and marketer
Milla Sundström editor
Katri Himma editor’s substitute
Antti Autio editor’s substitute
Pertti Pesonen translated trade union news from Spanish
Anna Parkkari assistant, Harri Englund assistant, Lotta Lehmusvaara
marketer
Hannele Pakarinen assistant, Leena Uski assistant, Kristiina Dammert
editor’s substitute, Janne Hopsu editor’s substitute,
Kaisu Huttunen assistant, Hanna Erkko assistant, Jorma Mattila
editor’s substitute and marketer
Leena Nurmela assistant, Jorma Mattila editor’s substitute and marketer
Tuovi Maasio assistant, Ulla Tervonen assistant, Jorma Mattila editor’s
substitute and marketer
Ulla Tervonen assistant, Simo Sipola marketer, Jorma Mattila
editor’s substitute, Juhani Artto editor’s substitute
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1995

1996
1997

1998
1999
2000

2001
2002
2003

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

2011
2012
2013

Juhani Artto editor’s substitute, Katri Himma seminar organiser and
marketer, Simo Sipola marketer, Ulla Tervonen assistant, Ari Kallinen
assistant
Juhani Artto editor’s substitute, marketer and subcontractor, Ari Kallinen
assistant, Pia Kujanpää assistant, AnnaHelena Mykkänen assistant
Juhani Artto editor’s substitute, AnnaHelena Mykkänen assistant,
Marinne Zitting assistant, Satu Elo assistant, Eeva Simola and Soma
Rytkönen school page editors
Juhani Artto editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute, Satu
Elo assistant, Katja Ikonen assistant, Satu Lassila marketer
Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute and marketer, Katja Ikonen assistant
Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute, Eeva Simola editor’s substitute, Katja
Ikonen assistant, Saana Halinen assistant, Jussi Laitinen intern from
Alkioopisto for one week
Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute, Anne Tanhua editor’s substitute,
Saana Halinen assistant, Lena Näre assistant
Anne Tanhua editor’s substitute and subcontractor, Lena Näre assistant
Anne Tanhua editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute,
Lena Näre assistant, Hertta Niemi assistant, Anna Häkkinen assistant,
Miina Dowe assistant
Sari Cojan editor’s substitute, Miina Dowe assistant
Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute, Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute,
Miina Dowe assistant, Suvi Pyhälahti assistant
Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute, Suvi Pyhälahti assistant, Johanna
Ranta assistant
Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute, Heta Muurinen editor’s substitute,
Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute and assistant
Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute and
assistant, Miranda Koskinen helped in preparing the removal
Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute and
assistant
Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute, Heta Muurinen editor’s substitute,
Tiina Ruulio editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen editor’s substitute and
assistant
Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute, Heta Muurinen editor’s substitute,
Soma Rytkönen assistant, Suvi Lindgren intern
Maippi Tapanainen editor’s substitute, Heta Muurinen editor’s
substitute, Soma Rytkönen assistant
Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute, Heta Muurinen editor’s substitute,
Maippi Tapanainen editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen assistant
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2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Heta Muurinen editor’s substitute, Maippi Tapanainen editor’s
substitute, Soma Rytkönen assistant
Heta Muurinen editor’s substitute, Maippi Tapanainen editor’s substitute,
Antti Kivimäki editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen assistant
Maippi Tapanainen editor’s substitute, Anttti Kivimäki editor’s substitute,
Soma Rytkönen assistant
Maippi Tapanainen editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen assistant
Matti Ripatti editor’s substitute, Soma Rytkönen assistant
Matti Ripatti editor’s substitute and successor from June 1. Soma
Rytkönen assistant until May.

9.7 Stories published
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9.8 Pictures published
Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Offered
pictures
51
119
176
170
164
177
170
182
205
207
210
200 (estim)

Pickups
171
318
438
568
696
535
335
225
435
544
460
No statistics

Revenues to IPS
international, €
8 000
13 655
18 250
23 204
30 324
26 255
14 608
11 243
558
(Free of charge from Feb 8)
0
0
0

9.9 Subsidies
year

selfsuff.
%

HYY (Student Union
of the University
of Helsinki)

Ministry for
Foreign Affairs

Sales
revenues

Fees to IPS
international

1985

39

free ofﬁce
30 000 mk + ofﬁce

74 000 mk
via HYY

60 450 mk

6 300 mk *

1986

62

20 000 mk+SYL
subsidy for summer
reporter 30 000 mk

110 776 mk

202 705 mk

24 788 mk *

1987

54

30 000 + 30 000 mk

100 000 mk

204 661 mk

26 433 mk *

1988

58

30 000 + 30 000 mk

100 000 mk

282 830 mk

55 985 mk *

1989

75

30 000 mk + ofﬁce

70 000 mk

399 900 mk

55 057 mk *

1990

79

30 000 mk

70 000 mk

387 440 mk

46 524 mk *

1991

82

15 000 mk

70 000 mk

428 468 mk

48 284*/50 000** mk

1992

76

15 000 mk

90 000 mk

343 567 mk

53 799*/32 927** mk

1993

79

15 000 mk

80 000 mk

370 720 mk

68 741*/35 355** mk

1994

77

15 000 mk

100 000 mk

391 478 mk

51 939*/29 554** mk

1995

71

15 000 mk + 30 000 mk
for seminar from other
sources

100 000 mk

372 305 mk

36 354*/37 230** mk

1996

80

100 000 mk

416 300 mk

40 574*/45 793** mk
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year

selfsuff.
%

1997

HYY (Student Union
of the University
of Helsinki)

Ministry for
Foreign Affairs

Sales
revenues

Fees to IPS
international

83

100 000 mk

495 469 mk

49 055*/61 856** mk

1998

81

100 000 mk

406 074 mk

32 419*/54 229** mk

1999

81

100 000 mk

354 460 mk

70 298 mk**

2000

75

113 000 mk

382 995 mk

97 941 mk**

2001

75

129 000 mk

378 080 mk

105 457 mk**

2002

77

25 565 e
70 030 e
(seminar 4205 e)

20 662 e **

2003

78

20 000 e

68 743 e

20 286 e **

2004

75

22 500 e

67 703 e

21 140 e **

2005

71

22 000 + 4 000 e 61 794 e
for seminar

16 450 e **

2006

74

23 000 e

66 787 e

19 260 e **

2007

74

23 000 e

64 985 e

21 112 e **

2008

76

23 000 e

69 805 e

22 635 e **

2009

73

26 000 e

82 337 e

32 117 e **

2010

71

29 000 e

71 983 e

28 855 e **

2011

73

28 000 e

78 372 e

33 832 e **

2012

71

32 000 e

80 589 e

37 445 e **

2013

68

33 000 e

69 621 e

31 115 e **

2014

60

33 800 e

56 696 e

19 880 e **

2015

72

35 000 e
used 21 200 e

52 556 e

0

2016

80

no subsidy, used 36 676 e
13 800 from 2015

0

2017

100

no subsidy

36 926 e

1 500 e **

2018

100

no subsidy

32 293 e

1 500 e **

2019

100

no subsidy

27 500 e (estim)

1 400 e **

*news line **news material
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Narrative story telling has recently become fashionable in
Finnish journalism but Inter Press Service has conveyed the nar
ratives of people living in developing countries since the year
1964. The idea of ”giving voice to the voiceless” also promoted
the founding of IPS Finland in 1985. This book describes how a
dream of young idealists became a professional news agency
which got its stories picked up in Finland over 1 500 times a year
at best. Not even the digital transformation of the media land
scape managed to put down completely this persistent alterna
tive actor of the media field. The editor of the book, Milla
Sundström, ran IPS Finland for more than 30 years. Besides her
the book includes memories of many other people who have
been part of the activities of the unique association and news
agency.
The book is available online free of charge at www.ips.fi/history
and the original Finnish version at www.ips.fi/historia

